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GvTXosJTrouble Besets Apollo
VANCOUVER (CP) — The 
British Columbia mediation 
commission today awarded 
wage increases of 6.25 per cent 
in each year of a two-year con­
tract for 10,500 non - medical 
hospital workers in the province 
with a stipulation that the min­
imum increase should be $30 
monthly.
At the same time, the com­
mission ruled that 2,200 regis­
tered nurses should receive an 
.increase of seven per cent retro­
active to Jan. 1 this year and 
a further 614 per cent at the 
beginning of 1973.
The increases are generally 
in line with the provincial gov­
ernment’s recent legislation 
holding increases for civil serv­
ants and other employees in the 
public service to 6.5 per cent.
In twin decisions, totalling 
more than 17,000 words, the 
commission also ruled on a va­
riety of fringe benefits includ­
ing shift premiums, job reclass­
ification, statutory holidays and 
vacations.
$050 AVERAGE
It said B.C. hospital workers 
“are leaders in Canadian hospi- 
tai wages” and that “they are 
among the highest paid for 
comparable jobs in industry in 
British Columbia.” It also said 
salaries for registered nurses in 
B.C. “are superior to those of 
the nurses in comparable hos­
pitals in the other provinces.”
Under the old contract, which 
expired at the beginning of the
year, starting salary for a reg­
istered nurse was $.r<M) a month, 
increasing for five years by in­
crements of about $30 a month 
annually. The commission said 
the average salary was about 
$650 a month.
Starting salaries for non-med- 
ical workers ranged from 
$406.50 monthly to $571.75 for 
orderlies. ’
In, a statement issued min­
utes after the decision was an­
nounced, Nora Paton, director, 
personnel services for the Regis­
tered Nurses Association of B.C. 
said the organization was “mod­
erately satisfied” with the de­
cision.
“We can live with it for the 
next two years,” she said..
She said the commission’s 
award was “somewhat higher 
than what we were offered at 
the bargaining table” but below 
average wage settlements in the 
province.
There was no immediate com­
ment from the hospital employ­
ees union, which represents the 
non-medical workers.
The decisions are binding on 
registered nurses and hospital 
workers at the Matsqui, Sumas, 
Abbotsford General Hospital, lo­
cated at Abbotsford, B.C., and 
73 hospitals represented by the 
B.C. Hospitals Association.
The commission rejected a 
request by the hospital workers 
for a reduction in the work 
week to 36 hours from the 
present 3714 hours. Nurses also 
work a 37%-hour week.
Lunar Landing Delayed
Bourassa Under More Pressure 
For Strike-Ending Legislation
QUEBEC (CP) — The liberal 
government was under growing 
pressure today for legislation to 
end the 10-day strike of 200,000 
Quebec public service employ­
ees as hopes dimmed for a ne­
gotiated settlement.
A six-hour closed-door meet­
ing among union leaders and a 
committee of four cabinet min­
isters ended early today with no 
plans to resume talks.
Premier Robert Bourassa was 
reported to be preparing an an­
nouncement for today’s session 
of the Quebec, national assem­
bly, scheduled to start at 3 p.m.
Possible government action.
could include legislation ban­
ning or suspending public serv­
ice strikes, a special bill forcing 
the strikers back to work with a 
legislated contract, or a morato­
rium on the walkout while the 
issues are studied by a legisla­
ture committee.
The overnight union-govern­
ment meeting was to . ssess re­
action to the latest government 
offer of an additional $32.9 mil­
lion in salaries add other bene­
fits, bringing the total offer for 
a three-year contract to nearly 
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the tWo sides more than 
million apart.
$100
The cameraman almost got 
the point, or two of them,
when he sauntered a little too who faces life with horn A 
close to this four-horned ram plenty. The well - protected
sheep spends his day living In J. 
the Colchester. '.Zooi, Englanu..
Failure To Make Good Burn
Occurs After Orion Leaves
HOUSTON (AP) — Mission 
control ordered Apollo 16’s I 
lunar module pilots to delay 
touchdown on the moon at least 
one orbit today and considered 
cancelling the landing because 
of a failure in the engine of the 
separately flying command 
ship.
The command ship was un­
able to execute a firing on 
schedule and consideration was 
being given to re-docking the 
ships and starting for home 
using the engine of the lunar 
craft.
“We have a wave off,” 
ground controllers told John W. 
Young and Charles M. Duke Jr. 
just 25 minutes before they 
were to steer the lunar craft 
Orion, to a landing in the 
moon’s unexplored mountains.
A spokesman for the National 
Aeronautics Sph.ce Administra­
tion said: "The crew of Apollo 
16 in the lunar lander Arion and 
command Ship Casper are in no 
immediate danger. We’re hold­
ing off on the landing for one 
orbit until we. get the problem 
straightened out.”
The thrust vector system con­
trols the stabilization, rate of
firing and the steering of the 
big command.ship'engine.
Mission Control said that if it 
could not be corrected; experts 
were considering redocking the 
ships—still flying only 600 feet 
apart.
Then the astronauts could fire 
the lunar module engine to 
break out of orbit to head back 
to earth.
It cropped up when Thomas 
K. Mattingly, alone in the com­
mand ship Casper, reported he 
was unable to fire the craft’s 
engine because a secondary cir­
cuit on a thrust control device 
did. not come up to specifica­
tions during a check.
Only minutes earlier, the 
ground had advised Young and 
Duke to “anticipate a wave 
off.”
CHECKED ALL SYSTEMS
They had separated Orion 
from Casper two hours earlier 
and were preparing to fire their 
engine to start the descent to 
the surface. They had checked 
out all systems, and except'for 
a few- minor problems, every­
thing was working well.
The landing had been set for 
! 3:41p.m. EST.
People's Park At Vancouver 
Classed As A Health Hazard
More Unionists Sent To Jail
QUEBEC (CP) — Four union 
officers from Notre Dame de 
Lourdes Hospital in Montreal 
were each sentenced today to 
six months in jail and fined 
$5,000 for contempt of court in 
disobeying Injunctions ordering 
them back to work.
A fifth union leader was fined 
$5,000.
The decisions today bring to 
22 the number of union officials
sentenced to jail and to two
U.S. Destroyer Badly Hit
those only fined for violating 
court injunctions that ordered 
maintenance of essential serv­
ices in the province-Wide strike 
of 200,000 public service employ­
ees, now in Its 10th day.
The decisions were handed 
down by Mr. Justice Georges 
Pelletier of Quebec Superior 
Court.
(SEE PAGE 2)
In Raid By Hanoi's MiGs
Hospital Administrator Lavery 
Retires After 10 Years On Job
Charles Lavery, Kelowna’s 
first and only hospital admin­
istrator, is resigning, effective 
Sept. 30.
Official word of Mr. Lavery’s 
resignation came Wednesday at 
the annual meeting of . the Kel­
owna Hospital Society, of which 
he is secretary,
Mr. Lavery has worked for 
the hospital since 1949 nnd has 
been Its administrator since 
1952. Since that time the fac- 
lity has grown from 86 to 201 
teas.
f “Mr. Lavery,” said hospital 
ward chairman H. B. Simpson, 
“has played a prominent part 
in the expansion program over 
the past 10 years which, to­
gether with operating admin­
istration, has been a most ar­
duous and demanding Job.
"The board is most apprecia­
Sea Gives Up 
Two Bodies
' KETCHIKAN, Alaska (AP) 
Authorities here are seeking to 
। determine the identies of two 
। bodies evidently washed up fol- 
! lowing some marine disaster. 
District Judge Henry Keene 
1 raid one body was discovered 
on n beach about 30 miles north 
of here nnd that the other was 
found drifting in water about 100 
miles northeast of Ketchikan.
He said both men appeared to 
have been In the water a consid­
erable time and both .wore life­
jackets bearing English and 
J ’-'-incsc lettering.
! The only recent ship mishap 
’- •’incd of ro tar was the sick- 
I of the Dona Anita, a Somali 
{republic freighter that went 
|<!own Jan. 0 with 41 hands 150 
' miles west of Vancouver 
Islaiid, Keene said. .
tive of Mr. Lavery’s efforts 
and devotion to the work of 
the hospital... we wish him a 
long, happy and well-earned 
retirement.”
An emotion-choked Mr. Lav­
ery could find few words to 
sum up the past 23 years, other 
than to say, "H's oeen a real 
pleasure.”
Hospital board vice-president, 
George Whittaker described 
those years ns, "very frustrat­
ing,” and lidded, "Mr. Lavery 
has to be commended for his 
dedicated' work and after both 
the new block nnd the extend­
ed care unit had been finish­
ed, they completed their first 
year of operation ,'n tho black, 
an accomplishment few hospi- 
tals can boast of.”
Said H. A. Truswell, provin­
cial government representative 
on the hospital board: “To our 
dear and beloved administrator, 
Charlie Lavery, over the years 
... I have nevet" vet worked 
with a secretary of the type he 
has been,
I can only pay a tribute to 
his wonderful perfection In 
getting every dotted nnd 
every *t’ crossed."
SAIGON (Reuter) — Bombs 
from North Vietnamese MiG 
fighters heavily damaged a U.S. 
destroyer and slightly damaged 
the flagship of the 7th Fleet in 
the Gulf of Tonkin Wednesday 
when the North's small air 
force challenged the U.S. Navy 
for the first time in the war.
Military sources reported the 
destroyer Higbee was hit on her 
superstructure and bomb shrap­
nel also hit the flagship Okla­
homa City as they were shelling 
North Vietnam north of the de­
militarized zone.
Admlrsl William Mack, com­
mand of the 7th Fleet, usually 
sails on the Oklahoma City, a 
guided missile cruiser. It could 
not be Immediately confirmed it 
he took part in the operation,
A force of four U.S. ships was 
off North Vietnam’s coast when 
three or more MiGs swooped 
out of the sky to attack,
The Higbee was badly dam­
aged on its gunmounts and 
magazine section. Fire raged oh 
the ship for several hours and 
four of the crew were wounded, 
the sources said.
One MiG dropped a 250-pound 
bomb on the rear deck of the 
Higbee, destroying a five-inch 
gun mount.
It was the first MiG attack of
the war on U.S. naval forces in 
the Gulf of Tonkin.
The Higbee has docked in 
South Vietnam’s northern port 
of Da Nang for preliminary 
damage assessment, the 
sources said. 'All fires on board 
were extinguished.
A trio or more of North Viet­
nam’s MiGs swooped on a num- 
aer of U.S. ships In the Gulf of 
Tonkin Wednesday afternoon.
In an air-sea battle, one MiG 
was destroyed and two North 
Vietnamese vessels—likely pa­
trol torpedo boats—were sunk 
by the guns of the guided mis­
sile frigate Sterett.
Eight ships have been dam­
aged so far In the three-week 
Communist offensive. North 
Vietnam claims to have set 13 
ships ablaze.
At An Loe, there was heavy
fighting today on the edges 
the town as , North Vietnamese
of
forces l a (inched the second 
phase of their offensive.
Twenty U.S. B-52s dropped 
500 tons of explosives on three 
sides of the city, trying to break 
up the Communist concentra­
tions.
Field reports said North Viet­
namese troops, spearheaded by 
tanks, renewed the attack from 
the north and from the south­
east.
Senior U.S, pilots involved in 
supply and relief operations 
said not even medical evacua­
tion helicopters on emergency 
missions to pull out dying men 
were able to reach the town be­
cause of dense anti-aircraft fire.
One pilot said: "Everything 




Motorists who take particu­
lar pleasure in "spooking” 
horse riders got a blast from 
Kelowna and District Safety 
Council vice-president, Clif­
ford Wilson.
"There are a few numb­
skulls who take particular joy 
in spooking a horse for some 
sadistic reason,” he told the 
regular meeting of the council 
Wednesday. He added such, 
drivers were people who 
ordinarily wouldn’t'' come 
“within 100 feet of a horse" 
“suggesting the council invite 
a reperesentatlve’ from the 
Kelowna and District Riding 
Club to expound on the local 
hazard which he added could 
lead to a “real bad accident."
VANCOUVER (CP) —..City 
health officer Dr. Gerald Bon­
ham said Wednesday a health 
hazard exists at so-called. All 
Seasons or People’s Park on 
the. site of the planned Four 
Seasons, hotel-apartment pro- 
; ect—and it will get worse.
He said responsibility rests 
exclusively with the Vancou­
ver Port Authority.
Port Authority chairman Bill 
Rathie said: *Tve been passed 
the buck."
In a summary of the situa­
tion delivered to Mr. Rathie 
Wednesday at his request, Dr. 
Bonham says there are rats at 
the'site, toilet facilities are un­
acceptable and there is no wat­
er supply nor garbage pickup. 
TAKE OVER SITE
All the problems, he said, ex­
ist on property owned by the 
National Harbors Board, and a 
city bylaw covering a, small 
portion of the site ■ cannot be 
applied. -
The area .was. to have been 
the site of the controversial 
development, but the federal 
government is withholding ^per­
mission to use land which, it 
own$. Transient youths have 
made the area a cause celebre, 
Mr, Rathie said he intends ,to 
contact City Prosecutor Stewart 
McMorran about possible pros- ■ 
ecution of squatters currently 
living at the. site.
"If Mr. McMorran wants me 
to lay a charge, ; I’ll lay a 
charge," he said.
Mr. Rathie Tuesday accused 
the city of sloughing off its 
responsibility to enforce health 
and building bylaws bn the site 
and to provide police protec­
tion.' He threatened to use har­
bors board police to remove 
squatters.
. Dr. Bonham said the situation 
is not a matter of the city 
evading fis responsibilities, The 
bylaw simply was not applic­








For B.C. Socreds Radio Series
NEWS IN A MINUTE
Courthouse
Surrounded
HULL, Que, (CP) — Several 
hundred striking provincial pub- 
lie servants surrounded the Hull 
courthouse today, preventing 
judges, 1 a w y e r a and Police 
Chief Hector Ranger from en­
tering.
The strikers’ action prevented 
the hearing of an application for 
an injunction^ to atop them from 
again closing down the Hull Jun­
ior college.
The demonstration ended 




FORT ASS1NIBO1NE, Alta. 
(CP) — The body of Mary Ann 
Plett, a 29-year-old Edmonton 
repl estate agent missing since 
last Sept. 15, has been found 
near this northwestern Alberta 
community.
Mrs, Plett disappeared after 
she left her Edmonton office to 
show an unidentified male client 
some land just outside the city.
Her decomposed body was 
found Wednesday during an 
RCMP search that startl'd after 
two workmen stumbled on some 
clothes in the Fort Assinibolne 
area while digging a ditch last 
Friday.
In Edmonton, 75 miles south- 
cast of here, city police said 
they were questioning a man 
who was in custody in another 
case.
Mrs. Plett, mother of twq 
young boys, had used her own 
car for the business trip Into 
the Country, The car was found 
parked at an Edmonton used- 
car lot.
Man Killed In Crash Near Hope
HOPE, B.C. (CP) - A Boston Bar man was killed and his 
brother severely injured Wednesday night in a single-car 
accident on tho Trans-Canada Highway 10 mijes north of here. 
Police Identified the victim as Roy Glen Shirey, 24; a passen­
ger in a car driven by his brother Robert, Shirey, 32, who is 
in poor condition in hospital here. .
Czech Hockey Stars Beat Soviet
PRAGUE (Reuter) — Czechoslovakia won the world nnd 
European hockey championships today after beating the 
Soviet Union, defending world titleholders, 3-2,
'MOSLEMS BE DAMNED'
A Justice Jolts
TORONTO (CP) - Ontario 
Attorney-General Dalton 
Bales called today for an 1m- 
nitNllali' Investigation by court, 
officials into a report that a 
justice of the peace used de­
rogatory language In convict*- 
ing a Moslem of a driving of­
fence.
A partial transcript of the 
proceedings showed that 
Lorne Taylor, a justice of the 
peace in York County, made 
repeated references to the 
witnesses’ religion and con­
victed Saleh Izrcig of driving
through a red light with 
words: “Moslems 
danuud,”
Mr. Izrelg had pleaded 





called as witnesses Abdullah
Gcmll and Faruk Gcmal, who 
were with him at the time. All 
three are Moslems,
When Mr. Gemll was being 
sworn, Mr, Taylor questioned 
whether he could take an oath 
on a Christian Bible. Mr. 
Gcmll replied that he believed 
lit the Bible because “we be­
lieve that’s Gqd’fl book."
After Mr. Gcmll was sworn 
and finished his testimony, 
’the transcript shows that Mr. 
Taylor then questioned Mr. 
Gomel about oath-tnklng. Fin­
ally, it shows Mr. Taylor say­
ing:
“Thank you, Step down. 
There'll bo a conviction on Ilie 
charge. You're not even good
Bridal Showers 
Tar, Feathers 
BELFAST (Reuter), -- Two 
Roman Catholic girls engaged 
to marry British soldiers were 
found painted and feathered 
eariy today at Coalisland in 
Northern Ireland’s County Ty­
rone.
Tarring and feathering Is a 
common punishment inflicted 
by tlic Irish Republican Army 
on girls of the Catholic com­
munity who form attachments 
to British troops.
A man wns tossed out of a car 
nenr the Catholic Andersontown. 
district of Belfast nnd Severn 
shots wore pumped into him as 
he lay on tho road. Security 
forces believed he may hove 
been tlio victim of a guerrilla 
execution squad.
LANGLEY, B.C, (CP)-Mbl 
Couvelier, president ot the Bri­
tish Columbia Liberal Associa­
tion, has sharply criticized the 
provincial government's an­
nounced radio series and pro­
posed—tongue-in-cheek — a con­
test to name the series.
, The radio programs have been 
billed by the government as ah 
open forlim in which the public 
can query cabinet ministers on 
any Issue by mall. Selected rep­
lies will be aired by radio sta­
tions.
The CBC has refused to run 
the series, called "Ask Your 
Provincial Government,” r .d 
opposition parties have charged 
that the scries is nothing but 
a pre-election campaign gim­
mick paid for by public funds, 
Mr. Couvelier told a nominat­
ing meeting of the Langley 
District Liberal Association Wed­
nesday night that the program
FULL PROBE SET
Ontario Court
to your own Moslem Jurisdic­
tion. Never pilnd. I've already 
made my findings. ThcrcMI be 
a conviction as charged. Mos­
lems be damned.”
FINED $26
Mr.1 Taylor was not avail­
able for comment today, Mr. 
Incig, who was fined, 120. de­
clined comment. IBs lawyer, , 
G. A. Molcdlna, said In an In­
terview there arc “several 
post-conviction procedures" 
available under the Criminal 
Code, He dccllnec to elabo­
rate. .
The transcript shows Mr. 
Taylor also had some words 
for Mr. Izrrlg. At the end, it 
quotes Mr. Taylor as saying;
“If this Is tho kind of Cana­
dian Imports we're getting, 
let’s forget It. You hre In this 
country of Canada. You're not 
in India, or wherever you 
came from. Remember, You 
respect this country.”
The . Canadian Civil Liber­
ties Association sent a tele­
gram loday to Mr, Bales 
roading:
“Request that the attorney; 
general order Immediate pub­
lic Inquiry Into the fitness of 
tills man (Mr. Taylor) to hold 
Judicial office In Ontario. The 
nntl-Moslem remarks attribu­
ted to him . , . raise serious*:
is a blatant attempt to pro­
mote the W. A. C. Bennett gov­
ernment at public expense.
“There, is not tho slightest 
Justification for charging the 
Soared propaganda campaign to 
public expense, any more than 
there is for any other pre-elec­
tion campaign by any other B.C, 
political party. Being asked to 
pay for the Bennett radio pro- 
paganda series is like asking 
the condemned man to pay for 
the rope that hangs him.”
But, the Liberal party presi­
dent said, he believes people 
should be urged to listen to the 
radio scries and to Join In a 
“Name the Radio Series” con­
test In tho interests-ot discredit­
ing the government.
Anyone of voting age in Bri­
tish Columbia would be eligible, 
he said. First prize will be *100.
Mr. Couvelier said ho had 
already received some suggest­
ed titles: What's My Crime?, 
My Three Bins (starring Rehab­
ilitation Minister Phil Griglardl), 
All In Uto Famine, nnd Name 
the Blame,
Businessman Roy Brown was 
elected by acclamation to repre­
sent tlie Liberals In tho ^nngley 
riding In tho next provincial 
election, Tho scat now is held 
by Social Credit MLA Hunter 
Vogel,
8TOCKH LOWER
NEW YORK (AP) - Stock 
market prices nosed lower 
loday In dull trading, continuing 
Wednesday's slide, ns investors 
expressed their jifiern over tho 
escalating VI o tn A rp situation 
nnd reports of price inflation,
The Dow Jones overage of 30 
Industrials nt noon was oft 4.29
questions concerning his Im 
partiality and fairness.” points.
at M5O.49. On Wednesday the 
D»w dipjted ii lltllc < ever 4
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NAMES IN THE NEWS Leaders Of P.Q. Strikers Mine At Golden
Saving Wildlife Aim Of New Bill Rap Jailing Of Unionists
In New Hands
Environment Minister Jack 
Davis introduced a bill in the 
thatCommons Wednesday 
would, permit the federal 





serve wildlife in Canada, 
nouncement of the main 
tures of the bill was made Tues-
day. It would permit the gov­
ernment to work In w-operation 
with municipalities and provin­
ces in management of wildlife 
areas. The government could 
also acquire land for wildlife 
management and research.
Disability pensions for war 
veterans may be increased fol­
lowing a review now under 
way, the Commons veterans’ 
affairs committee was told 
Wednesday. J. S. Hodgson, dep­
uty minister, sai0 submissions 
made by veterans’ associations 
are Involved in the review.
Robert McKenzie, 24, of Ed­
monton was sentenced Wednes­
day in Vancouver to eight years 
in prison after pleading guilty 
in provincial court in February 
to two armed bank holdups that 
netted him more than $3,000. 
Judge Darrell Jones sentenced 
McKenzie to eight years, con­
current on each count. McKen­
zie was photographed by hidden 
cameras at a Canadian Imper­
ial Bank of Commerce branch 
from which he escaped with 
$2,749. A published picture led 
to his arrest Jan. 7.
A proposal that fallers who 
walked off their B.C. coast 
logging jobs return to work im­
mediately and that their pro­
blems be the first item on the 
agenda for master contract 
negotiations was made Wednes­
day by the employers’ chief ne­
gotiator in Vancouver. John 
Billings, president of Forest In­
dustrial Relations, made the 
proposal in a telegram to Jack 
Moore, regional president of 
the International Woodworkers 
of America. “This is clearly 
an industry problem and is in 
fact an item in negotiations," 
he said.
President Larry Jones and 
business manager Bill Edwards 
of the Pacific Trailers Assoc­
iation were challenged in Van­
couver Wednesday to attend a 
series of trailers’ meetings this
JLU.
JACK DAVIS 
. . . co-operative theme
week and state their position on 
a minimum price agreement 
for troll-caught salmon.
The West Coast Trailers’ As- 
sqciation began informational 
picketing in Seattle Wednesday 
in its dispute over salmon pric­
es with major fish processors. 
Barney Furseth, assiation man­
ager, said pickets were placed 
at one of the region’s largest 
buyers, and at other locations 
on the Seattle waterfront.
renewed efforts are being made 
to settle the four-month dispute 
between the CBC and the Na­
tional Association of Broadcast 
Employees and Technicians.
Northern Development Minis­
ter Jean Chretien refused Wed­
nesday in the Commons to give 
asurances that Eskimo and In­
dian land claims (n the North­
west Territories will be setttled 
before pipelines are built in 
the western Arctic. He was 
replying to Wallace Nesbitt 
(PC-Oxford) who noted that 
the N.W.T. Indian Brotherhood 
declined to discuss its claims 
with the Indian claims commis­
sioner because his terms of 
reference do not include abor­
iginal rights. It has been the 
government position that such 
rights do not exist.
Derril Warren, British Colum­
bia Progressive Conservative 
leader, said Wednesday in 
Trail that people in the Koote­
nays feel more like Albertans 
than British Columbians. He
ley announced Wednesday. Col­
umbia is also the name of one 
of the brewery’s brands. Mr. 
Blakley said the name change 
accords with the company's 
expansion of its market into 
the lower mainland. This move 
followed removal by ihe Liquor 
Control Board in 1%9 of a price 
advantage enjoyed by Koote­
nay customers for Its beer.
In New York, Otto Griebling, 
75, world famous Ringling Bros, 
and Barnum and Bailey Circus 
clown, has died.
. Maurice Robinson, a Toronto
QUEBEC (CP) — The leaders 
of a common front of striking 
public service employees 
blasted the Quebec government 
and the courts Wednesday after 
18 hospital union officials were 
fined and sentenced up to six 
months in jail for violating an 
injunction ordering maintenance 
of essential services during the 
strike.
Leaders of the common front 
of the Confederation of National 
Trade Unions, Quebec Teachers
fines would result in another six I fering from an unreasonable 
months in jail. fear of losing the power they
Four union 1 e a d er.s from have in their hands to the mass
The Letter Carriers’ Union of 
Canada in Ottawa nas criticized 
Postmaster-General Jean-Pier- 
re Cote for making “erroneous 
and irresponsible statements" 
regarding possible resumption 
of Saturday mail service. In a 
statement Wednesday, the un­
ion said it finds it deplorable 
that Mr. Cote “seems to launch 
an election campaign on the 
back of the letter carriers.”
Albert Jackson, 25, of Van­
couver and Zena Wallace, 18, 
of Trail were charged Wednes­
day with possession of heroin 
for the purpose of trafficking. 
RCMP alleged the couple had 
12 capsules of heroin when ar­
rested in Trail.
Labor Minister Martin O’Con­
nell said in Ottawa Wednesday
told a party meeting that "they 
feel very isolated and more 
closely tied to Alberta.” Mr. 
Warren said that If his party 
forms the next government in 
B.C. the Kootenays will be very 
much a part of the province.
Harold Earl Basarsky, also 
known as George Stevens, 24, 
of no fixed address, was arrest­
ed in Toronto Wednesday after 
an investigation involving a 
bomb mailed to a Vancouver 
couple. Police said Anton Lom- 
ow and his wife received the 
bomb on April 10 but a malfunc­
tion prevented it from explod­
ing-
Robert Stanfield will prob­
ably resign as national leader 
of the Progressive Conservativ­
es if the party does not win or 
at least show substantial im­
provement at the polls in the 
next federal election, Liam 
O’Brian, national director of 
the party, said Wednesday in 
Saskatoon.
news vendor crippled by polio, 
had just removed his heavy 
change purse for a few seconds 
Wednesday when four small 
boys snatched the money and 
ran away with it. The boys 
“laughed their heads off,” Mr. 
Robinson said after the $100 
robbery at a busy Toronto in­
tersection. “They were just 
kids,” said a witness, Michael 
Ogden. Mr. Robinson, a bache­
lor, earns only $4 a day and has 
no savings. He said he has no 
idea how he wilt repay the $100.
In Tucuman, Argentina, one 
of three prime suspects in the 
kidnap-killing of Italian indus­
trialist Oberdan Sallustro was 
captured Wednesday, his face 
distorted by injections of gly­
cerin, police reported. He was 
identified as Roberto Eduardo 
Coppo, 24, believed to be one 
of the gunmen who fled from 
the house where Sallustro was 
killed April 10.
Corp, and Quebec Federation of 
Labor, all said they would ap­
pear in court to face contempt 
of court proceedings.
Thirteen hospital union lead­
ers from Charles Lemoyne hos­
pital near Montreal entered jail 
late Wednesday after Mr. Jus­
tice Georges Pelletier of Supe­
rior Court sentenced them to six 
months in jail and fined them 
$5,000 each. Failure to pay the
Hull's Hopital La Pieta were 
sentenced to three months in 
jail each and fined $2,500 each. 
The National Union of Hopital 
La Pieta Employees was fined 
$5,000.
The Union of Maimonides 
Hospital Employees was fined 
$10,250 while Its president re­
ceived a four-month jail sen­
tence and a $5,000 fine. The 
union treasurer at the Montreal 
hospital was fined $100.
HITS SEVERITY
CNTU President Marcel 
Pepin lashed out at the severity 
of the prison terms.
“Never in the history of un­
ions have we ever seen such se­
vere, exorbitant, senseless sen­
tences,” he said.
“This shows quite clearly that 
the social establishment is suf-
of wage earners."
QTC President Yvon Charbon­
neau said the sentences will 
lead to a "fight of the popula­
tion, a fight,of the ordinary peo­
ple."
Mr. Justice Pellctier also lev­
ied a $50,000 fine against the 
National Union of Charles Le­
moyne Hospital Employees, an­
other $16,800 fine against that 
hospital’s Nurses Alliance Union 
and a third fine of $3,800 against 
the Professional Association of 
Para-Medical Employees at 
Charles Lemoyne hospital.
VANCOUVER (CP) - Colum­
bia River Mines announced Wed­
nesday it will take over opera­
tional control of the Ruth Ver­
mont silvcr-lead-zinc mine at 
Golden in eastern British Colum­
bia from Copperline Mines.
Hie mine was closed last June 
because of financial and opera­
tional problems. Columbia'says 
it will assume Cooperlinc's in­
debtedness of $2,647,000 and. will 
raise operating capital by three 
new share issues.
Copperline had held a 60-pcr- 




Opinions On Ulster Report 
Vary Along Religious Lines
, Mr. Justice Pelletier also 
handed down a stern rebuke, of 
what he called "an intolerable 
disrespect of the law” along 
with sentences and fines.
PLAN PROCEEDINGS
Andre Desjardins, deputy jus­
tice minister, announced that 
his department would instigate 
proceedings against Mr. Pepin, 
Mr. Laberge, and Mr. Char­
bonneau at the government’s 
I earliest convenience.
SCIENTIFIC STEP
DURHAM, England (CP) - 
An electric buggy, capable of 
climbing steps, has been devel­
oped to aid handicapped chil­
dren. Scientists fitted the £600 
buggy with caterpillar tracks 
for mourrtiijg steps up to six 
inches high or crossing rough 
terrain. With a top speed of 25 
miles an hour, the buggy can 
run for eight hours without re­
charging its batteries.
[ OPEN 24 HOURS
Interior Breweries Ltd. share­
holders have approved at a 
special meeting in Vancouver 
the change of the company’s 
name to Columbia Brewing Co. 
Ltd., president Harold W. Blak-
TODAY'S STOCK QUOTATIONS
Submitted by Pemberton Securities Ltd.
' TORONTO (CP) — Prices in 
all major sectors of the Toronto 
stock market turned lower in 
moderate mid-morning trading 
today. :
The industrial index dropped 
.68 to 202.31, golds ,03 to 180.38, 
base metals .44 to 97.53 and 
western oils .46 to 223.13.
Volume by 11 a.m. was 791,000 
shares, up from 783,000 at the
J same time Wednesday.
■ Banking, communication, 
merchandising, industrial, min­
ing, steel and chemical stocks 
•posted broad declines as 15 of 
ithe Industrial index's 17 sub­
groups moved lower. Beverage 
and real estate issues edged 
fractionally higher.
Bank of Nova Scotia dropped 
% to $38%, Falconbridge % to 
$97%, Du Pont % to $25%, Dy­
nasty % to $10% and Pan- 
Canadian Pete % to $15%.
Selkirk Holdings A fell % to 
$21, Sherritt % to $15%, West­
inghouse Canada % to $19, Asa- 
mera % to $20% and Bank of
1654 Ellis St.
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Montreal % to $21%.'




Mr. Pepin said later that al-1 
though the three men would ap-1 
pear for their proceedings, they 
would continue to recommend 
that the injunctions be ignored.
The hospital injunction was 
obtained by the government 
March 28 during a one-day 
strike by 200,000 public service 
employees.
A total of 59 institutions for 
tlie chronically and mentally ill 
were covered by the injunction.
Violating the injunction car­
ries a maximum penalty of one 
year in jail and a $50,000 fine.
LONDON (CP) — The report 
of the Widgery tribunal on the 
January shooting of 13 civilians 
in North Ireland has been gen­
erally welcomed here as one of 
the first balanced accounts of 
events in the fatal tragedy.
In Northern Ireland; the re­
port has been bitterly con­
demned by Roman Catholics 
but approved by most Protest­
ants as well as spokesmen for 
the British Army.
Most commentators here 
agreed with the report’s finding 
that organizers of an illegal 
civil rights march Jan. 3, 
which led to the Bloody Sunday 
deaths in Londonderry, bear a 
heavy responsibility for the dis­
aster.
Some say the tribunal’s criti­
cism of some aspects of the ac­
tivity of the British Army raises 
doubts about the wisdom of the 
entire military operation.
The report, prepared by Lord 
Widgery, chief justice of Eng­
land, said British troops were 
shot at first before opening fire 
during the crisis.
The tribunal says there would 
have been no loss of life if the 
march had not been held but it 
says the wisdom of the army’s 
decision to carry out an arrest 
operation was debatable.
SAYS SOME RECKLESS
The report said many soldiers 
showed a high degree of respon­
sibility but firing by some ap­
proached ‘‘the reckless.” It sin-
gled out two instances in partic­
ular where there appeared to 
have been indiscriminate fir­
ing by two soldiers. In one case. 
19 of 22 shots fired by a soldier 
were unaccounted for.
The tribunal also found that 
while there is reason to suspect 
that some of those shot had 
been involved in firing at sol­
diers or carrying bombs, there 
was no proof of this.
The Times comments: “With 
the benefit of hindsight, over 
the graves of 13 dead, one is 
driven to conclude that the mili­
tary operation was a mistake.”
But the newspaper adds that 
the tribunal has removed all 
grounds for allegations that the 
army behaved with “gross mis­
conduct.”
with Every Gas Purchase
CIGS.
Pkg. of 20 47c
MOHAWK KELOWNA 
SERVICE
1505 Harvey Ave. 762-2822
New Hospital 
For Kamloops 
KAMLOOPS, B.C. (CP) —
Construction of a 250-bed provin­
cial home and intermediate care 
hospital will start next month in 
Kamloops, Works Minister W. 
N. Chant said Wednesday. The 
facility, to be built on the site 
of the present provincial home, 
will be operated by the depart­
ments of health and rehabilita­
tion.
MAN MISSING
RICHMOND (CP) —Adam 
Elliot, 72, a watchman who 
lived aboard a barge in the 
Fraser River, is missing and 
feared drowned. It is believed 
the elderly man fell overboard 
late Tuesday or early Wednes­
day. RCMP searched the river 
Wednesday without success.
STUDIES CASE
VICTORIA (CP) — Labor 
Minister James Chabot still is 
studying the case of a Vancou­
ver hairstylist who lost his 
licence for defying the Barbers’ 
Act.
The minister said Wednesday 
he hoped to be able to decide 
sqon whether to reinstate the 
licence of Reginald Marcus, 
owner of Viking Men’s Hair 
Designs Ltd. The B.C. Barbers’ 
Association suspended his li­
cence because he hired a 
woman hairdresser to shampoo 






British Defence Secretary 
Lord Carrington said plans for 
dealing with the march and for 
arresting suspected terrorists 
who were involved had been 
made in London. He said the 
army should be extremely satis­
fied with the report.
In Ulster, the Catholic Civil 
Rights Association which organ­
ized the march said the report 
attempts “to excuse murder.” A 
spokesman said British troops 
had been moved to Londonderry 
to carry out a deliberat cam­
paign of shooting and killing, 
“and they did so.”
In Londonderry, the militant 
Provisional wing of the IRA 
said people now should realize 
that rule of Northern Ireland by 
Britain will simply encourage 
similar tragedies in future.
British Prime Minister Heath 
told the Commons Wednesday 
the government fully accepts 
the report’s statement that only 
a return to law and order can 
guarantee more lives are not 
lost. The British army will not 
give in to IRA pressure, he 
said.
IRISH REACT
In Dublin, Irish republic Pre­
mier Jack Lynch said he did not 
understand how the tribunal 
could avoid directing more se­
vere criticism at the army “cn 
the basis of the evidence 
presented.”
Bernadette Devlin. MP at 
Westminster for mid-Ulster, de­
scribed Lord Widgery as the lat­
est in an “ever growing line'of 
British establishment liars sent 
to slander and libel the people 
of Ireland,”
Among Ulster Protestants, 
Rev. William Beattie of the 
Democratic Unionist party said: 
“It seems to me that the Widg­
ery tribunal: has arrived at a 
fair assessment of the situation.
“It is quite clear that the or­
ganizers of the march are to 
blame for the deaths.”
plus
WALLY ZAYONCE 
and the CANADIAN PACIFIC
KOKO CLUB
275 Leon Ave. Phone 762-2956 or 763,3407
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to $46, Relchhold Chemicals % 
to $16%, Shell Canada % to 
$43%, Tara % to $16%, Canada 
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• VANCOUVER (CP) — Prices 
were up in active trading today 
as the Vancouver -Stock Ex­
change reported first-hour vol­
ume of 954,388 shares.
- In the industrials, Imperial 
Marine was down .15 at .90 after 
trading 3,500 shares.
In the oils, Chapparal was 
was down .02.at .38 on a turn­
over of 3,000.
, In the mines, Highland LaxIc, 
>was up .16 at .67 on 267,800 
pharos.
r TORONTO STOCK 
EXCHANGE 
(Today’s Opening Prices) 
INDUSTRIALS
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cial government- has extended 
indefinitely a ban on the staking 
of placer mineral claims in B.C, 
Staking the claims was halted 
by cabinet order last July after 
it was learned some claims had 
been used as sites for summer 
cottages. The order was to have 
expired May L Placer mining is 
a process of extracting minerals 
by washing and precipitation.
WIN $5,000-
VANCOUVER (CP) — Dr. 
Bryan Clarke and Dr. Moses W. 
Steinberg have been awarded 
the University of B.C.’.s 1972 
master teacher award. .Dr. 
Clarke, an associate professor 
of education, and Dr. Steinberg, 
a professor of English, will 
share a $5,000 cash prize which 
accompanies the award, Dr. 
Clarke, 49, is director of Cana­
da's only university training 
program for teachers of deaf 
children.
Approved
VANCOUVER (CP) — The 
board of directors of Vancou­
ver’s Pacific National Exhibi­
tion has, approved plans for 
“Star Spectacular 72” at this 
year’s fair, Aug. 19 to Sept. 4. 
At their meeting Wednesday, the 
directors also approved pric­
ing arrangements for this 
year’s show.
The "Star Spectacular” for­
mat, using the Pacific Coliseum 
as a showcase for top show 
business .stars, was implement­
ed in 1971 and proved to be 
extremely popular.
Adult advance sale prices for 
the show will be'$2.50, including 
admission to the PNE grounds, 
during It of the first 13 days 
of the fair. Two other days will 
be for the Miss PNE pageant, 
which is free, and the final four 
days will feature the “Holiday 
on Ice" revue, with a top price 
of $4, including entry to flic 
grounds. .
General admission to the PNE
’ - IT’S A ROYAL BEDROOM OF FUN WHEN THOSE 
SUPER SNOOPER POOPERS "THE CARRY ON GANG" 
CATCH HENRY VIII WITH HIS DRAWBRIDGE DOWN.




































































HEIJ5INKI (AP) — A session 
of the strategic arms limitation 
talks was cnnccllcd today for 
the second time this, week,
v The SALT session wa,s post­
poned Tuesday because the 
chief SoViet delegate, Vladimir 
Semyonov, had gone to Moscow 
last weekend. No reason wns 
given for the postjxincmcnt 
today,
Conference sources Indicated 
the request, for cancellation qf 
Ixith meetings came from the 
Russians, but a U,S, spokesman 
said: “Nothing nlnrmlng, has 
happened, The working parties 
have been meeting very ne- 
lively,"
grounds this year will be $1.50 
for adults. Adults already on 
the grounds who want to attend 
the show in the Coliseum will 
be charged $1.50—a total of $3.
Advance sale tickets for child­
ren 12 and under for the Coli­
seum show will be $1, Including 
admission to the grounds. Child­
ren 12 and under will be charged 
25 cents for admission to the 
grounds only and another $1 if 
they want to see the show.
The directors also rejected 
requests by promoters of major 
trade shows to rent the entire 
forum building because such a 
move would'bar minor hockey 
and community sport groups 
from using ice for a total of 
60 days. Trade shows now arc 
confined, to the north end of the 
forum.
SWIM OR SINK
If sharks stop swimming, they 
sink to the bottom because they 
lack a swim bladder which ena­
















/' WARRING—Brutality nnd course language,
- R. McDonald, B.C. Director 
Evenings 7 and 0 p.m.
PARAMOUNT Serving Kclownn — Every Day at 
261 Bernard Ave. 762-3111
Included: 
5 courses, salad and 




279 Bernard Arc. 
rhonc 762-3575
GARDENS
Put it to work in our
, Investment Funds* 
You’ll get security and 
expert managemerit.
Royal Trust has four Investment Funda 
designed to aiiit your needs: capital growth 
or high quarterly income.
Seo us for complete information.
Investment Rinds.
Royal Trust §
240 Bernard Ave., Kelowna, B.C. 
762-5200
Other otlflrcs Vancouver and Victoria
'FANTASnC INCREASE AREA A TOPS LIST
District Assessment Up
Cost-Sharing Plan
Board administrator, A. T. 
Harrison, reported develop­
ments to the region this year 
bad created a much greater 
assessment and consequently 
lowered taxes. -
Assessment of land and im- 
provements were about $27 
i million above 1971, or $176,- 
I 943,319 compared with $149,553,- 
089 during 1971. The larger fig­
ure was based on 100 per cent 
! of land values and 75 per cent 
improvement values tor the 
nine electoral areas, plus 
I: assessments from Kelowna and 
Peachland for school purposes.
Mr. Harrison described the 
increased assessment as “fan­
tastic" which would be grat- 
ifyingly reflected in savings to 
ratepayers. As a result of the 
increased assessment base, the 
mill rate of the Central Okana­
gan Regional Hospital District 
had been lowered from 3.22 to 
2.7 mills this year, he added.
In the electoral areas, the 
1972 total is $108,551,580, with 
$74,351,000 for improvements 
and $34,200,580 for land. Last 
year the total was $87,072,310.
Kelowna assessment was $64,- 
695,855, compared to $59,004,-
412 last year. Peachland figures 
were $3,695,884 and $3,476,367.
Oyama, Winfield and Okana­
gan Centre topped the list of 
areas, with a total of $22,657,204, 
consisting of $18,470,905 for im­
provements and $4,186,299 for 
fond. The 1971 total was $13,- 
564,174.
Westbank came next, $19,264,-
554, including 
improvements 












land and $5,234,840 for improve-
meats, compared to $14,177,415 
last year.
For Benvoulin-South Pan- 
dpsy, the total, $11,578,326, com­
prised $7,281,936 for improve­
ments ahd $4,296,390 for land. 
The 1971 figure was $8,335,447.
Lakeview Heights showed $10,- 
332,467, including $5,335,992 for 
land and $5,026,475 for improve­
ments. Last year it was $8,- 
467,595.
Okanagan Mission was next 
with $9,784,422, comprising $5,- 
776,387 for improvements and





$9,543,521, with $5,836,650 for 
improvements and $3,706,871 on 
land. In 1971 the total was $8,- 
031,155.
Glenmore came next with $4,- 
550,856, made up of $2,403,378 
for improvements and $2,147,- 
478 for land. The 1971 amount 
was $3,676,973.
Last was East and Southeast 
Kelowna, with $4,115,388, com­
prised of $2,140,956 on improve­
ments and $1,974,432 for land. 
The 1971 total was $3,676,973.
Seemingly Favored 
For Area Ice Rinks
ARCHITECTS SKETCH OF REGIONAL BUILDING
4
Working Drawings Sought 
For New Regional Complex
The Regional District of Cen-1 The board approved authori- 
tral Okanagan is looking ahead zation Wednesday to its build- 
with plans for a future $220,000 ing committee to complete 
office building off KLO Road, (working drawings for the mod-
ern new structure which will
CITY PAGE
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Simpson Again Board Chairman 
Gives Annual Hospital Report
' Kelowna and District Hospi­
tal Board chairman, Horace 
Simpson, was returned Wednes­
day for another term on the 
board of trustees, along with 
Leonard N. Leathly, who re­
places A. J. Gilroy.
In his report to the annual 
meeting of the Kelowna Hospi­
tal Society, Mr. Simpson said 
the hospital ended the year 
with a net income of $18,313 
despite a small operating de­
ficit of $1,853.
"This reflects," he said, "the 
fact that it (the hospital) op­
erated at a high lever of effic­
iency during the year. ’
Mr. Simpson said tnat “un­
less unforeseen circumstances 
intervene, such as a stiike in 
the construction industry,” the 
new laboratory is scheduled for 
| completion by June 15 md the 
I overall project by Sept 30. 
| Total estimated cost of the 
new lab and‘renovations to the 
old block is $1,757,000.
Regarding what he termed 
the "chronic shortage of park­
ing facilities for visitors and 
employees at the hospital, that 
plans are going ahead for 
development of a parking lot 
on five lots on Royal Avenue 
and two on Strathcona Avenue.
Also at Wednesday’s meeting, 
the work of the Kelowna, Rut­
land and Winfield hospital aux­
iliaries came in for words of
cost a total of $255,000 with in­
clusion of $22,500 for site dev­
elopment and $13,000 in furn­
ishings.
As outlined by Peter Fulker, 
of the architectural firm of 
Meiklejohn, Gower and Fulker, 
the proposed facilities encom­
passing 12 acres will allow the 
board room for future expan­
sion.
' As designed, the building will 
provide about 8,000 square feet 
of working space, mcluding a 
100-seat capacity board room, 
administration area, a large 
foyer and reception space, plus 
facilities for planning and 
building departments.
Mr. Fulker said the building 
has been tentatively designed to 
provide for “more flexibility 
for expansion” and the depart­
ment of highways nas agreed 
to two road accesses off KLO 
Road. The plan also incorpor­
ates provision for an 18 vehicle 
parking lot at the rear of the 
building..
The board recently renewed 
its lease at 540 Groves Ave., for 
another year, with additional 
space rented upstairs as tem­
porary expansion facilities. 
Present working area 's about 
800 square feet.
WATER SUPPLY
Benvoulin Study To Progress
In Spite Of Mayor's Protest
Against the objections of city 
representative, Mayor Hilbert 
Roth, directors of the Regional 
District of Central Okanagan 
will go ahead with a feasibility 
study of supplying water to 
the Benvoulin, South Pandosy 
area. •
The request, submitted in 
written form by area study 
committee chairman, W. C. 
Bennett, suggests a survey 
ground study be initiated prior 
to recommendation of Okanag­
an Lake as a source of supply.
SEEN and
HORACE SIMPSON 
. . . board chief
praise from H. A. Truswell, 
provincial government repre­
sentative on the hospital board, 
who said, “These ladies have 
been generous and helpful with 
their work to a degree that the 





Directors Express Concern 
About Proposed Development
Concern over a proposed de- 
vclopment in Rutland was ex­
pressed Wednesday by the Re­
gional Board of Central Okan­
agan.
All-Star Holdings, a group of 
area businessmen, have pro­
posed a shopping centre on 
Highway 33 near Hollywood 
Road. Mel Marshall, director 
for that area, said a six to 
10 million dollar investment is 
planned.
At a meeting of the technical 
planning committee, concern 
was expressed about the Impact 
this might have on existing 
facilities. >
When Andrew Duncan, repre­
sentative for Westbank, said the 
board should not attempt to 
protect owners of businesses, 
planner Don Barcham said that 
sometimes new shopping centres 
stimulate other businesses, while 
other times they have the re­
verse effect.
He nnd Mr. Marshall expres­
sed concern about lack of in­
formation from the propdnenta.
the B.C. llcutenant-governor-ln- 
councll.
But a bylaw from Cnrllm 
Enterprises Ltd, to change land 
on the 300 block Nickel Road 
from single to multl-famlly 
residential was turned down on 
second and third reading. 
There were four objections 
raised at a public hearing, and 
Mr. Barcham termed the re­
quest “unjustified." ।
The Cannery Group of 
Companies has suggested that, 
because of opposition to plans 
to build apartments on its 
South Pandosy land, the dis­
trict buy the one and a half 
acres tor a park. Vol Rampone, 
director for Benvoulin nnd 
South Pandosy, will investigate.
Sergeant Jim Smythe, of the 
Kelowna RCMP detachment, is 
retiring after 25 years with the 
force, Sgt. Smythe began his 
career In Winnipeg In 1947 and 
was stationed in Saskatchewan 
before coming to B.C. in 1952, 
when he opened the Kitimat 
detachment. Since that time he 
has served with the RCMP 
liaison offices in London, Eng­
land and Cologne, West Germ­
any. In Kelowna he was in 
Charge of the district segment 
of the local detachment. Sgt. 
Smythe Intends to try his hand 
at farming.
Council earlier this week del­
iberated over a request by a 
local motel owner to purchase 
a narrow 6Ms by 240 foot strip 
of land adjacent to the new 
community centre. They decid­
ed to throw the property open 
to tenders and subject i t to a 
public zoning meeting. One 
alderman asked, who else 
would use n strip of land that 
size? Quipped newsman Jim 
Yount: “They could turn it into 
a snake farm,”
To clean up an inequity in 
requisitioning money tor gar­
bage disposal, application will 
Ixj made to the B.C. minister 
of municipal affairs to amend 
regional district letters patent 
so costs will be split on -the 
basis of assessments tor im­
provements.
At present they are based on 
land and improvements.
The result, explains C.O.R.D. 
administrator A. T. Harrison, 
is that places with great masses 
of vacant lapd pay more than 
places with Improvements.
Kelowna Mayor Hilbert Roth 
suggested this would change if 
orchardlsts were forbidden to 
burn prunings, but chairman 
W. C. Bennett said this wa.s not 
so.
A committee was named to 
Investigate providing a dis­
posal site on the west side of 
Okanagan Lake. It will consist 
of D. A. Pritchard and Andrew 
Duncan qnd representatives of 




Prayers nnd rosary were to 
be recited in Day's Chapel of
I
A bylaw approving a request 
by Donald R, Hazlewood to 
change land on Deighton Rond 
ti.wm rural to commercial was 
adopted. This had already been 
given three readings, met with 
no objections during a public 
hearing, and was approved by
Unsettled
Friday was forecast to be 
sunny with cloudy periods and 
a few afternoon showers near 
the hills. Highs Friday, in the 
mid 50s, Tho high and low In 
the city Wednesday was a cool 
51 and 28 with no precipitation, 
compared to 53 and 24 with no 
precipitation recorded' for the 
same day nt the n(rport, Over­
night lows today, mound 30 de­
grees. \
IN CUSTODY
Police today'took a 29-ycar- 
old Kelowna man into custody 
after his car was in collision 
with a power pole and parked 
car near the corner of Strath­
cona Avenue and Pandoay 
Street. He was arrested a 
short while inter, after his enr 
collided with nnotlwr power 
pole on Spier Street.
BREAK-IN
Police arc investigating the 
theft of some change from a 
cigarette machine during a 
break-in at the Kelowna. Golf 
and Country' Club Tuesday 
night. Entry was apparently 
gained through a door fro(n 
adjacent North West Glass.
Provision of arenas by shar­
ing costs throughout the re­
gional district rather than as­
sessing each electoral area for 
its own particular facility is 
favored by most electoral area 
advisory commissions, the 
Central Okanagan Regional 
Board was told Wednesday.
And it was suggested the 
Kelowna and District Memorial 
Arena be included in such a 
scheme.
C.O.R.D. BRIEFS
One proposal is an arena'site 
on land to be purchased for a 
park near Rutland Secondary 
School, and others be put in 
other communities as needed. 
The board was informed four 
outdoor ice surfaces could be 
constructed for the approxi­
mate cost of one enclosed fac­
ulty.
Directors were asked to con­
sult with their advisory com­
mittees as to whether they
would favor going in with 
an arena in Rutland now, an 
area in immediate need of a 
facility, or developing their 
own arena programs.
Chairman W. C. Bennett said 
his Glenmore committee fav­
ored goi ng with Rutland. 
George Whittaker said the Elli­
son-Belgo committee preferred 
leaving the decision to the peo-
Rutland Residents To Vote 
On Park Area Development
The Regional District of Cen­
tral Okanagan has tentatively 
approved a $110,000 loan auth­
orization bylaw for establish­
ment of specific parks areas in 
the Rutland region.
The board gave first, second 
and' third readings to the by­
law at its regular meeting Wed­
nesday. The first phase, follow­
ing ratification by public re­
ferendum, will encompass pur­
chase of a site in vicinity of 
the Rutland Secondary School 
for a playground and sports 
field facility which will be op­
erated and maintained by .the 
Rutland Parks Society on’ a 
$5,000 operating budget.
ten Hall under returning offic­
er, regional administrator, A. 
T. Harrison.
Mr. Jennings was lauded by 
city representative, Mayor Hil­
bert Roth, as an “excellent re­
presentative.
In other agenda business, the 
board approved a request from 
Oyama, Winfield, Okanagan 
Centre director, John McCou- 
brey, for a feasibility study for 
a sewage collection and dis­
posal system in the lower flats 
area of Winfield, with a con­
sulting engineer to be decided 
at a later date. ...
Directors decided to follow 
the suggestion of the Okanagan 
Basin Water Board to become 
legal objectors to applications 
for pollution control permits. 
Regional board chairman, W. 
C. Bennett, said the matter 
had come up before at a semi­
nar at Penticton last year and 
the subject was taken directly 
to the Minister of Municipal 
Affairs, Dan Campbell. The 
minister had suggested at that
pie.
“My advisory committee was 
not prepared to go on a piece­
meal basis,” said James Stuart, 
representative of East and 
Southeast Kelowna. “They 
would be prepared to pay their 
share for a regional program, 
and suggested the Kelowna 
arena should be included.”
His remarks were endorsed 
jy five other directors, John 
McCoubrey, Oyama, Winfield 
and Okanagan Centre; Eain 
Lamont,' Okanagan Mission and 
Cedar Creek; D. A. .Pritchard, 
Lakeview Heights; Andrew Dun­
can, Westbank: and Vai Ram- 
pone, Benvoulin and South 
Pandosy. ; .
“Rutland needs an arena as 
soon as possible,” stated Mel 
Marshall, who represents that 
area.
Kelowna Mayor Hilbert Roth 
said the present arena is used 
22 hours a day. If • one was 
built in Rutland, It “would 
take the heat off,” and give the
time the topic might be the 
subject at the next session of 
the Legislative Assembly, which 
did not occur. Mr. Bennett sug­
gested the matter be brought 
up again at this year’s Mun­
icipal seminar at Kamloops on 
May. 24.
The board will ask for in­
volvement by the board and 
the department of health in a 
department of highways plan­
ned four-lane highway from En- 
derby to Kaleden. Directors 
felt consultation was necessary 
in relation to the proposed 
highway and its effects on sur­
rounding environment.
IN COURT
Alan Nicholas Techer, of 
Alberta, was fined $200 and 
prohibited from driving for one 
month, after pleading guilty to 
driving with a blood-alcohol 
level exceeding .08 per cent.
The committee also suggest-
ed money be made available 
from research funds to obtain 
the services of a ground geolo­
gist to determine the feasibility 
of developing test wells for a 
domestic water supply for the 
area in question and that the 
committee be authorized hiring 
of a geologist for the study.
The report said meetings 
with the Rutland Water Works 
District, The Black Mountain 
Irrigation District, Hollywood 
Dell Public Utility and the city 
of Kelowna, had not been en­
couraging.
The Rutland water agency 
would not commit itself unless 
it could be certain of a suffic­
ient and adequate supply, while 
the Black Mountain water 
source indicated it would be 
impossible to supply the needed 
water due to the “limited cap­
acity" of its system. The com­
mittee was informed the Holly­
wood Dell utility was negotiat­
ing sale of its holdings and was 
not in position to commit water 
supplies.
As for the city, a resolution 
at a March 20 council meeting 
was approved advising the reg­
ional district it (Kelowna) was 
"not interested in discussing 
the matter of supplying water" 
to developed areas in question
In defence, Mayor Roth sak 
the city was presently consider­
ing extension of its boundaries 
' and hoped to arrange a meet- 
1 ing with Benvoulin, South Pan­
dosy residents to discuss the 
. matter of water supply.
Area director, Vai Rampono, 
said he was "opposed" to 
• boundary extension, and moved 
' the board go ahead with the 
feasibility study. Mayor Roth 
observed Mr, Rampono “may 
not be opposed" to boundary 
extension after the proposed 
meeting. He added the city was 
' in the process of aquiring tech­
nical information tor resident 
enquiries In an effort to explore 
"every avenue." Mayor Roth
Remembrance nt 7 p.m. today 
for Nicholas Diederichs, 72, of 
1054 Borden Ave., who died 
Tuesday.
Mass will bo celebrated in 
Immaculate Conception Churc 
Friday at 10 a.m„ with Rev. R. 
D. Anderson tho celebrant.
Surviving Mr. Diederichs are 
his wife, Hilda; two sons and 
three daughters, Arthur nnd 
Ralph both In St. Benedict, 
Sask., Mrs. John (Bernadette) 
Tempel, In Craik,' Sask., Mrs. 
William (Mary) Wendland and 
Rosemarie Diederichs, both |n
Vancouver; 18 grandchildren; 
one great grandchild; two bro­
thers and three sisters, An­
drew in Los Angeles and Aug­
ust in Cudworth, Sask,, Mrs. 
Regina Wunderlich in Kelowna, 
Mrs. Tony (Clara) Wunderlich 
In New, Westminster and




The recent • resignation of 
Ellison-Belgo director, M. C. 
Jennings, was accepted with 
regret by the board, with nom­
inations date set for April 28 
at the regional district office. 
The board approved an elec­
tion date of May 6 to fill the 
vacancy created by Mr. Jen- 
ning’s resignation. Polling place 
will be the Rutland Kindergar- 
“ - ....... ........— 1 1 "............... "T
said the “best answer", to the 
water problem was to “come 
In with the city" and share its 
oUicr services.
"All I’m asking Is for the 
board to give us n hearing," he 
emphasised. ,
Chairman Bennett replied the 
board was prepared to give the 
city a hearing “any time."
If the board took on the func­
tion of supplying water, the 
scheme would have to bo rati­
fied by public referendum, 
Mayor Roth reminded. Ho add­
ed lie thought tho board was
“making n hasty decision1 
without giving the city- i 
chance to present its case.
a
Chairman Bennett reiterated 
the board was prepared to 
listen to any city presentation.
Mr. Ramponc reminded tho 
city, In its declared resolution, 
was not prepared to supply the 
necessary water. His motion to 
go ahead with the study was
l- approved following more verbs! 
' exchanges. .
Muriel Glaim, of no fixed ad­
dress, was fined $25 for driving 
a motor vehicle without current 
licence plates.
board time to consider the re­
gional scheme. .
Mr. Pritchard agreed with a 
suggestion by Mayor Roth 
that, since city taxpayers pick­
ed up a $68,000 deficit on the 
arena, the regional district 
might consider a grant-in-aid. 
, Administrator A. T. Harrison 
will provide cost breakdowns. 
Public meetings and votes will 
then be needed.
Because it does not have the 
power to look after beaches, 
the board will inform South 
Okanagan Health Unit that it 
cannot be responsible for polic­
ing them.
Medical director of health 
Dr. D. A. Clarke, reminded the 
board: of criticism over the 
years about the lack of control 
on about 20 beaches. He sug­
gested hiring a person for July 
and August to patrol the beach­
es and report misuse to police.
“We haven’t got the power 
or the money,” said Mr, Ben­
nett. The region is considering 
taking over recreation.
Because some beaches are
Thomas Joseph Fusick, of 
Westbank, was remanded with­
out plea to April 21, charged 
with driving with a blood-alco- 
hol level exceeding .08 per 
cent.
controlled by the B.C. high­
ways department, Dr. Clarke 
sent a copy of . his letter to re­
gional highways engineer A. 
L. Freebaim. Copies also went 
to city council and Kelowna 
and District Safety Council. 
mat
YOUNG HERO, MISS McVICAR AND VICE-PRESIDENT CLIFF WILSON
W
<3
Eight-Year-Old City Boy 
Honored For Saving Life
Bight after he was presented 
with an award of honor for 
saving a life, elght-ycar-old 
Wayne DcLcurmc had a big 
dipper of tee cream.
Wayne was presented with 
tho citation by the Kelowna and 
District Safety Council nt its 
regular meeting Wednesday 
for his quick-thinking Inst Aug­
ust when Rhoda McVicnr, 450 
Groves Avo„ was choking on 
a piece of food.
CounciJ vice-president and 
chairman of the awards com­
mittee, Clifford’ Wilson, read
the award to tho invited attend­
ance which included Wayne's 
parents, Mr, and Mrs Lionel 
DcLcunnc, 447 Groves Ave,, as 
well ns a grateful Miss Me- 
Vicar.
She described Wayne's tim­
ely assistance as “the most 
wonderful thing to me,” re­
living tho almost fatal exper­
ience when she groped her wny 
to the doorway of her home and 
spotted Wayne across the 
street. Summoned by her fran­
tic actions for assistance, 
Wayne rushed over nnd began 
itrUUng her i on tho back to
dislodge tho food particle, 
“Those little pats on my back
were, tho mo:it wonderful thing 
I ever had,” Miss McVicnr 
said, as Wayne sat quietly and 
unassumingly beside Ills moth­
er,
“We're very proud of you,” 
lauded chairman S, A. Hodge, 
echoing the sentiments of the 
meeting. ■■
Tho nwahl Is the firnt stub 
presented,by the safely coun­
cil, one which chairman Hodge 
assured would be repeated 
when the occasion arose again.
1
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Short Takes
The provincial government is com­
mencing a radio program called "Ask 
Your Provincial Government” in 
which ministers will answer in one 
minute questions that have been sent 
in in writing some time before the 
broadcast. We may be growing cyni­
cal but it would seem fairly obvious 
that the questions chosen to be an­
swered would be those the government 
wants—or can—answer to its advan­
tage. And this in what is probably an 
election year! The Premier has said 
“In a democracy it’s very important 
that citizens understand government 
policies. . . .” The key phrase there is 
“in a democracy." Yet while admitting 
that all the people through the gov­
ernment will be footing the bill to the 
tunc of some $200,000 (estimated) 
for this propaganda vehicle, the Pre­
mier also said that the Opposition 
would receive no time “until they are 
the government." A truly democratic 
approach! . . . This thing could have 
some validity if it were an “open line” 
program as the listeners then would 
know all the questions being asked. 
As it is—prewritten questions on a 
selected basis—the unpleasant ques­
tions can be simply swept under the 
minister’s office rug.
skiing holiday. Now there is no way 
our Premier will ever be found using 
government aircraft for private pur­
poses. That is not the point. The point 
is that in defending his position Pre­
mier Davis said that in no way could 
members of the opposition use a gov­
ernment plane for any purpose. That 
sounds suspiciously like the remark 
our own premier made when he was 
asked if opposition members would 
be allowed time on the new govern­
ment "Know Your Government” radio 
program. The Premier replied opposi­
tion members could participate "when 
they are the government.” In On­
tario the government aircraft are own­
ed by the people of Ontario, regardless 
of political persuasion. In B.C. the 
people are paying, through the gov­
ernment, an estimated $200, JOO for 
the radio programs. Surely, the intelli­
gent, graceful thing to do would be to 
grant in Ontario the two opposition 
party leaders use of the aircraft and 




















LETTERS 10 THE EDITOR
MUSICALLY SHRIEKING
Sir:
In response to April S column 
entitled Musically speaking, by 
Bethel Steele—unbelievable!
I was present for the com­
plete showing of Chief DanMcGecr to participate in the radio
program. It is important for any gov- George and Fireweed, but per- * - a • ti *xL. Lnwr. T wMcea/1 file 1ernment—and especially one with a
Well, the current series of Jalna is 
about to end its uncertain progress, 
leaving the viewers as confused as 
when it started. Do you know , anyone 
who has been enthusiastic about this
costly production? The story—stories 
—was good; the acting was good but 
the whole thing was wasted because 
of the confusion generated by the 
"past-present” jumps. And why, with 
plenty of good material straight from 
the books, did the producers think it 
necessary to inject the non-book se­
quences? They add nothing and only 
serve to detract from the basic story. 
The major trouble with the Jalna se­
ries is the format, the ineffective at­
tempt to combine the, past and the 
present resulting in complete confu­
sion and disinterest in most, almost
PM Appears Not Too Happy 
About Public Opinion Polls
OTTAWA (CP) — With the ; 
Trudeau government approach­
ing the end of its fourth year in 
office, Conservatives and Liber­
als are counting noses to help 
them decide when an election 
should be called.
Both major parties conducted 
polls in the first three months of 
the year and, publicly at least, 
profess to find encouragement 
in them.
Conservative Leader Robert 
Stanfield apparently is finding 
more to cheer him than is 
Prime Minister Trudeau, and is 
demanding a spring election.
Mr. Trudeau has been re­
ported less than content with 
* the results of public and party 
polls. For that reason, it is said, 
he is not planning a June elec­
tion.
But Senator Richard Stan-
then never mind how long my 
hair is.” (Balding at the front 
and falling in twisting curls 
over his collar to his shoul-
suit of the last party poll is the Conservatism in the province, 
reason Mr. Stanfield is demand- Mr. Trudeau has not ruled out 
ing that Mr. Trudeau hold a a June election. But he has said 
June election. he has told Liberal associations
The party is particularly “tor goodness sake, slow down 
buoyed about B.C. where there ‘ the machine." 
are no Conservative MPs and
where Social Credit Premier 
W. A. C. Bennett has stated he 
will oppose Mr. Trudeau.
In addition, the party says it 
believes there is a resurgence of
CANADA'S STORY
Irish Home Rule 
Canadian Issue
By BOB BOWMAN
bury, president of the National This year Canada has been 
Liberal Federation, said in an asked unofficially to mediate 
interview this week that the re- the critical struggle Jn Ireland 
but has refused. That was notsuit of private and public polls 
are about the same and show 
the Liberals gaining strength.
KEY TO STRATEGY
Polls are an important part of 
any political party’s election 
strategy for they tell leaders 
what to emphasize and where to 
doit.
But they tell only the situation 
at the time the polls are taken, 
and all recognize that situations.
can change radically.
Mr. Stanfield says Mr. Tru­
deau is saying today much the 
same thing he said before call­
ing the June, 1968, election, and 
the PCs must be ready for this 
June.
the case in 1882 when home rule 
for Ireland was a big issue in 
Britain.
On April 20 of that year the 
House of Commons and Senate 
passed a resolution in favor of 
home rule. There was no opposi­
tion in the House of Commons 
and the Senate vote was 36-6 in 
.favor.
The resolution was in the 
' form of an address to the<Queen
ing victory even though the pro- 
v i n c i a 1 Conservatives were 
aided by federal leaders during 
the campaign. One of them was 
John Thompson, who later be­
came Prime Minister of Can­
ada.
Sir John A. Macdonald feared 
that Britain might allow Nova 
Scotia to secede. There was to 
be an election in Britain and if .
'i
$
the Liberals there, led by W. E ~ 
Gladstone, were successful thf 
might grant independence % 
Nova Scotia because they were .
rninri if wnrknd ^FoV'what" “ thev^are worth and drew a curt reply from theNever mind if I jc worked .. tor wnat they are worth, :C(llonlal Secretary that the Ca-
or not."
Then, to show the “kids” that
these are reported results, not
necessarily complete, of Liberal 
and Conservative polls in Feb-haps I missed something, as I 
fat majority—never to underestimate Jhrieklng^ro.ek.’^ SCt told a long-haired student: “Get . - -
--------------------- -- ----------------- .... .... mto politics and you von’t be s’1™ that thepttty Is weak In 
harassed half as much by the . British Columbia, where it holds
he knew “where it’s at” he . .
snickered at the RCMP and March:
the importance of the opposition func­
tion. One way a premier can demon­
strate his respect for this principle is
to accord to his political adversaries 
reasonable access to government facili­
ties. After all Her Majesty’s Loyal Op­
position IS part of government.
Only God can make a tree. So went 
the words of a beautiful old song 
which apparently is completely out­
dated now. We see by the papers that 
Los Angeles has decided that a two- 
mile stretch of a new boulevard will 
be decorated with plastic imitations of 
trees, bushes and flowers. These are 
claimed to be indistinguishable from 
the real thing, and will not require 
maintenance, watering or pruning. 
Perhaps we should not be surprised. 
With man’s limitless ingenuity, to say 
nothing of his amazing technological 
prowess, there is an answer to every-
What I heard was a pre­
dominantly country group (they 
did have long hair though, and 
appeared to be under 30), play 
a few admittedly outdated, but 
reasonable tasteful country 
songs, spiced with a bit of folk­
ish-rock style.
- Very refreshing in contrast to 
what your columnist probably 
would have enjoyed.
My point is that this person 
has written some extremely de-
police as you are now.”
Just in case the students 
didn’t get the message, tha* he 
was "with it,” he spoke of his 
four-month-old son as, “the
The Liberal poll is reported to
most of the seats, in Toronto
structive and abusive “criti­
cism” about a group of enter­
tainers, and she doesn't even 
know what they were doing!
In her column printed April
kid."
So now that this new crop of 
. “just society”—the J.8-year-olds, 
are just about due to try their 
fledgling , wings at voting, duly 
aided and abetted by their 
idol (?) and example, we will 
no doubt be in for an interesting 
election if, and when, P.E.T.
and in traditlonally-Liberal 
Montreal. The party was said to 
be gaining on the Prairies, 
where it has been weak.
The Conservatives are re­
ported to have found they are 
gaining in B.C., holding their 
own on the Prairies and holding 
strong in the Atlantic provinces.
nidi an Parliament had ex­
ceeded its powers.
The issue was very hot in 
Canada. Liberal leader Edward 
Blake made one speech that 
lasted for seven hours.
Prime Minister Macdonald 
was in a difficult position politi­
cally because there was to be 
an election later in the year and 
he was trying not to offend Irish 
Roman Catholics or English 
Protestants. Macdonald won the 
election/by a majority of 67 
seats.
in favor pf home rule for Ire­
land.
The Nova Scotia storm blew 
over and later W. S. Fielding 
became a member of Sir Wilf­
rid Laurier's government.
OTHER APRIL 20 EVENTS
1534—Cartier sailed from St. 
Malo on first voyage to Canada.
1742—Government positions in 
Canada were sold to highest 
bidders.
1768—Chief Pontiac was mur-
all, viewers. A further series will be thing. Well, almost everything. Prob-
inflicted on us next year. Production ably in the spring those Los Angeles
will start in June. Hopefully, the for- trees will have snap-on plastic blos-
mat of the new series will be changed. soms and, perhaps as an optional
extra, brown plastic leaves to be scat-Hopefully the attempt to be “smart”
will be forgotten and the stories shot tered around to give an autumnal ef­
in such a manner that the average ' ‘ ' ’ v
viewer will know who is who and what
feet. Probably, too, when the plastic
is what. They haven’t this year.
It’s odd how frequently a situation 
in this province has a counterpart in 
Ontario. Back there Premier Davis has 
recently been under fire because he
factory has filled its quota of plastic 
trees, it will retool to provide plastic 
dogs to provide realism to die boule­
vard. It all has ?rkind of cold, com-
putei- logic to it, but Los Angeles 
should not be surprised to end up as 
a city of plastic people. At least then 
and his family made use of one of the they would be impervious to automo-
government aircraft to take a brief bile fumes.
Assembly Line Monotony
The day-in-day-out monotony of 
assembly line production, says an 
American student of industry, is lead­
ing to employee absenteeism, high 
labor turnover and even sabotage— 
and the system could be on the way 
out.
In its place he forecasts adoption 
of a team-production method already 
applied in certain works, where a 
group of employees with semi-autono­
mous status assemble and install com­
plete units themselves.
A start has been made, says the 
management consultant, by such firms 
as Volvo, the Swedish automobile 
manufacturer, which has turned the 
muffler-exhaust line over to a team’ 
that puts together this major sub­
assembly in one of its plants.
Motorola has experimented with a 
similar approach and thereby increas­
ed productivity as well as employee 
morale.
Recognition has been given, in such 
instances, to the effects of boredom in 
a job fragmented into smaller and 
smaller functions. The trend to over­
coming that human reaction becomes 
increasingly important as automation 
progresses. Whatever the machine 
does to produce machines, or services, 
somewhere along the line attention 
has to be paid to the human factor 
involved. The assembly line, it seems, 
has its limitations and they arc be­
coming increasingly apparent when 




10 YEARS AGO 
April 1902
Kelowna act up u new sevcn-iniui 
Recreation and Parka Commission. 
They are Mayor Parkinson, city repre- 
aentative; G. "Moe" Young, Aquatic; 
“Scotty" Angus and P. R. Moubray, 
Arena; Vic Haddad, Parka; B. M. 
linker, Recreation; Fred Macklin, school 
board. Named to the post of Superin­
tendent was. Gordon Smith,
20 YEARS AGO 
April 1952
R. F. Cruickshanks has been appoint- 
1 ed campaign manager for C. R. Bull, 
। Liberal standard bearer in the, forth­
coming provincial election, R, Mi Ilay- 
I man will'act ns official counsel and
I I.. R. Stephens has been appointed cam­
paign treasurer.
30 YEARS AGO 
April 1042 
Peachland Notes: 352 articles were
12, paragraph four, she states: 
“If anyone cans honestly say 
that this column has been de­
structive over the years or is so 
in any way then perhaps it'is 
time for me to nang up my 
skates.”
Then in paragraph six: “. . . 
Then when it has all been 
evaluated one tries to find some
sets the date.
Lest we forget, our govern­
ment recently subsidized “Fa­
ther Malachi’s,” “Church of the 
Final Judgment," with ;ts Holy 
Trinity consisting of The Lord 
Jehovah, the Lord Lucifer and 
the Lord Satan,’ to Jie tune of 
$25,900, to do their thing.
That poll also said to have 
found the largest number of un­
decided voters in Ontario and 
surprising strength for Social 
Credit in Quebec, where that 
party now holds 13 of the 74 
seats.
EMPHASIZING ISSUES
It also showed Mr. Stanfield is 
picking up the main concerns of 
Canadians—unemployment, and 
economics, an official says.
However, Irish home rule was 
still an Issue during the-next el- 
ction in 1886. The situation was 
complicated by Liberal leader 
W, S. Fielding of Nova Scotia, 
who was campaigning to have 
that province separate from 
Canada. He won an overwhelm-
dered.
1808—David Thompson began 
exploring Columbia River.
1893—Prince Edward Island 
council merged with assembly.
1907—Port Arthur and Fort 
William (now Thunder Bay) 
were incorporated as cities.
1941—Prime Minister Macken­
zie King and President Roose­
velt of U.S. announced Hyde 
Park agreement.
1968—Pierre Elliott Trudeau 
became Prime Minister.
CAPITAL COMMENT
way to construct encouragement £h”?^an
and praise wherever it is due. P16 b°ys. ^°Iw?jTJn
And when that is impossible, to your Joca^
one just keeps quiet." ous Pf0.*,654 ab3ut !: Lts
..Sounds very lmprei!lve, but ..*>•
The larger number of unde- 
x u -u . — - cided voters across the country,, About time thet every sane as reflect_d in a recent public
thinking citizen _ a nd every noli, is renorted to be of con-poll, is reported to be of con-
the overall picture is very in­
consistent.
I feel a critic has responsi-
bilities not only to be fair, un­
biased, and consistent, but 
above all, to at least know what 
he .or she is talking about.
Sincerely,




It was with hilarity, that I
read in your paper, April 17, 
that Bert Roth, after shopping 
around for a party which he 
thought might win, was going to 
seek the Conservative nomina­
tion for federal member of 
Parliament.
While associated with Kelow­
na Citizens Association, Bert 
assured us he was publicly 
minded and had a lot to offer 
this city he loved so much.
Recently I noticed that a re­
quest was made for an Increase 
in salary for the mayor and 
aidermen, which was granted.
Taking a purely hypothetical 
case, and supposing Bert did 
get the nomination, and sup­
posing he did not lose his de­
posit, as one would expect, and 
got elected, one wonders if one 
of his first acts would be to re­
quest that the salaries of MPs 
be raised.
Yours truly, 
ALAN McINTOSH, MD, 
Kelowna.
‘RAP’WITH PM
At n recent “rap” with six 
Ottawa students of voting age, 
Mr. Trudeau has some Interest­
ing things to say.
"Perhaps I haven't done an 
honest day's work in iny life. 
Perhaps I'vq just been bum-
One item in this Just Soci­
ety; remember you don't need 
a stamp to send a letter to your 
MP or Trudeau, ;t’s already 
your taxes that are seeping our 
postal boys oaid anyway.
So, let’s “get with it" as the 
younger set are doing, or they 
will think we are satisfied with 
things as they are going. We do 
plenty of protesting about these 
things to one another, let’s do 
it to them!
One can get a tremendous 
counter-balance to all such 
things by reading out of that 
precious good book. Words like, 
“finally, brethren, whatsoever 
things are true,—honest,—just, 
—pure,—lovely,—of good report; 
if there be any virtue, and if 
there be any praise, think on 
these , things." (Philippians 
4:8.)
What a contrast between read­
ing all the crime and ’in in our » 
papers, man’s attempt to estab­
lish a “just society’’,—and God’s 
blueprint, which will be estab­
lished . when Christ comes to 
reign on earth.
So long as we still have the 
power of the ballot, let's get 
thoroughly informed, keep a 
balanced outlook, avoid the hair­
brains and radicals, ’nd work 
towards a "sane" society.
Much that was good In the 
recent days should be restored 
and based on the just laws of 
God and Bible. Adequate justice 
toward crime is hardly known 
anymore and we who are the 
old timers, who boro the brunt 
of pioneer days, are hardly con­
sidered.
Now the 18-to-21 year olds 
wield their voice, their contribu­
tion mainly protesting and criti­
cising, though it is only the
cern to both parties.
But Conservatives say they 
have more to gain from the sit­
uation than the Liberals, who 
now hold 149 of the 264 seats In 
the House of Commons, com­
pared with 72 for the Conserva­
tives.
In fact, the Conservatives feel 
they have nowhere to go but up 
in an election. They say the re-
His Experience 
Was Valuable




OTTAWA — The growing 
number of strikes in this coun­
try, particularly in the public 
service, is having at least one 
significant effect It is harden­
ing the attitude of many Canadi­
ans on the side of some form of 
wage and price controls. The 
continuing inflation and rise in 
the cost of living only serve to 
strengthen this trend.
There is no doubt the issue of 
controlling wages and prices, as 
well as profits, is going to loom 
larger as the weeks go by. What 
seems surprising, on the stir-
may be worse than the disease.
Organized labor is leery of 
controls because of its experi­
ence with the ill-fated Prices 
and Incomes Commission. 
Labor believed the attitude 
shown by PIC suggested the
f’
, „„ , . 7.- — face, is that none of the major
berer. 32, earned valuable expe- political parties has yet come 
nence for his job when he drove
Grand Prix racing cars on the 
European rally circuit.
He’s an Ontario Motor League 
driving Instructor.
Now Fred and 14 other in- 
structors are bracing for the an­
nual spring rush of would-be 
drivers.
For sheer thrills, excitement 
and terror, Fred contends, you 
can’t beat the life of a driving 
instsuctor.
He remembers vividly, for ex­
ample, the student he asked to
out with a firm policy on the 
subject. *
If a growing number of Cana­
dians are fed up with strikes 
and inflation and would support 
controls as a substitute, 
wouldn’t it be wise for one of 
our parties to seize the initiative 
and enunciate a clear-cut policy 
along this line?
The problem, apparently, is 
that there is no unanimity of 
opinion in any party on the 
issue. Representatives of the
, - - - ,---.,.7.- three major federal partiess'ow (,°wn- Instead of hitting admit there are wide differ­
tile brakes, she jammed the ac- ...............................
celerator to the floor and froze.
“Thank God, I was able to 
reach over and turn off the Igni­
tion before we hit anything," he 
says. '
Fred’s boss, Rolf Bradflsch, 
still shudders when he remem­
bers a soprano who sang an 
aria while he was teaching her 
to drive.
“She was doing beautifully 
until she got carried away with 
some high notes, closed her 
eyes and took her hands off the 
wheel. Wc just missed a truck."
cnces of opinion in their own 
caucuses.
There are several reasons for 
this. Wage and price controls 
were imposed during the war 
and accepted as a necessary 
evil, but their justification and 
efficiency in peace time Is ques­
tioned.
LABOR WARY
Controls such as these come 
essentially under provincial ju­
risdiction and federal authori­
ties are unsure about the reac-
shipped by the local Red Cross Com­
mittee lost month, Mrs. A. fimulls, con­
vener of the Work Room Committee re- 
jiorts. This • included 101 pairs of socks, 
27 sweaters, 18 scarves and many other 
items.' A new shipment of wool and 
material has been received ao now the 
workroom Is a very busy place.
mlng around all the time," he 
grinned engagingly, as the kids 
roared, since, to many of them, 
he spoke their language.
"But what’s Hint got to do 
with my policies? And If they've 
been bad policies we'll throw, 
them out. If they’ve been good,
vocal minority.
The silent majority are still 
much of the good solid type, but 
why the silence? Let’s speak up
and get with it on the side 






tlon to any attempt on their, 
„„ . - „ . i .. . to introduce them nation-
The favorite story of al the nny. And the massive bureauc-
instructors though Is about the racy required io Implement and 
elderly woman Fred asked to enforce such controls frightens 
make a right turn during her many people who think the cure
only thing the government ' 
really wanted to control was J 
wages.
Dr. John Young and his fellow 
commissioners deny this, of 
course, and point out that while 
the .business sector was willing 
to go along with voluntary 
guidelines, labor refused to play 
its part. The result was the 
, commission had so little real ef­
fect It is to be phased out of ■ 
existence. ’
Even In war time the imposl- { 
tlon of controls was not a total J 
success. People have a habit of 
finding loopholes in any restrlc- , 
tive legislation. In the United 
States, at present, their controls 
are far from fully efficient. 
Food costs, as one example, 
continue to rise at an alarming, 
rate.
Anyway, it Is doubtful if farm 
prices should be controlled, al­
though food prices certainly 
seem to be at high levels in the 
supermarkets. Only recently, 
Agriculture M 1 n i s t e r H. A. 
Olson warned that Canadians 
should be prepared to pay even : 
more for their food as the Cana­
dian farmer is not getting his 
(al; share of the national In­
come dollar.
Despite a number of militant 
farm organizations, the average 
farmer has little in the way of a 
strong bargaining position—cer­
tainly nothing to be bompared 
with the muscle that Industrial 
unions can bring to bear on 
management.
It’s a complex problem, but 
one that could play, a big role in 
the coming election and In the 
country's economy in the future.
, first lesson,
As they approached an In­
tersection, the woman niidgcd 
the wheel slightly but the car 
continued straight ahead.
When Fred asked why she 
didn't turn the wheel, she was 
Indignant.
"I thought the wheel was sup­
posed, to turn Itself. You told me 
tills car was an automatic."
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40 YEARS AGO 
April 1932
Local and Personal: Cnpt. R, A Houb- 
lon, who spent the past few years In 
the south of France, returned to this 
district Thursday, Messrs, Clair Row- 
cllffe and Harry Angle travelled io 
Adams River last week and returned 
with a good basket of trout. Mrs. D. 
McMillan left for her old home In Capo 




Rev. II. D. Riggs and Mrs. Riggs left 
for their new home In Warren, Wiscon­
sin. where Mr. Riggs Is now pastor of 
the Baptist Church, the only church In 
the town, and therefore much of a com­
munity character. He finds the climate 
much colder than Kelowna.
69 YEARS AGO 
April 1912
The elty council approved a number 
of bylaws. Ono was tor $10,000 for school 
sites and $25 000 for school buildings; n 
bylaw for $20,000 for Improving Bernard 
Avenue and $35 000 to establish a sewer- 
. age’sj stem A bvlnw flying the rata of 
three rents pci foot frontage fpr street 
sphnkltng was also parsed.
" "J ’ ' -
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
The arrival of spring means 
, many Canadians are thinking 
of resuming gardening activi­
ties.
For them, Reader's Digest 
has published Practical Guide 
to Home, Landscaping, a, 480- 
pnge book describing how a 
man’s >ropcrty can be made
more xjnutlful and useful,
oven If, space Is small and 
money a limited.
The illustrated book is dly- 
Ided into four sections dealing 
with good Ideas, planning, 
planting end construction. 
Warner S. Goshorn, chief 
landscape architect tor Mont­
real, and Dr. Yves Desmar­
ais, former director of the 
MonIrcol Botanical Garden.
tor of 40 Women Poetn of Can­
ada, a collection of 103 poems 
by contemporary writers. 
Three of them are written by 
Miss LIvesay herself.
The; book, published by In- 
gluvln Publications, sells for 
$3 In paperback and $7 in 
hard cover.
A collection of Miss Live- 
say's poems is scheduled for 
publication thia spring.
The poet until recently was 
associate professor of English 
at the University of Alberta In 
Edmonton. She now lives in 
Victoria.
TODAY IN HISTORY
Anri! 20, 1072 ...
The . British sloop Ame­
thyst was flreel upon and 
driven aground tri the 
Yangtze River 23 years ago . 
today—In 1948—by .Com­
munist troops n the course 
of their last push to conquer 
mainland China. Vessels at- 
• tempting to relieve her also 
were bombarded and about 
45 British sailors were 
killed. UMS Amethyst was 
trapped for several months 
until she slipped down river 
at night and rejoined the 
fleet July 31, 1849.







charge*, from Reader** Dig- 
rut, Montreal.
, Dorothy Livcsay is the cdl-
BIBLE BRIEF
“And ye will not come to Me, 
that ye might have life."— 
John 5t4O.
Life is too precious to live 
outside the will of God here and1 
without Him through eternity. 
Receive Him today; lie la the 
conqueror of dentil and the 
giver of life.
Wail Of Steam Locomotive Whistle 
Still Echoes In Saskatoon
SASKATOON (CP) — The Mr. Bell said. It is a highly 
wnll of Hie steam locomotive intricate and technical project, 
whistle has long been silenced, similar in many respects to Dia- 
the pounding of Its giant drive ncyland where everything Is 
wheels over the rails forgotten built on scale.
by most. The locomotives are also built
But the memory of the en- ncn|ft nn(| there may be be- 
glne, which played an incstimn- twcen 2,000 and 3,000 parts m- 
bte role in the development of eluded ih one locomotive, he 
Canada, Is being preserved, by a Baid.
. small club or ardent workers In project, such ns building a 
Saskatoon. . locomotive, involves u lot of
And the group nays paper work prior to the initial
locomotives being built' are not ’
just for exhibition purposes, 
They rc intended to be put out­
side on a track.
“My personal dream, when 
we have lour or five locomo­
tives, Is to get an outdoor track 
and let the public drive them," 
said Claudq Bell president of 
the Saskatoon Model Engineer­
ing Club.
ian-1 r . „ i« « - wnn».« -Thf p,t*b wn" hunched in 1967 1963—J a n i t o r William wJ|pn £-/CBr| A p, Booth of the
college of engineering allowed a 
group of people Interested In 
building locomotives Io use fa­
cilities in the engineering mn-
building because “you mst 
check all parts of the machine, 
and Improvisation is involved."
Five locomotives are being
built by the club Including the 
speedy Jubilee which ws In uno 
between 1030 and 194(1, and the 
Britannia which was mobile
O'Neill .was killed by a ter­
rorist bomb at an army re­
cruiting centre in Montreal.
1947—Christian X, king of 
Denmark, died.
1944—The United States 
warship Paul Hamilton was 
torpedoed off Algiers; 504 
wore killed.
1897—81 m o n Lake pat­
ented the submarine.
,1775—The British in Mas- 
sachusctls retreated to Bos­
ton. > ।
chine shop.
There are about 15 members 
In the dub annually and nbout 
eight of them work steadily at 
building engines.
FIVE-YEAR JOB
It would take the average per­
son about five years to build a 
locomotive in his spare time,
about the same time.
Others Include a model of Tho 
Countess of Duffcrin, a scale 
representation of the Caribou, 
and the smallest steam-driven 
locomotive, a 15-hich Tich,
The Britannia should he com­
pleted this August. M'', Ba'I 
said.
“You get a lot of satisfaction 
in building something like that.”
More satisfaction and ford 
mcmorcs arc In store for Mr. 
Bell when ho sees the finished 
product of one of the steam en­
gines which chugged past bls 
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The tornado roared out of the
later was termed a miracle by 
Gov. Dan Evans.
away.
Dane Hood, 16, a junior, tells 
how it was:
ens of lives.
Previous criticism of the stu­
“These students saw what
was needed to be done and





tary reform in 1973.
You have a number of things
Ph. 762-3200
Connally Cautious KELOWNA DAILY COURIER, THUR., APRIL20,1972 PAGES
About Economy
WASHINGTON (AP)
United States Treasury Secrc-ltary Fund
board of the International Mono-
tary John. Connally remains | of 20." 
cautious about the prospect for
abort-term improvement in the
world economic situation, but
aces the possibility of steps to­
ward major international mone­
Dow that in otir judgment pre­
cludes any progress this year," 
he said during a luncheon inter 
view Tuesday.
As to how the monetary re­
form will be negotiated, the sec­
retary indicated ambivalance,
particularly about the role to be 
played by the so-called Group of
Ten.
This informal organization of
the 10 leading non-Communist
industrial nations “ought not to 
be the sole negotiating forum, 
he said. . . we ought to cre­
ate a new group comprised of 
the countries on the executive
. that’s the group
As to what form final mone­
tary reform might take, Con­
nally said the other nations firs*
will have to decide exactly what
is wanted.
“The first decision that other
countries have to make, It 
seems to me, is .whether or not 
they’re ever going to be willing
for the U.S. to run a surplus 
. . .in terms of our size.
“I don’t mean just a little sur­
plus of a billion dollars or $2 bil­
lion, but a surplus in terms of 
the size of our impact, in terms
of the size of our Gross National
If the other trading nations 
won’t agree to a large U.S. sur­
plus, Connally said another pos­
sible solution could be auto­
matic sanctions against surplus
High Wind In Vancouver, Wash
Topples A Wall Of Generations
VANCOUVER, Wash. (AP) - Cigarette butts were every­
where . . . hundreds of ciga
part of Vancouver also may
have toppled a wall between the
The tornado that struck April
6 left six people dead, hundreds
injured, $3.3 million in damage 
and, evidently, a new feeling
about the students involved in a
freely-structured
program at Fort Vancouver
high school.
The high school moved into its
new building in 1970, and modi­
fied its educational structure
with a complex, flexible system
of class schedules that left stu­
dents with about one-third of
each day for “individualized in­
Students could use the time to
confer with staff members, use 
the library,. enrol in mini­
courses, dr just sit or wander
Architects of the new system
were optimistic. The general 
public wasn’t in the city 250
miles south of Vancouver, B.C.
rette burns on the walls
students were openly smoking
. . . students were milling
around for long periods with no
apparent place to go.
The words were from a letter
printed just before the big blow.
south just after noon, skipping
across homes, businesses, fields,
and landing with full force on
the Peter S. Ogden elementary,
school.
The building was demolished,
but there were no deaths among
the 500 pupils inside, a fact that
The miracle started at the
high school, where students
watched the grade school being
blown apart just 500 yards
“We all took off running as
fast as we could—there were
kids in there trapped under the
A survey showed only 44 per 
cent of parents favored the pro­
gram of student self-reliance.
Letters to the editor began to
appear, complaining that a 
form of anarchy had developed
at the high school.
Four Guilty
In Killing
TORONTO (CP) — Four men
. accused of slaying a Toronto
dishwasher . on June 6, 1970,
were found guilty of non-capital
murder early today and each
sentenced to life imprisonment
what was said to be the most
expensive case m Toronto s his-
collapsed walls. We just started
grabbing and throwing stuff out
of the way. We got to one child
and then we’d find another
someplace.
“When I uncovered John
(John Page, 10), he was m a big
pool of blood. He was still alive
when we got him out but he
passed out—his heart wasn’t
beating.
I’ve seen those medical
shows on TV where they pound
on the chest to get the heart
going, so I did it to him. I gave
him mouth-to-mouth resuscita
‘Then we wrapped him up
I put my jacket around 
him. He was still cold, so I took!
my shirt off and gave him that
dozens of times by Fort Vancou­
Their arrests ended an inves­
tigation that spanned 13 months
and 20,000 miles in three coun­
The jury returned its verdict 
at 1:28 a.m. after deliberating
for more than 14 hours.
The four-Elija Askov, 26, of
Toronto, Rabko Govedarov, 26,
described as a Soviet Army de?
serter, Sreto Dzambas, .25, St.
Thomas, Ont., and Nicholas Po­
povic, 32, Toronto, all pleaded 
not guilty in the death of Trevor
Poll, 46, in a restaurant here,
Officials said the case cost
ver students and teachers who
clawed the buried youngsters 
free with their hands. They
were credited with saving doz­
dent freedom concept turned to
praise.
acted without concern for per­
sonal safety to accomplish those
tasks ... to which they volun
t a r i 1 y assigned themselves,’
said Don Cannard, principal of
possibly as much as $300,000. 
Crown Attorney Nprman Matu-
siak estimated court costs alone
at $100,000 in bringing 29 wit­
nesses from the United States
and providing four legal aid 
lawyers for the accused during
the 2^4-week trial.
Mr. Matuslak told the jury 
that Poll, an overnight dish­
washer at the restaurant, was
beaten to death with a crowbar,
used to break Into the building. 
He said all had conspired to
commit burglary, 
Inspector Jack Webster of the
homicide squad noted that four 
officers forked almost full-time
for a year on the case, making
the first arrest a year to the
day after Poll’s death. During 
this time they travelled to Cali­
fornia, Texas, Mexico and Brit­
ish Columbia.
j Govedarov was arrested In 
T'Los Angelas last year and 
Askov here several days later. 
Dzambas and Popovic were ar­
rested in Houston, Tex.
the destroyed Ogden school.
I just want to say I’m so
proud of those young men and
women of Fort Vancouver
High," wrote a citizen.
From Vancouver’s fire chief:
“The courageous acts of both







Rent — Lease — Purchase
Business Equipment Ltd. 
By the Paramount Theatre
This sign means 
Moore for you.
Wlt’a a sign of the 
times. Over 1500 Moor-O- 
Matic colors to choose 
from... Moore value... 
Moore quality ... Moore 
professional services from 
your Benjamin Moore 
dealer;, Ixxik for the sign 
that means Moore 
for you. 9* 
See your 













A. Boot has side zipper with strap 
and buckle at Instep. In Brown,
MOCCASIN OXFORD
B. Men’s 4 eye tie oxford shoe, In 
Brown grain leather. Gives mocca
sin comfort, with oxford support.
MEN’S
SLIP-ON SHOE
C. Comfy slip-ons with twin gore & 
plain vamp In supple Abbot Grain 
leather. Brown colour only 
THEDEM1-BOOT
D. Men’s plain vamp deml-boot with 
strap and buckle accent. In Brown.
MEN’S
MOCCASIN OXFORD
E. Men’s 3 eye tie oxford shoe. 
Flexible yet sturdy leather In Black.
CASUAL SLIP-ONS
F. Men’s plain vamp slip-ons with 
front gore. Leather strap detail on 
Instep. In White,Biack&Tan
MEN’S 8" BOOT
G. Has side zipper and plain vamp. 
In Brown leather. A "right on" stylel 
ALL SHOES (STYLES A-G)ARE 






S Enjoy the things you want today... CHARGE IT.
'Oegnii USE THESE CARDS IN WOOLWORTH STORES ACROSS CANADA
!
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An all male fashion show,
featuring styles from men’s 
couturieres from The Stag 
Shop and Kirtleys Shoes will 
be THE ATTRACTION at the 
April 29 tea from 2 to 4:30 
p.m. at the Westbank Yacht 
Club. Having produced the
HABERDASHERY HEADLINES
first men’s tea in 1970, the 
Westbank Lions Club have 
added to their laurels by pro­
ducing a bigger and better 
affair each succeeding year. 
In addition to local men pour­
ing and serving, the parade 
of styles produced entirely by
men and modelled by mfen, 
will show only the latest in 
toggery for men. Models tak­
ing part will be, left to right, 
Stewart Andreen, Tony Boven 
and Frank Singer, with Dick 
Javy doing the commentat­
ing. Convener Walter Form­
by, assisted by past convener 
Perry Flett, especially wel­
come everyone, including the 
ladies, to this event. Pro­
ceeds from this function will 
be donated, to the Easter Seal 
Camp for crippled children at 
Winfield.—(Courier Photo)
Plant Sale, Spring Frolic And Brunch 
On East Kelowna Auxiliary Agenda
' EAST KELOWNA (Special)— 
The annual plant and shrub 
sale, sponsored by the East 
Kelowna Women’s Auxiliary 
has been set for April 26 at 
the Cbmmunity Hall at 2 p.m. 
This event which has become 
a much ‘looked forward to’ 
gardeners’ delight of bargains, 
also features a home bake 
table and a novelty stall in 
conjunction with the sale of 
greenery. Afternoon tea will 
be served throughout the after­
noon.
The wide variety of peren­
nials and flowering shrubs of­
fered come from some of the 
lovliest gardens in the Valley. 
New homeowners in the throes 
of landscaping often find this 
sale most helpful since the 
plants are Valley oriented. 
Often, too, valuable tips on care 
and location can be solicited 
from the vendors.
FROLIC
Other plans discussed by the 
auxiliary during the regular 
monthly meeting included the 
spring frolic sponsored by the 
. hall board for May 6 in the
East Kelowna Community Hall. 1 
Tickets limited to 80 couples 
are available from hall board 
members.
MOTHER’S TREAT
The auxiliary will serve a 
pancake breakfast on Mother’s 
Day in the Comtnunity Hall. 
Starting at 10 a.m. the break­
fast-brunch will include saus­
ages and pancakes with plenty 
of coffee. Children are espec­
ially invited to the event which 
will be open until 3 p.m. on 
May 14.
President, Mrs. Rex Fitz-Ger- 
ald welcomed two new mem­
bers, Mrs. Al Hyam, James 
Road and Mrs. Emil Vogel, 
Hall Road. The 15 members 
present also heard the finan­
cial report. Members were 
praised by the hall board for 
successfully taking charge of 
the lunches and - banquet for 
the recent conference of the 
OkanagamSimilkameen Boun­
dary Recreation Commissions.
"Hie next meeting will be 
May 4 in the hall. Mrs. Ernest 
Malen served coffee during the 
meeting. '
Young Bavarian Dancers Win 
Hearts Of KDRS Members
The children’s group of Ba- i 
varian Dancers won the hearts i 
of the retired citizens on Satur- i 
day at the Kelowna and Dis- i 
trict Retirement Service Activ­
ity Centre when ‘.he demon­
strated their talents hi their 1 
native dances, including the 
Woodchopper Boys’ Dance,and I 
other Schuhplatter dances. 
Dressed in their authentic gay 
Bavarian costumes they danced 
to the accordion music played 
by Mrs, Mary Roiern, who also 
appeared in a Bavarian cos­
tume.
Phil Bachmann director, out­
lined the history of the group 
and then Introduced the young 
talented members, Dancing as 
partners wore Scott Martin and 
Connie Bachmann, Trevor apd 
Joann Miller, Brent and Dar­
lene Bachmann, Brent Martin 
and Brenda. Holitzki. The 
KDRS choir under the direction 
of Ludwig Lehman, with Mrs. 
V.’l|llnm Kipp at the piano, were 
cheered by their follow mem* 
hors when they sang The Little 
Drown Church In ’.he Vale, 
Would Cod 1 Wore the Tender 
/nplc Blossom; Flow Gently, 
S voet Afton and Climb Up, Yc 
Ch'lhin, Climb.
Happy birthday was also 
snng to two members, Mrs, 
JMp Hucnluk and Petyr Budd,
Matt Tomasky gave an Ulus* 
V'lUcd talk on his recent holi. 
, day In, Florida, Arizona and 
I as Vegas, which lyns most en­
joyable to all us well as educa­
tional
Other members nortlcinatcd 
In whist, bridge and ciiboage. 
The afternoon was complete 
with refreshments, followed by
HITHER
and
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Kelowna Theatre Players’ ■ 
current production, Oklahoma IH 
at the Kelowna Community H 
Theatre has attracted many N 
out-of-town visitors. A number ■ 
were noticed on opening night ■ 
and many more are expected ■ 
during the week for the week- ■ 
end performances. H
A guest with Dr. Gweneth ■ 
Lloyd and Mrs. Betty FarrallylH 
of Cedar Creek this week Is H 
Michael Meakin of Kamloops, ■ 
the lead male dancer in the B 
show. Mrs. Meakin will join B 
him here this weekend. ■
Also from Kamloops are Mrs. H 
Ruth Summers and her daugh- ■ 
ter Gay, who were among the I 
Wednesday night crowd. Gay I 
is a former student of the I 
Royal-Winnipeg School of Bal- I 
let and Mrs. Summers is also I 
active in theatrical circles at I 
Kamloops. I
Another group who enjoyed I 
the Wednesday night perform- g 
ance were Mr. Meakin’s Keep | 
Fit Class of mothers from Sal- | 
mon Arm. Mr. Meakin, form- I 
erly on staff with the Canadian I 
School of Ballet here, has a l 
school of his own at Kamloops I
. and also teaches many classes I 
at other Valley points. I
The Canadian Foresters Lea- I 
gue will wind up their bowling I 
season with a banquet and 
dance on April 22 at the Elks 
Hall, not April 29 as published 
previously. Court Kelowna will 
also send three teams to Chilli­
wack to compete in the Bar­
ridge Cup rolloff on April 29.
_ Back from a wonderful holi* 
day are Mr. and Mrs. Norman 
Hilborn of Water Street, who 
motored to Reno, Sacramento, 
Seattle and Vancouver. At the 
last point they attended the 
wedding celebration of the lat­
ter’s daughter Ruth Harney 
and Kenneth Warwick of Van­
couver. Betty Ann Harney and
" her grandmother, Mrs. Eliza­
beth Cobley accompanied the 
Kilborns back home . to Kel­












Living Room • Dining Room 
• Wall, Component?
NORDAN IMPORT 
282 Bernard Ave. 763-3810
ALL DAY SATURDAY
an hpur of old time, European 
and modern dancing to the 
music of a four piece orchestra, 
under the direction of Vince 
Volk.
On Saturday the Lively Art 
Singers will be featured; also 
slides, songs and sounds of 
birds, waterfowl and other fea, 







are reminded of 
meeting, April 29
at 1 p.m. which will he followed 
by refreshments, entertainment 
and dancing.
Club 17 Enjoys 
Slide. Show
An exceptionnlly good turnout 
of members enjoyed the slide 
presentation of Mexico, the 
Caribbean and Panama by Mrs, 
George Wcmbeke on Saturday 
at Club 17, Senior Citizens’ As­
sociation. Hearty applause ox- 
pressed the audience's appre­
ciation for the excellent com­
mentary which accompanied 
the show.





you can sew, 
I can sew better!
Kroehler representative, Jim Hall, will be at Alpine
Furniture Friday afternoon and all day Saturday with
all his samples plus low, low prices on famous Kroehler
sew I. can; sew I can, sew I can
I can sew',8 perfectly straight,




?you,ey'en turning the fabric ;
?I^an,sejv,, and leave,you with 
boffi-hands free to guide the ■.
•' fabric' (J- a,in, knee-operated)'
I. can sew, a perfect stitch on 
any fabricautomatically 




blindstitch, einbfbi’defy and 
give them a hand-finished 
look (Fam “sew perfect’,’) ,, 
I am the new BERNINA 830.
, an d,' o f. Co u rse., I co m e in a ’ 
wide cljoide of cabinets?
\ < f,'' ■ ’/F ,
8S ’ MWJ' A,
Chesterfield Suites, Bedroom Suites, Dining Room
Suites and Occasional Chairs. Be sure to attend.
Come in and see what
ALPINE




Mr, mid Mrs. Arthur Burtch 
me pleased to announce the 
engagement of two of their 
daughters.
- Their first duiightcr, Jocelyn 
Cynthia Is engaged to IMer 
Ralph John Hunyan, eldest son 
of Mr, and \Mr». Ralph John 
Bunyan of Aylesbury, Buck- 
Inghamslilrc, ' Englund. The 
wedding Is to take place nt St. 
Anne’s Church, Wendover, 
Buckinghamshire, ^kt 12 noon on
Their third daughter, Jenni­
fer Emily Is engaged to Hlntne 
Sakamoto, son of Mr. and Mrs. 
Hiroshi Sakamoto of Kelowna. 
Tlie wedding date in to irt an­
nounced later, .
take members to Morocco and 
Spain and Portugal on Satur­
day at 1:30 when Mrs. Erneat 
Spurway shows her slide re­
cord of this trip.
Winners of . the Wednesday 
,afternoon activities were: 
bridge—mon, G. I, Sykes, 2, 
R. Brent; women, 1. Mrs. Sar­
ah Novay, 2.'Mrs. G. I. Sykes,
Winners in other activities 
were: Mrs. N, Taylor. Mrs. T, 
Leolz, Mrs. L. Hopkins, Mrs, 
Lucille Marshall, Mrs. Buss 
Guild, Alfie Clive, Mrs, Lily 
Jonawny, Mrs. M. ^ritz, Mrs. 
Bcsa Davie, Mrs, C, Alderman, 














CUSTOM MADE OR 
nut THE YARD ■
Larged' aeieiilon of "/iiVrici 
In the valley. Custom made 
swags and covered vphnees.
MM Sutherland Avenue 
Phone 704124




854 Bernard Ave. in Kelowm
Stop in or call 763-7548 for a demo, on this fabulous machine.
from 89.95SPECIAL . . . OMEGA MACHINES
Corner of Pandosy and Leon Phone 762-4779
Axel Amundson of
Mexican
Phone 764-43234638 Lakeshore Rd








ver was maid of
bridesmaids were:

















Theme For April Wedding
Everything Is Beautiful was 
the wedding music played by 
Mrs. F. J. Ratcliffe when Dor­
een Ann Hollis of Vancouver
became the bride of Vernon
Gregg Amundson of Coquitlam
on April 15 in Immaculate Con­
ception Roman Catholic 
Church, Kelowna. The bride is 
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Ashcroft: Constable and Mrs.
Bryon Link, Kamloops; Mr
and Mrs. Mickie Welters, .War­
ren Moser, all of Surrey; Mr.
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MR. AND MRS. VERNON AMUNDSON
NN LANDERS
You Can Get Hooked
On Nasal Sprays
Dear Ann Landers: Please 
print this letter for the benefit 
of others who don’t know they
can get hooked on nose drops
and nasal sprays.
It started when I was preg
nant and having trouble brea
tiling. The doctor suggested a 
nasal decongestant. He said the 
'directions were on the bottle. To 
’make a long story short, I got 
hooked. It became embarrass­
ing-spraying all the time, leav­
ing restaurant tables sometimes 
three or four times to go spray 
iny nasal passages. If I ran out 
of decongestant I panicked, like
an addict who needed a fix.
' When I told my doctor I was
afraid I was addicted he said,
Fred J. Rollis of Kelowna and 
the groom is the son of Mr.
ducted the 4:30 p.m. ceremony
in a setting of white mums
tinted with peach and huge 
peach bows and candle tapers. 
Given in marriage by her
father, the bride chose an A-
line dress of crimpelene Satin
with lily-point sleeves and a
boat neckline trimmed with
pearls and aurora borealis.
Two rows of lace from neckline
Keeping the peach color 
theme the attendants were clad
in peach floral nylon gowns 
fashioned with high necklines 
long puffed sheer sleeves, with
a ribbon emphasizing the waist­
line. A ruffle completed the 
A-line floor-length skirts. They 
carried bouquets of daisies 
tinted peach, mixed with baby's 
breath. The maid of honor’s
bouquet was centred with
roses. Rosebuds made from
matching material, were scat­
tered in their hair.
Ray Skea of New Westmin­
ster served as best man and 
ushers were Allan Amundson
of New Westminster; Rodger
Gerard, Coquitlam and Donald
Hollis of Trail.
For the reception at the East 
Kelowna Hall the bride’s moth­
moon in California the couple
and Mrs. Allan Amundson, Mr. 
and Mrs. W. Feist, Brent and 
Cathy, Mr. and Mrs. Bay Skea 
Mr.: and Mrs; Robert Skea, all
of New Westminster; Colleen
to hem matched the lace trim­
med circular train which fell
from the shoulder. A four-tier­
ed scalloped shoulder-length
veil dotted with aurora borea­
lis topped a fifth layer which
misted to the floor. Her head­
dress was formed of leaves
She carried a bouquet of peach
tinted carnations
intermixed with . peach roses.
A handkerchief of her mother’s
1 think. One of these days your
friendly husband is going to kiss
the wrong guy and find himself
straightened around but good. 
Be patient. Time is on your
*‘The only way to get off is to 
quit using it.” I tried but my 
Binuses swelled up and my eyes 
became red and puffy. My 
throat was so sore I could 
barely swallow. I finally get off 
the stuff by medicating only one 
nostril and letting the other one 
heal. Then I suffered through, 
cold turkey, with the second 
nostril.
c Please tell people to be car­
eful. Just because a product can
be purchased without a pre­
scription doesn’t : mean it is
safe.—One Who Nose
Dear One: You told them and 
i in a way I couldn’t have. And I 
might add that you certainly 
didn't get much help from your 
i 'doctor. He should have pre­
scribed other medication that 
would have provided relief and 
Unhooked you.
Dear Ann Landers: My hus
band and SI haven't been mar
■tied very long and we need 
some advice from a person who 
has had some , experience with 
bosses and business, especially
executives.
Jimmy went to work for, this 
firm 15 months ago. Yesterday
he received an unexpected 
i bonus. Of course we were 
! thrilled. The money means a
great deal but the fact that he 
i was rewarded for his work 
। means even more. What we
want to know is this? Would It 
1 be all right if we wrote a 
jthank-you letter to the boss or 
: would it be out of line?—Cloud
19
Dear 19: A letter of apprecla 
tlon is never out of line. The let­
ter should be from your hus
band, however, not from you
( And keep it simple. Excessive 
gushiness can be embarrassing
Dear Ann Landers: I am mar­
ried to a man who claims he Is
just full of love and good will 
but I’m beginning to think he
got a screw loose. He kisses 
waitresses, sales people, musi­
cians, entertainers, barbers, 
athletes, any one who performs 
a service which pleases him.
‘ This goes for men as well as
women. No one seems offended
fey his outgoing personality but I 
think It looks odd for a man to 
be kissing strangers. He was
born in Europe and, claims tills 
Is a warm, harmless custom.





the happy new thought
A&W
IIAPrY-PAK
will reside! at 305 - 1000 King
er received wearing a street­
length dress of mint
Albert Ave., Coquitlam, B.C.
Out-of-town guests were: Mr. 
and Mrs. Mike Welters, Burn­
aby; Mr. and Mrs. John Hollis 
Maureen Hollis, Mrs. Joan
Kugler, all of Maple1 Ridge; 
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Hollis and
Vicki, Trail; Mr; and Mrs. Guy
Rossworm, -Mr. and Mrs. Leo 
Giroux and Gordon Clarke, all
of Prince George; Mr. and 
Kinnaird; 
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Holitzki,
Mrs. Robert Lutz
crepe with sleeveless coat, with
matching accessories. Peach
tinted carnations formed her
corsage and a similar corsage
accented the sleeveless green
dress worn by the groom’s
mother. A white shawl com
pleted her ensemble.
four-tiered
wedding cake featured a bride
and groom in miniature. The
cake, made by her mother, was
formed the ‘something old’ for
Olga Kani-
gan and Lee Korbie, both of
Vancouver and Gayle Feist of
m WHERE SMART WOMEN SHOP
Erickson, Lee Korbie, Mr. and 
Mrs. Mike Korbie, Olga Kani- 
gan. Elsie Koldewyn, Dawna 
Rae Dolines, all of Vancouver 
Mr. and Mrs. R. Gerard, Mr
and Mrs. Axel Amundson, M. 
and Mrs. , Brian Hadcock; Mr 
and Mrs. Cecil Ballard; Mr
and Mrs. George Ballard; JG
Granson and Lyndia; Mr. and 
Mrs. G. Burton, all of Coquit
lam; ■ Mr. and Mrs. Barry
Armstrong, Delta; Mr. and Mrs.
R. Dick Feist, Penticton and
Mrs. Harry Kruk, Kamloops.
TEEN
CLASSES
4 Lessons for 8.50
!
beginning .
। Thurs.. May 4-3:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m
decorated by Mrs. Matt Wil- I 
Candelabra flanked | 
Frank Feist, the, 
master of I 
ceremonies. The bride’s gift to I
the groom was jade cuff linksm iuviu o uc v jll uuno — 
and his gift to the bride was I 
drop pearl earrings. . ■
For her going away outfit ■ 
brown and I 
white fortrel coat-dress with 1
the bride chose a
brown boots and purse. Follow­
ing their return from a honey-
ITS A SPRING.
20% off Pant Dresses
regularly 19.99 to 35.99
now 15.97 to 28.77
Spring pastels combine with light, lovely crimp fabrics to
produce a look so good it makes you a gid for all seasons! 
Bonded orion and novelty fabrics, sizes 7 to 15 and 10 to 18.
20% off Pant Suits
regularly 16.99 to 29.99
now 13.57 to 23.97
They’re wild and wonderful—bouncing bright print or solid 
tops and clean, sleek, white slacks. Flash your way, around 
this spring in easy-care polyester or bonded orion,
sizes 8 to 20.
Coat Clearance
regularly 24.99 to 39.99
now 20.00 to 30.00
We have an almost endless collection of the coats youTI 
need while the weather is springing around. They’re warm 
enough, light enough and
MORE THAN 260 STORES
definitely stylish enough.
Sizes 7 to 15 and 8 to 20.
Sal., May 6-10 a.m. -12 noon
mary hall s
S-T-R-E-T C-H & SEW FABRICS




















Side, 1 lb. pkg. 79c
Strawberry Jam
Nabob, Pure,





At Both Stores. Saturday, April 22 
One Day Only, Complete Variety. 
Don’t Miss It.
Prices Effective Tonight and Friday till 9 p.m., Sat. ’til 6
We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities
High - Wide - Handsome
SUPERVALU
Orchard Park or Downtown
Both Stores Open Till 9 Tonight — Shop Early!
= DISTRICT PAGE
tL Rutland, Winfield, Oyama, Peachland, Westbank • 
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Drastic Measures Predicted 
To Save Alberta Wilderness
•»









PEACHLAND (Special) — 
Guest speaker at the Peachland 
and District Chamber of Cbm- 
merce pot luck supper held 
Tuesday night in the Commun­
ity Hall was C. F. (Chuck) 
Holloway, field representative 
of the Canadian Chamber of 
Commerce, who makes his 
home at the coast.
Mr. Holloway started his 
address by congratulating the 
Peachland Chamber on their 
recent membership drive which 










PEACHLAND (Special) — 
The annual Peachland Cancer 
Drive held in the community 
Monday was a great success 
with a total of .'>641 collected, a 
substantial increase over the 
1971 campaign which collected 
under $500.
Mrs. Al Elhers acted as chair­
man for the campaign with 
Mrs. Don Gray and Mrs. Lila 
Bader as assistants. Mrs. John 
SUvinski acted as social host­
ess, serving coffee to canvas­
sers as they reported to the 
Centennial Hall with the re­
turns.
Mrs. Elhers thanked the res­
idents of Peachland for their 
generous support of this cam­
paign, and to the following lad­
ies who canvassed the ever
increase from 45 to 137. He 
stated an active membership 
committee was one of the mat­
ters he usually stressed when 
addressing chambers and also 
the need for local chambers to 
draw up a list of objectives.
Mr. Holloway said, “It is 
obvious your chamber execu­
tive this year is off to a good 
Start," adding that the aim of 
a local chamber is to get 
people from all walks of life 
actively interested and involved 
in the development of the com­
munity.
He said the Chamber of Com­
merce is a grass-roots organiza­
tion where representatives can 
make their voices heard, not 
only locally, but provincially 
and nationally.
Other highlights of the meet­
ing included presentation of a 
certificate of honorary mem­
bership to Mrs. Lillian Ayres, 
charter member of the Peach­
land chamber. The presentation 
was made by vice-president H. 
J. Williamson, who spoke of 
Mrs. Ayres contribution to the 
community in many, fields, both 
past and present. Other head 
table guests who were asked 
to speak included P. R. Spack-
increasing district. Mrs. J. R. 
Davies. Mrs. A. Gove, Mrs. Art 
Kopp, Mrs. Norman Bradbury, 
Mrs. Stan Elstone, Mrs. Lexye 
Dell, Mrs. Tom Smith, Mrs. 
R. C. Bell, Mrs. Anne Webber, 
Mrs. Archie Flintoff, Mrs. Dave 
Churchman, Mrs. Art Topham, 
Mrs. Ray Assmus, Mrs. Lorne 
Langstaff, Mrs. R. R. Brown, 
Mrs. Wes Dunkin, Mrs. Glen 
Verhaeghe, Mrs. Robert Doren, 
Mrs. Lee Miller, Airs. Dori Ar­
chibald, Mrs. John Hinter, 
Mrs. Wes Funnell, Mrs. H. J. 
Williamson, Mrs. Peter Phe­
lan, Mrs. Don Houghtaling, 
Mrs. Garry Topham, Mrs. 
Henry Mandziak, Mrs. Doug 
Pitman, Mrs. H. C. MacNeil, 
Mrs. E. Carley, Mrs. D. E.
man, past president.
Mr. Spackman congratulated 
the new executive on a great 
start to the year, stating, "I 
know the municipality will 
benefit through your endeavers 
in the future.
In his president message, E. 
W. Lawby stated it was en­
couraging to see so many 
people present (over 80 in all), 
and he thanked John Silivinki, 
chairman of the entertainment 
committee, and all the cooks 
who prepared the food.
EDMONTON (CP) — Dras­
tic changes will be needed in 
the next 30 years to protect 
Alberta's wildland resources 
from over-use and misuse, 
says Tom O’Keefe, president 
of the Alberta Fish and Game 
Association.
The changes, "now unac­
ceptable to most of us," will 
be necessary when masses of 
people crowd into areas capa­
ble of handling only a tew at a 
time.
Mr. O’Keefe. 43, a business । 
liquidator, says tourism is 
being advocated by govern­
ments all over North America 
as one of the cures for deficits 
and declining revenues,
“The biggest consequence 
of the flood of people that will 
be moving into the woods is 
that resource management 
will become in reality a prob­
lem in people management."
Writing in the association’s 
newsletter, Mr. O’Keefe pre­
dicted eight changes which, 
given the cultural conditioning 
of their times, recreation ad­
vocates in the future will ac­
cept as a means of preserving 
the recreational quality of the 
land.
These include provisions 
that certain areas would be- 
c o m e temporarily out of 
bound while they recover 
from over-use, that “back­
packers” would have to regis­
ter in advance to go into wil­
derness areas and be required 
to leave no evidence of their 
passage.
Mr. O’Keefe said the carry­
ing capacity will be calculated 
for all delicate ecosystems 
threatened by over-use and 
the number of people permit­
ted on those sites will be lim­
ited to safe numbers.
People would have to pack 
out whatever they took in,
garbage and all.
■Entrance into high-use 
areas would be by a permit 
system requiring advance 
registration and reservations. 
Some areas would be assigned 
exclusive use categories 
where all other incompatible 
activities would be banned. 
TRAINING REQUIRED
Mr. O’Keefe also foresees 
that before a wilderness or 
camping permit is issued, 
successful completion of a 
, training program will be re­
quired.
He envisages a drastic re­
striction in use of vehicles 
such as snowmobiles, all-ter­
rain vehicles and hovercraft. 
They would be limited to a 
separate trail system paral­




PEACHLAND (Special) - 
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Camp­
bell are home again after a 
trip to Chilliwack where they 
visited friends and relatives.
Dr. and Mrs. Giebelhaus of 
Edmonton are guests at the 
home of Mr. and Mrs. H. J. 
Williamson on Bulyea Avenue.
Recent visitors at the home 
of Mr. and Mrs. Duane Pickle 
on Brent Drive are Mr. and 
Mrs. James Hayworth of Ed­
monton.
Sutherland and Mrs. 
Prevost.
Mayt
He reported a good start to 
the Spring Clean-up Week, how 
in progress, and urged all 
members to be “a strong link 
in the chain, thus forming a 
strong organization to work for 
mutual understanding and the 
development of bur commun­
ity." ' .
Mayor Harold T h w a i t e 
pledged 100 per cent co-opera­
tion by council with the cham­
ber in the coming year, shying 
it was “indeed gratifying to 
see so many people working 
for the good of the community.”
Steven Zuk and Ken Hornsby, 
two directors who missed the 
installation ceremonies last 
month were sworn in as cham­
ber directors by Mr. Holloway.
COMING EVENTS 
IN PEACHLAND
PEACHLAND (Spe c i a 1) — 
April 21, the Peachland branch 
of the K.D.R.S. will hold a 
wind-up meeting and social in 
the Community Hall, starting 
at 5:30 p.m. with a pot luck 
supper. Entertainment will in­
clude slides, movies and a 
dance later in the evening. A 
special invitation is extended 
to members of the newly-form­
ed Westbank retirement ser­
vices group.
Visitors at the residence of 
Mrs. Lillian Ayres in Trepan- 
ier recently were her grandson 
and his wife, Mr. and Mrs. A. 
C. Schultz from Vancouver, and 
Mrs. Rita Carriese from Fort 
St. John. MrS. A. Donis, Mrs. 
Ayres sister, has returned and 
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GLASSES
One Low Price
13 90-INCLUDES —FRAMES —LENSES —CASE
* Tinted an$ Safety Lenses and fancier frames 
higher. Plastic lenses and cataract lenses not 
included. ।
Widest Selection
• Lowest Prices 
Famous Brands 
Satisfaction Guaranteed
Ten Peachland boys and 
their fathers travelled to Sum­
merland Saturday night to at­
tend Summerland Minor Hock­
ey banquet, where Benny Pey- 
nosky was named best player 
in the Atoms. Buddy Edstrom 
received a most valuable play­
er award and . Chad Bodnar 
was voted most valuable player 
in the Peewee Rep team.
Saturday is the Peachland 
Riding Club’s Walk-a-thon, in 
aid of the March of Dimes. All 
walkers are asked- to gather 
at the Peachland Elementary 
School at 10 a.m. This years 
walk will be off the highway, 
ending approximately at the 
former Coldham Ranch for a 
picnic. The first ten walkers to 












Tinted lenses, safety 
lenses and fancy 
frames - at slightly 
higher prices ... and 




See our Brand New 
"AQUA LENSES" 
*79.50
BRING YOUR OPTICAL PRESCRIPTION TO US
WESTERN OPTICAL
* DISCOUNT SERVICES CHARGEX
Phone 762-5035
KAMLOOPS — KELOWNA — VANCOUVER







SALESMAN Will BE IN ATTENDANCE
l ' . . ■
LIMITED TIME ONLY
SPECIAL V
OPEN FOR VIEWING 7 DAYS A WEEK
!4 Price Special Expires Aprii 30th, 1972Buy One Lot and
Get the Second for ¥2 Price
Joe Riche Plateau Subdivisions
These are beautiful view lots 
Overlooking the Valley, Okan­
agan Lake and Kelowna. These 
lots are serviced with electri­
city, water, paved roads, etc.
DEVELOPERS: Spring Valley Subdivisions
LOTS! LOTS! LOTS!
BUY DIRECT FROM DEVELOPER
Located minutes from Rutland Shopping Centre on North Side of Highway 33 
Just past Gallagher Road (on Highway to Big White Ski Area)
SIMPLY FOLLOW TUI MAP
TO JOE RICHE 
SUBDIVISION
r










Low Down Payments and
Low Monthly Payments
First Come, First Served
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Races Ahead 0! Printers
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
. Premier A. E. Blakeney’s 
’ New Democratic Party
I ment in Saskatchewan is initial 
, Ing so much legislation it is
• outstripping its printers. , 
" More than 100 bills already 
t have been introduced at the cur-
* rent aession and 30 or 40 more
Conservative government has 
displayed no meaningful plan 
for co-ordinated development of 
a province where unemploy­
ment is nearly the highest in 
Canada. Much of his speech 
dealt with contracts which his 
Liberals have described as pay­








The ire of the Liberal Opposi­
tion was aroused Wednesday 
when the most controversial bill 
exnected at the current session 
—the ’ land bank” bill—was in­
troduced and wasn't available 
in printed form. _
Opposition Leader D. G.
Steuart complained:
“This is terrible organization. 
Here we find six bills on the 
order paper in second reading 
and not printed. You’re trying 
to do too much too quickly.” 
WANTS TIME
He said the Opposition should 
be given all the time possible to 
study bills. It has already sin­
gled out the land bank legisla­
tion for heavy opposition.
The bill is designed to facili­
tate the acquisition and disposi­
tion of farm land. It is aimed at 
helping older farmers retire, 
with the NDP government set­
tling aside $10 million in the 
I'udget for land purchase and 
Fibout $600,000 for start-up and 
-'operating expenses of a land 
bank commission.
ment.
Quebec—Senior civil servants 
in the Ontario and Quebec gov­
ernments have formed a Joint | 
communications committee and 
will meet in Montreal April 26- 
27, Communications Minister 
Jean-Paul L’Allier told the na­
tional assembly.
He said the geographical posi­
tion of the two provinces and 
similar development problems 
justified closer co-operation to 
guarantee a more harmonious 
economic development and an 
increased exchange of informa­
tion.
Marcel Leger (PQ—Lafon­
taine) said he was glad to see 
the possibility of an agreement 




< Land in the “bank” would be 
f leased or sold to younger farm- 
? ers or to those wasting to ex- 
' pand.
,, Gift tax and succession duty 
* legislation also was introduced 
‘ Wednesday—and n e i t h e r of 




St. John’s—The speech from 
the throne opening the New­
foundland legislature under Pre­
mier Frank Moores, whose Con­
servatives won a recent elec­
tion, reflected the government 
view that most foreigners 
should be kept away from fish 
stocks on the continental shelf.
The speech said if Canadian 
ownership and control are not 
toon declared in offshore fish­
ery resources, they "will be de­
pleted beyond economic limits.’’
Halifax—Gift-tax legislation 
before the Nova Scotia house 
was described by Opposition 
Leader John Buchanan as a 
"legal nightmare” with sections 
and clauses which even chart­
ered accountants and lawyers 
have found difficult to interpret.
The provincial government, 
along with the other Atlantic 
provinces, has been collecting 
the taxes since Ottawa aban­
doned the field in favor of a 
capital gains tax Jan. 1. Mr. 
Buchanan wondered if Nova
gether a total of two-thirds of 
Canada’s population, it can 
have sufficient weight to obtain 
many concessions by the federal I 
government.”
Toronto—NDP members in 
the Ontario house said the cred­
ibility of Provincial Auditor 
George Spence has been called 
into question by charges that 
some government departments 
have been using phony invoices 
for goods not received.
The reference was to charges 
Tuesday by an auditor’s depart­
ment clerk, Thomas Smith, that 
five government departments, 
left with unspent funds near the 
end of the fiscal year, used the 
money to buy luxurious or un­
necessary goods, documented 
through the phony invoices.
Opposition L e a d e r Robert 
Nixon said he intends to call 
today for the immediate suspen­
sion of Mr. Spence until at least 
a full inquiry is made.
Winnipeg—The Opposition
wa outvoted three times in at­
tempts to pry information from 
the NDP government on last 
winter’s provincial work pro­
gram, the cabinet’s manage­
ment committee and corre­
spondence between the govern- 
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tube warranty, 






Scotia could amend the bills 
e without consulting the other 
f provinces.
Fredericton—Opposition
Leader Robert Higgins said
*■ New Brunswick’s Progressive
KELOWNA THEATRE 
PLAYERS
“THE KING AND I ” 
“SOUND OF MUSIC” 




Kei. Community Theatre 
APRIL 18TH - 22ND 
Box Officer Bank of B.C.
PLUS SERVICE COLOR TVs























'll the "FOR SALE” 




You’re not reaching all the 
possible purchasersthrough 
the only proven and efficient 
real estate service.
IT WORKS 500 TIMES BETTER!
Here’s Proof
OVIR 300 properties SOLD in MARCH 
with a total value of over
6 MILLION DOLLARS
and han't tha boat part
Multiple Listing Service \ 
(oils You Nothing Until
IT WORKS!
Demand M.L.S. when listing your property with 
any of the 90 agency member* of The Okanagan- 













MATTRESS AND BOX 
SPRING SETS
(quilt top with legs)
Maple, clearing 
at the low 
Spring Sale 
Price of _ _ - -
$9.88
Each
3 ft. 3 inch




Metal garbage can, rust-proof galvanized finish. 
Corrugated body for greater strength. Snug ft y y 
fitting cover, drop handles. Compare at Uil I
Inside Frosted Light Bulbs 
Westinghouse Inside Frosted. Stock up at this extra 
low price on long-lasting inside-frosted light bulbs. ' 
Choice of 40, 60 or 100-watt ft Qfift 
Compare at .’.............     A for OOv
Ironing Pad & Cover Set
Fabric clad in stainless steel. Completely safe, non­
flammable, non-slipping, quick drying, ft AA .
and highly porous, Reversible. Compare at 4.avv
Hahk Sweeper-Cleaner
HAHK, The amazing sweeper-cleaner for quick, 
easy and thorough cleaning of floor and carpets.
Light in weight and easy to store, 
Compare ot .............................. 9.88
Ironing Table
All steel with fully ventilated open mesh top for 
cooler, easier ironing. 12 separate height ft AA 
adjustments for more comfort. Compare at U«W
Electric Mower
18-inch rotary, lightweight, rugged and reliable.
Powered by Va h.p. General Electric yft 00
Gas Mower
20-lnch rotary, 4-cycle, 3/2 h.p. Briggs & Stratton 
engine. Cutting heights: 1" to 3", 7" yft OO 
front and rear wheels. Compare at .... f UiUU
Fertilizer Spreader
New improved model. 5!4-inch rubber tired wheels. 
16-inch spreading width, 7 77
25 to 30-lb. capacity. Compare at...... ,....... I■! I
Pruning Shears
Anvil type. Red vinyl covered handles. Qftft
Brass anvil. Compare at..... ................   vOU
Garden Tool Set
3-piece. Consists of trowel, garden fork and culti­
vator. Smooth baked enamel finish.
Field Hoe
Comet, 7-inch. Forged steel blade, Sharpened cub 
ting edge. Fire hardened handle, 1 fill
Compare at .............. aavv
Glidden Paint
Interior latex, white only. A AA ,
Washable, easy to apply...................gallon “ivw
Interior semi-gloss. Fast drying, I yA
may be tinted, ..................... ...... quart hlw
Drop Sheet
Sanitary plastic, transparent, moisture proof AO a 
and weather resistant, 8x12 ft, ............. .
Black & Decker Power Tools
3/a" drill, 7%" sow, sander or 







Hockey D^te [MB 
Of Reckoning BhJi
' By ROSS PHELPS
This writer was just a young reporter about three years 
ago when Canada pulled out of international hockey competition 
i beeppse of the ruling not allowing the use of professional?.
At that time the move seemed to be a laudible one, after 
all Canada is the birthplace of hockey. Let’s stay out until the 
international hockey powers came to us on bended knee.
They didn’t bend, and neither did Hockey Canada. The re­
sult was that the Canadian national team was disbanded and 
Canadian teams stopped making trips across the big water to 
meet European opponents.
Soon after Canada’s move out of International.competition, 
I was talking to a member of the then recently disbanded 
Nationals. To put it bluptly, he was bitter. His contention was 
that the National Hockey League influenced the amateur powers 
to put forth the ultimatum.
/This influenced my thinking, and since then it hasn’t been 
qujto clear who was in the rght and how the situation was to 
be corrected. ■
That sad state of affairs has continued, with the occasional 
statement from international hockey powers that they won’t , 
back down and Canada will have to return on their terms. 
Hotkey Canada would make much the same statement
Loyal Canadian hockey fans would come up with the com­
mon statement, “just wait until those Russians meet NHL 
players, then well show ’em.”
This would be followed by the statement that the Russians, 
who have the best psuedo-amateur team in the world, were 
afraid of the NHL and would never play them.
Speculation would come about, mental picking of an NHL 
team to meet the Russians if they ever did meet. “We could 
have Bobby Orr on defence, and Brad Park and a couple of 
others* But Bobby Hull up front with Esposito and . . . ” , 
;,N<>tf the chance has come, and I wonder how the NHL 
players will accept the challenge.
'/An eight-game series will be played between the Russians 
and a Canadian team. Canada will be able to use whatever 
professionals are available, which means NHL (and World 
Hockey Association) players.
Clarence Campbell, boss of the NHL, has stated that the 
Canadian teams in the NHL are committed to backing Hockey 
Canada. Montreal Canadians, Toronto Maple Leafs and Van­
couver Canucks will provide a number of players.
But he also stated that a number of Canadians playing on 
American-based NHL teams would also like a chance to play 
against the Russians.
Bobby Orr has said that he would like to meet them, and 
Bobby Hull could be counted on to come through for his country. 
There are untold others who also would like to be on the Can­
adian team for this memorable series.
But how that it is down to the nitty-gritty, how many will 
step forward? I think that a number of them will, but there are 
no assurances.
Half of the series will be played in Canada, with Montreal, 
Toronto, Winnipeg and Vancouver getting the games. I imagine . 
every; hockey fan in Canada between the ages of five and 95 
would give anything to be able to watch those games.
If these games are televised, about half of Canada's popu­
lation if not more will be glued to the boob tubes.
This is a confrontation that the world has been waiting for, 
matching the best of the amateurs against the best profes­
sionals.
X have little doubt that the Russians would be able to win 
a couple of the games, but the pros would likely take at least 
six victories.
The Russian weak point is in the nets, and none of their 
goalies has faced shots like Hull’s and other NHL sharpshoot- 
' Their forwards are good, and the defence is also of top
' There is still the feeling that there’s a fly in the ointment 
somewhere, something that will scuttle the series. The games 
are to ba played under international rules, but that is no 
problem.
If the games do go as scheduled, a guarantee can be made 
jf the largest number of people watching them than any other 
event ever. .. ■ , ■  :
* ROSS PHELPS-1 SPORTS EDITOR
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Revenge May Be Very Sweet 
But Winning Is Main Incentive
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Revenge Is sweet, but winning 
is the name of the game, says 
left-hander Steve Carlton, who 
fired a three-hitter at his for­
mer St Louis team-mates 
Wednesday night pitching Phil- 
adelphia Phillies to a 1-0 
squeaker over Bob Gibson, the 
Cardinals’ ace. "
“The incentive is to win,” 
Carlton said. .
“That’s my incentive, not 
beating any particular team.
“Sure, it’s nice to cone back 
and beat the team that traded 
you and beat a pitcher like 
CUbby. But it’s just as nice beat­
ing any team.”
Elsewhere in the National 
League, Pittsburgh Pirates ral­
lied to beat Chicago Cubs 5-2, 
San Diego Padres edged San 
Francisco Giants 4-3, Los Ange­
les Dodgers trimmed Atlanta 
Braves 4-0 and Houston Astros 
downed Cincinnati Reds 7-5. 
New York Mets were rained out 
in Montreal.
Carltqn, a 20-game winner for 
St. Louis last season, was 
traded to the Phillies late in 
February in exchange for 17- 
game winner Rick Wise. The 
southpaw had been holding out 
for more money and Gussie 
Busch, the Cards* owner, was 
reported to have ordered gen­
eral manager Bing Deviqp to 
deal him'away.
The Phillies got their only run 
off Gibson In the sixth inning on 
a triple by Willie Montanez and 
Deron Johnson’s single. Despite 
the defeat, the „ 36-year-old St. 
Louis ace fanned five batters 
and climbed past Bob Feller j 
and Warren Spahn into fourth* 
place oh the all-time strikeout 
list.
The Pirates beat the Cubs 
with four runs in the eighth in­
ning, highlighted by Bob Rob­
ertson’s two-run homer, which 
followed Roberto Clemente’s 
leadoff single.
Martin Stopped Fighting Players 
Now He's Started Fighting Fans
By THE ASSOCIATED PRES
Billy Martin has stopped 
fighting with his players. He’s 
now fighting with the fans.
The quick-fisted Detroit Tiger 
[manager, who made headlines 
[three seasons ago by knocking 
out p-i-t-c her Dave Boswell, 
। mixed it up with a man on the 
street Wednesday night.
The fight, which ended in '“ho 
decision,” came after the Tigers 
had been, decked by Baltimore 
Orioles', 5-2.
“I wasn’t mad about losing or 
mad about anything,’’ explained 
Martin, whose .playing and man­
aging days have been studded 
with battles, “but this guy was, 
blocking my way to the team 
bus. He was swearing and ! told 
him to get away. I pushed him. 
He called me a name, dove at 
me and knocked me against the 
bus.” i
With several Detroit players 
and a group-of newsmen watch­
ing, the antagonists thudded to 
the hard ground with Martin’s 
fists swirling. The back - alley
brawl lasted about a minute be­
fore members of the Detroit
group pried the two apart.
HE BACKS DETROIT?
The fan identified himself as
Jack Sears, 25, and said he has 
[been a red-hot Detroit rooter 
(from Pontiac, Mich., who has 
[been living in Baltimore for 15 
years. ..
“All I said was, “You guys 
better win tomorrow night," 
said Sears. “He hit me first and 
I grabbed his legs when we 
went down because I’m not a 
fighter.”
Martin and the Tigers weren’t 
the only ones in action Wednes­
dayziight. Six other American. 
.League games were played as 
Chicago White Sox beat Texas 
Rangers 24; New York Yan­
kees trimmed Milwaukee Brew­
ers .3-2; Cleveland Indians beat 
Boston Red Sox 3-1; Minnesota 
Twins crushed California Angels 
12-3 and Oakland Athletics took 
a pair from. Kansas City Ro'yals, 
4-0 and 3-1.
By BRUCE LEVETT 
Canadian Press Sports Editor 
The Canada-Russia -hockey 
encounter, featuring the best 
players from both countries, Is 
four months away—but already 
It is taking on the earmarks of a 
jihad or holy war.
And already- there Is an-un­
dercurrent of dissent
In Montreal Wednesday night, 
greeting the negotiators return­
ing from Prague where they set 
up. the eight-game tournament 
for next September,* general 
manager Sam Pollock of Mont­
real Canadlens had this to say:
“The Canadiens are willing to 
allow any player' who is se­
lected, to play on this team. At 
first it was only the three Cana­
dian teams—Montreal, Toronto 
Maple ' Leafs and Vancouver 
Canudks—who had an obligation 
. . . but how I’m- sure-every 
player who is a Canadian citi- 
1 sen will be willing to play.”
Stan Obodiac, press chief of 
Maple Leaf Garde ns; went 
। along with that:
“I think everybody is delight­
ed—everybody in the country.” 
WOULD ASK TOP 20
And Alan Eagleson, head of 
the National Hockey League 
Players' Association, in an over­
seas interview, said the top 20 
j players in the NHL would be 
asked to play.
Clarence Campbell, NHL 
president, said ‘‘the three Cana- 
dian teams in the NHL are com­
mitted ... but I think this will 
be broadened. There are many 
Canadians playing for American 
teams who would want to play 
for a Canadian team against 
Russia. I feel certain about 
this.”
. However, two of the American 
teams don’t feel that way—at 
least, not in the front office. ।
“No way,” said Weston 
Adams Jr., president of Boston 
Bruins.
“Can you imagine what our 
fans would say if we allowed 
Bobby. (Orr) and Phil (Espos-
i ito) to play for Canada in that 
'series and either . . . suffered 
an injury that might prevent 
i them from playing with us for a 
year or more?”
General manager Milt 
Schmidt agreed with his boss.
“My only interest would bq to 
see the Russians play the 
Bruins tor the world champion- 
! ship... or whatever team wins 
the Stanley Cup.”
ABEL AGREES
“General manager Sid Abel, 
whose St. Louis Blues are en­
gaged In a Stanley Cup semi-fi­
nal with S c h m i d t’s Bruins, 
agreed with his opponent. 1
“Our contribution would have 
to be an (Gary) Unger or a 
(Barclay) Plager and if they I 
break a leg, then what have we; 
got to show tor the rest of the 
season? I think Milt has the 
right idea. Let them play the i 
Stanley Cup winner.”
Meanwhile, preparations went) 
ahead. i
Joe Kryczka of Calgary, pres­
ident of the Canadian Amateur 
Hockey Association and one of 
the leaders in the pilgrimage to 
Prague, said the makeup of the 
Canadian team will be deter­
mined by an as-yet-to-be-ap­
pointed committee representing
TIE TEST
LONDON (CP) - One rem­
edy for testing your wife’s fidel­
ity is offered by the British 
medical publication On Call. It 
suggests that a husband away 
for the night should measure his 
wife’s neck With a tie before 
leaving. A woman’s neck glands 
will remain swollen for- hours 
after making love. If, on his 
return, the tie is a tighter fit, 
she has had a visitor during his 
absence. “There’s more to sex 
than meets the eye,” the article 
'adds.I ■ . *
the CAHA, the NHL. the play­
ers" . association .and Hockey 
Canada, the government-backed 
body set up to guide Canada’s 
International hockey fortunes.
. Four games will be played in 
Montreal. Vancouver, Winnipeg 
and Toronto during the first 
week in September; the other 
four games are set for Moscow, 
Sept. 22-24-2628.
International rules will apply. 
Modified in recent years, these 
still forbid such NHL-style ploys 
as icing the puck when a team 
is a man. short.
There will be two referees on 
the ice instead of one referee 
and two linesman. When -the
tournament is in Canada, these 
officials will be drawn from the 
United States. In Moscow theyjy 
will be Europeans, but not Ru6*^ 
sians. , « £.4’
..Money from television Tighten- 
to games In Canada will remain , 
in Canada: money raised in this 
way in Europe will remain 
there. . ■■■
I There are still questions to bq’ 
settled such as who would pay * 
the players, in the case of Cana*/ 
dian professionals, and who 
would pay living and travelling 
expenses?
Who would coach the Canadi- 
ans? Retired Montreal centre, ” 
Jean Beliveau was mentioned;’''/ 
so was King Clancy of Toronto,, ’’ 
who worked an Irish miracle * 
getting his club Into the play*'* 
offs.
And who would win? - 'F
“There is ito doubt In my -i> 
mind the NHL will win,” > Bell* 
veau said.
Kelowna Orioles Alive And Well
Near Solvency, Ready To Play
Kelowna Orioles, members 
of the Okanagan Mainline Base­
ball League, now have cash, 
players and enough enthusiasm
Rustlers Trip 
Humboldt M
HUMBOLDT, Sask. (CP) - 
Red Deer Rustlers came from 
behind Wednesday night to de­
feat Humboldt Broncos 3-2 in 
overtime and take a one-game 
lead in the opener of the best- 
of-seven Centennial Cup hockey 
semi-final.
Doug Lindskog put Red Deer, 
ahead 1-0 in the first period and 
the second was scoreless, >
A power-play goal by Gerry 
Cey of Humboldt at 0:34 of the 
final period tied the score and 
the Broncos went ahead 2-1 on 
a goal by Gary Sluchinski at 
12:32. But Red Deer tied it at 
15:47 on a goal by Gordon 
Dillon.
Greg Scott scored at 2:30 of a 
10-minute overtime period lor 
the win. s
Goalie Graham Parsons faced 
49 shots in the Red Deer goal 
while John Gabrysh faced 35 for 
Humboldt.
The second game of the series 
is scheduled for Humboldt to­
night.
to start the new season.
Orioles, who are facing a 
name change because of spon­
sorship, have raised an esti­
mated $750 and have a line on 
more funds, enough to enable 
them to survive the season. 
Some of the money raised has 
come from season ticket sales, 
with the bulk from several spon­
sors.
The team will be selling sea­
son tickets at the Orchard Park 
Mall today, Friday and Satur­
day as they continue their drive 
toward solvency.
A meeting of the club Wed-
*
,■?
nesday night resulted In a sei* ; 
ection of a couple of coaches
and two team directors. Terry'g 
Craik will work as a liaison be­
tween Orioles and the Kelowna,. 
Baseball Association and Dais 
ryl Carate will be the team's 
manager.
Dave Ayers will become a 
pitching coach and Jack Voy-,. 
sey will handle the batters’for*-—' 
the team. /i.
Twelve players attended 
meeting, with seven others i&L 
dicating their desire to play.* 
All players, with an average ’ 
age of 19, will be local talent./ 
The other two teams in the?, 
। Vernon Labatts, have also', 
OMBL, Kamloops Okonots and - 
agreed not to pay outside play.; 
ers to play this season. ;
LTD.









Wednesday Coffee, April 12— 
High single, Shirlie Smillie 270; 
High triple, Dora Myhill 709; 
Team! high single, Rovers 1064; 
Team high triple. Rovers 2963; 
High average, Eleanors Beat? 
tie 202, Marg Weys 202; Team 
standings, Little Arrows 675, 
Bops 654, Wildcats 653.
Lawn Bowlers, April 17—High 
single, women, VI Bartlett 285, 
men, Art Jantz 265; High triple, 
women, Tony Diamond 638, 
men, Fred Bartlett 679; Team 
high single, Five Pins 1044; 
Team high triple, Dodgers 2955; 
High average,; women, Lorriqn 
Carter 189, men, Mike Martel 
201: Team standings, Dodgers 
492*4, Five Pins 476*6, Cracker 
Jacks 474.
Tuesday "B” Hight Final 
Scores—League,, champs, Sask­
atchewan, 1284% pointe; Team 
high triplei Odds and Ends 
3342; Team high single, Merry 
Makers 1274; High single, wo­
men, Lucille Weninger 316, men, 
Gerard Tone 348; High triple, 
women, * Lucille Weninger .744, 
men, George Kozub 898; High 
average, women. Mary Klas­
sen 203, men, George Kozub 
210;. Low* average,; women, 
Louise Tinant 107, men, Allan 
Geurolbff 137; Roll-off chatops, 




South Africa (AP) — A couple 
announced their second set of 
twins had arrived "in time for 
our first wedding anniversary.” 
The parents noted they were 
married Feb. 29, 1068, and had 
to vwalt four years for another 
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BUDGET TAG TEAM 
Pee Wee Crusher 




Bude Ramsted vs. 
Eddie Morrow
Mr, Otto wl Pepa Villa
7»—.—---------
. AAvenee ; 8te«rved 
RlngsMto Ticket*
<’ Available at th* 1







We’ll get the wheels turning.
Kelowna Brandh, 213 Hemani Am. 






FREE AM CAR RADIO
If you buy a specially equipped Pontiac
FREEVIHYL ROOF
you buy a specially equipped Buick Skylark
FREE ROOF RACK




If you buy n spacially equip­
ped Pontiac Lemans 




1^58 Pandoay St. Phono 763*7700
If you need a car to get to work, Especially when the bank that Check our rates, you'll flnc|
or would just like to do some Sunday does the lending Is ours, they'rolow, ..............
driving, we can get you behind the You wouldn’t buy a car without So whether you’re Interested In
wheel with a low-cost B.C. Bankplan first shopping around for the best a new high performance model, or
loan. possible deal - and It’s just as jm- something a little more modest, Idlk
' It's easy to arrange and easy to portant to seek out the best possible to us. > \
payback. financing. >
Bank of British Columbia
Come grow with u* today.
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Doesn't Raise Hopes Of Players
BOSTON (CP) — The ease 
with which Boston turned back 
BL Louis Blues 6-1 in the open­
ing game of their Stnnley Cup 
cemi-final series triggered im­
mediate thoughts of a four- 
game Bruin aweep. '
But convincing the Bruins is 
another matter.
“This won’t kill the St Louis 
eplrit,” John McKentie said 
Wednesday as the team worked 
Out at Boston University rink. 
"Those guys want the playoff 
money as badly as we do.”
“You’ve got. to figure we 
probably caught them at the 
right moment because they had 
that tough series with Minne- 
eota,” observed the pugnacious 
tittle winger.
"But we’re the club to beat, 
•e doubt about it," he added.
“We’ve been the best all year, 
there’s no reason we .shouldn’t 
be th* best th th* playoffs, too, 
if we keep playing our game.”
GAME 2 TONIGHT
Game No. 2 in the best-of- 
seven series is set for tonight in 
Boston Garden starting at 7:30 
p.m. EST. Games three and 
four are scheduled for St. Louis 
Sunday afternoon and Tuesday 
night. -
Both teams had light work­
outs at the Bu rink. The Garden 
fatuities were unavailable be­
cause of Wednesday night’s Na­
tional Basketball Association 
playoff game between the 
Celtics ary! New York Knicks.
The two clubs are billeted 
during Use playoff round in sub­
urban Boston hotels; the Bruins
Things Bright For Rangers 
?at Francis Still Has Woes
/■JEW YORK (CP) - Things 
looking * little brighter for 1 
Coach Emile Francis and his ■ 
New York Rangers as they pre­
pare for their home-ice meeting 
With Chicago Black Hawks- 
bright enough for Francis to 1 
beast of having two capable 
goalies and not tell which one 
will play tonight
The 5-3 victory for rhe 
Rangers over the Black Hawks 
TUasday In Chicago hinted that 
the jinx which saw the New 
Yorkers bow to Chicago in 
seven games last spring was fi­
nally wearing off. The Rangers 
hold a 2-0 lead in the best-of- 
seven Stanley Cup semi-finals.
But Francis still had his 
Woes: “Jean Ratelle, out with a 
broken ankle; Jim Neilson, out 
with a jammed finger; Ron 
Stewart, injured ribs from Jerry 
Korab’s check in the second pe­
riod; Billy Fairbairn, food poi­
soning from some lousy ham­
burger."
Except for Ratelle, all the 
Rangers will be ready for serv­
ice tonight, including goale Ed 
Giacomin who Francis says 
eould have played in Tuesday’s 
game, despite a wrenched knee.
“If Giacomin had been needed 
la the game Tuesday night, he 
could have played, but Gilles 
(Villemure) played an outstand­
ing game," Francis said in in 
interview.
“I won’t be able to tell which 
one will be In there until after 
practice the day of the game."
COULD HAVE PROBLEM
Even two top goalies, how­
ever, could have their hands ful
for reasons known only to Bos* i 
ton management, th* Blues to 1 
escape the teeny-bopper crowd i 
that parades through th* lobby 
of their usual Boston accommo­
dations.
“One game isn’t the series," 1 
said St. Louis goaltender । 
Jacques Caron who faced th* 
brunt of. Boston's 44-shot bar* 
rage Tuesday night, “but that's ; 
a helluva strong hockey team.”
The 31-year-old rookie allowed 
five of the Bruin scores before 
getting relief from Ernie 
Wakely to start the third period.
UNGER SEES COMEBACK
Garry Unger, who scored the 
Blues' only goal, figures: “We 
can come back. We were down 
the first two games in the Min­
nesota series and we cam* back 
to beat them.
“We didn’t play well in that 
game Tuesday night. Maybe we 
lost some of the edge' we had 
after that big game Sunday."
Team-mates Bob Plager ind 
Curt Bennett agreed.
“We didn't even have time ta 
think about it," said Plager of 
the Blues' seven-game round 
with Minnesota that shoved 
them directly into the Bruin Hit 
two days later. “The next thing 
we knew we were getting ready 
to play the Bruins."
with the Hawks who have not 
been shut out in 200 regular-sea- 
son and playoff games.
Ratelie, the missing Ranger 
captain, will be ready to play in 
a week or 10-days—in time for 
the final series if New York 
gets past Chicago.
“We’re awfully thin, players 
hurting, and there were enough 
guts for a slaughterhouse out 
there,” said Francis of Tues* 
day’s game.
Chicago’s Bobby Hull says the 
Hawks are ready and “I guess 
we’ve got to want it a little 
more.”
With the Rangers’ 3-2 victory 
in Chicago Sunday and Tues­
day’s win, the Black Hawks 
must win on New York ice—to­
night or Sunday to escape elimi­
nation.
The Hawks lost only three 
games at home during the Na­
tional Hockey League season.
The Hawks have a 10-7 edge 
over the Rangers in playoff 
games won, including Tuesday’s 
game. The Rangers have never 
beaten the Hawks in playoffs.
need in a series with the rugged 
Bruins, leeks to home ice to 
even things up.
“We’ll give them trouble in 
our own rink. They play a lot 
better in this rink than they do 
cm the road."
STICKS TO PLAN
Boston coach Tom Johnson is 
sticking with his pre-series plan 
to start goaltender Gerry 
Cheever* in tonight’s game. But 
rival mentor Al Arbour said he 
wouldn’t name his goalie until 
game time.
Arbour said the decision to lift 
Caron from the first game was 
not because of the five goals— 
“he played * good game.—" 
that eluded him, but that Caron 
was tired, having appeared in 
six of th* seven games against 
Minnesota.
“And besides, Ernie hadn’t 
played-slnc* the second game of 
that scries and I wanted to 
make sure he didn’t get rusty.”
The only absentee from either 
starting lineup in tonight's 
game will be Derek Sanderson, 
Boston centre, who worked out 
with the club Wednesday but 
has been weakened by a virus.'
“Now we'll realize that We 
have to set to work. Well play 
much better hockey."
Rookie Bennett, who gives St. 
Louis some of the muscle it will
Gold Medal
Decided
PRAGUE (AP) - Sweden 
and Norway easily won their 
matches Wednesday in the 
world Group A hockey cham­
pionship.
The gold medal will be decid­
ed today when Russia plays 
Czechoslovakia.
In Wednesday’:: games, Swe­
den defeated West Germany 
7-1 and Finland beat Switzer­
land 9-1.
The Finns who lost their 
match against the Swiss a week 
ago, this time made sure they’ll 
get the two points.
The Firms still have a chance 
to try for the bronze medal 
But they must defeat the Swe­
des today and then hope for 
Swedish defeats.
!•**•«. 4. tur*
Centennials Jolted By Oilers 
Pats Trim Wheaties For Lead
Celtics Rally 
lo Win First
By THE ASSOCIATED PRES
Centre Dave Cowans did ev­
erything Wednesday night as he 
led Beaton Celtics to a 115-109 
winoverNew York Knicks in 
th* National Basketball Associa­
tion Eastern Conference finals.
Th* Celtics, down 24 in the 
best-of-seven series, needed the 
victory and Cowens provided 
the spark.
In th* American Basketball 
Association, Indiana defeated 
Utah .116-111 in the Western Di­
vision final playoff'series. Utah 
leads th* series, 24.
By THE CANADIAN PRESS ,
Regina Pats took a firm grip 
on their Western. Canada ' 
Hockey League semi-final series 
Wednesday night but league 
champions Calgary Centennials 
had some of their fingers pried 
off another aeries.
Th* Pats, playing their sec­
ond-horn* game in the best-of- 
seven semi-finals, defeated 
Brandon Wheat Kings 64 to 
take a 24 lead In the series.
Edmonton Oil Kings, mean­
while, edged Calgary 2*1 to tie 
their series at one game each.
The third and fourth games in 
th* Regina-Brandon series will 
be played in Winnipeg Saturday 
and Sunday and the fifth, if nec­
essary, back in Begin* on Mon­
day.
In the other series, the third 
game will be played Friday in 
Calgary and the fourth in Ed­
monton Sunday. The fifth is to 
be played as a Calgary home 
game in Medicine Hat Monday 
due to a lack of available ice in 
Calgary.
LEADS ATTACK
Mike Wanchuk led the Regina 
attack Wednesday night with 
. two goals but it was a shot from 
the point by John Dobie at 17:20
of the third that was the winner.
Dennis Sobchuk, Scott Smith 
and Rick Uhrich scored the 
other Regina goals, Uhrlch’a 
coming with 51 seconds left in 
the game.
Glen Mikhelson scored twice 
for Brandon and Ron Chipper* 
field and Grant Farncomb* got 
one each.
Regina led 24 after th* first 
period but the second period 
ended 2-2. Regina then went 
ahead 4-2 for th* first 10 min­
utes of the third period only to 
have Brandon com* back with a 
44 tie, setting th* stag* for Do­
bie’s winner.
Edmonton, playing their first 
home game of the series, won 
as Brian Ogilvie fired two goals, 
one in each of .the' first two pe­
riods. They had to fight the rest 
of the way to maintain their 
lead.
Ogilvie’s first goal, at 11:24, 
came on a backhand from dose 
in that beat John Davidson.
The Centennials came back at 
2:06 of the second period when 
Derek Black shot the puck be­
tween Larry Hendrick’s legs. 
Ogilvie got th* winner, two min­
utes later on a power play, tak- 
. ing a wrist shot from 15 feet to 
i beat Davidson.
Big Bear Rested 
Favored to Win
RANCHO LA COSTA, Calif. 
(AP) — Jack Nicklaus, rested, 
relaxed and confident, is a 
strong favorite to. score are- 
peat victory in the prestigious 
Tournament of Champions 
which begins today. &
“I’m still hitting mm* bed J 
shots, or shots that Cm ant 
satisfied with, but I think it’s • 
safe to say I’ve got more parts 
of my game together right now 
than I have had in some time," s 
said Nicklaus, fresh from Na 
fourth Masters triumph twe 
weeks ago.
REVERSE FLIGHT
The. hummingbird is th* only - 
bird that can fly backwards.. u
PIONEER 
CONTRACTORS 
3326 Lakeshore Rd. 1634732
PAINT




Lew, Lew Prieea for 
OM Ate Peeaiweta
COME to CASTLE












EVERYTHING ELSE IS RIGHT HERE!
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Improve your lot.
Wead-N-Feedwith'Killex'help* 
year lawn without making youf work 
for it, bocanM it foods and weeds at 
th* sama time.
. On* reason la the Wax'. Il’* 
th* mock effective known weed kiUer 
for homo use... end it really give* 
hard-to-control weed* n knock-out 
Now. 8* yon don’t have to wood th* 
lawn.
trogen which keep* on feeding your 
Uwn >®wr tltae W«Mrf*N-FMd with 
*KiU*x* hu boon applied.
So yea dont have to apply it 
very often. Although when yen do,
a 9S B. tax Trill cow SJNO m. ft. 
- for mor* than any ordinary heavy- 
weight lawn taulisar can cover. 
(On* of th* nuom Ib khat In th* 
nesvyuweigfcte.thecarrferuadonM,
wdght Wwd-N-Fted wftV’KUIet* 
... whldi 
and* a
at th* Green 
Afinm yow
GREEN CROSS PRODUCTS








When your Mazda dealer 
tells you the new Mazda 808 
Sedan sells for $2599, 
hemeansit.
It’s $2599*. Equipped. 
Loaded. Fully furnished. 
From the four seatbelts to 
th® locking gas cap.
Fromthecigarettelighter 
to door-to-door carpeting.
From the whitewall tires
From the tinted glass to 
the rear window defroster 
to the variable ratio steering.
In fact the only options 
you can buy for your 
Mazda 808 are the radio and 
our silk-smooth 3-speed 
automatic with manual 
override. Both great buys.
Details? Maybe. But if we 
lavish that sort of cate 
and attention on details,
think how good we made the 
wholecar!
Beautifully styled; 
superbly engineered, fast on 
its wide track feet and as 
responsive as a thoroughbred* 
Mazda 808 Sedan. 
The complete car.
H4ZIUto reclining front buckets
PMlgiMNl end engineered fer Canada by the worlds most creative automaker Toya Kagya Cb.r Ltd,, Japan
*r











COLEEN CHAPMAN, R.R. No. 1, Kelowna
MRS. ED H1NKEL, RJR. No. 1, Kelowna
MRS. FRIESEN, 2609 Richter St.
JASON WILLIAMS, Kelowna
DIANE BAINBRIDGE, 911 Borden Ave.
,1
' ■ k
5 i Leg of Pork Roast QQC
Boneless. Gov't Inspected, Prairie Pork . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . lb. (J
hARERIBS±*.Z"“' . 69c SAUSAGE
Prairie Pork. Regular Cut
Summer or Salami. “Swift’s^’ 
1%’lb. chunks ........... "i;
“a- .’ ‘
LEG of LAMB '- 69c
| " BUTT END 79<f lb.
.SAUSAGE L,X“"’±'“";. 79c '
lOYSTERS “ each 79C
BUTTER CHEESE ±-10% Off
ME AT LOAF . 89c
GARLIC SAUSAGES .69c
VEAL PATTIES 49c
FAI ft MEAT Comed Beef, Smoked Q 70<*VULl/IVlEAl „ Z*-/7V
Sliced. “Carl Budding” ..
BLADE ROAST 99c
HAMBURGER . 79c
FIJI If If CTC' AI7C Canada Good, Canada Choice.VnUVIl I CAIW Bone In, Regular Cut ............ . 79c BEEF CROSS RIB ROAST S2 . 99c
Margarine MargarinePacific. Vegetable Oil 5^1.00
Eggs Medium in carton 
j FlOUr "Five.Roses"
Grade A 2doz $L09 
20ib ^1.49
\ tt “Boban" by Nabob.
' Wffee 100% Columbian Coffee. Vacuum Pack , h 99c
Peanut Butter “............. 99c
Strawberry Jam . ... 99c 
Puritan Stewsis?-"'39c 59c
Crisco Oil .. . .128 oz. gallon Jbe < w
Coffee Team By Nabob. . . . 18 oz. jar 99c Instant Coffee “ 1.79
f A KE AAIVEC sPonge Pudding. vAlvE IVlIAEd Monarch. 5 types.....
; MINI PUDDING favors
TEA BAGS *Deluxe Orange Pekoe
.LARD “Maple Leaf” Tenderflake 
TOMATO JUICE Heinz .....
.............. 4 pkgs. 1.00
...... 4—5-oZ. pack 59c
......box 79c 
. . . . . ..... 5 ibs. 1.00 
48 bz. tins 2 for 89c
TOOTH PASTE Colgate’s ......
SCOPE MOUTHWASH 
CUA AADAA Head & Shoulders. 
jrlAIVll UU Jar, Tube or Lotion
ORANGE CRYSTALS 2 cnvcli by Nabobe elope pack
APPLE DRINK By Allen’s
CREAM STYLE CORN
48 oz. tins 
’s.
14 oz. tins
NIBLETS CORN . . .





i PANTI HOSE “KK.
| ASPIRIN “Bayer’s
3 pkgs. 89c 
; 4 for 1.00
12 oz. tin
14 oz. tins




BATHROOM TISSUE S 
PAPER TOWELS ,Sr
........ . family size 99c 
....... 12 oz. bottle 99C 
....... Regular Size 99c 
6 oz. spray, each; 99c
I
FEATURED IN OUR IN-STORE BAKERY





Flat Fold. 2 ply.
“Stuart House”
12 inch by 50 ft
BLEACH Ch




4 roll pack 49c 
2 ' roll pack 55c 
3 boxes 89C 
........... each 09C 
gallon, each 69c
SPONGE LAYER CAKES
BERRY CUPS Sponge .........
,.. each 49C 
6 pack 35c
10 „z.2for 89c SUNLIGHT LIQUID DETERGENT:
6% lb. size 1.99 
... 10 bar pack 99c
24 oz,
3 Flavors, 11 oz.
Eve”. One Size. 4 shades .
t« H 1
T ***** Local.HF I LEJ Washed and Polished.....
TOMATOES SC."
It POTATOES'l,U8, 
j I I V I HI VImJ “California"_____
pack 2 pkgs. 89c 
.........Feature 79C 
.... 100’s pack 79C
APPLE PIE FILLING “Sun-Rypc”. 19 oz. tins 




2 for 99c 
3 for LOO 





No. 1 Golden 
( Ripe ..............
5|bs79c
.... cello ' JT 0 W
n
8 -1.00 SPINACH - ... 35c
. 39c BROCCOLI ±,„ 29c
CCER DATAT^EC1’ Now.available: Pontiac, 
5 ib. cdio J JCCU rU IAI UCj j^i™’* 'Vn;h«’
Norgold and Whitt; Rose.
PEOPLE'S FOOD MARKET
TOMATO OR VEGETABLE SOUR l0 or
1 . ' ■ • 1 ; .
fDAHfCDC paulil*’s» IKAllvElvd Salted or Plain. .................... ............
TUMA Light Chunk, I UNA Cloverleaf. ............. .....................
PORK AND BEANS ^ 2
PREM LUNCHEON MEAT
. IZCTrUIID “Libby’s”, l\EIlnur 11 oz. bottle...... ......... .....
BARBECUE SAUCE
DIMEADDl E “Fortune” Brand. Sliced. 








. . . . . . . 49c;
19 oz. tins 4 for 1*0^
JELLY POWDERS by “Nabob.” ...........
DESSERT TOPPING 4“ ’:
..... 2 for 49c ! 
10 pkt, 89c: 
. . . . . ea 49c
.................  'ill'll i
"FROZEN FOOD FEATURES"
DC AC t-beaus * mixed vegetables, n on.
I EA3 Frozo. ...............    2 lb, celloZ pkgs. O/C
TV DINNERS 
BUTTERMILK WAFFLES
.. 11 oz. pack 2 for 1.09
Aunt Jemima, 
10 oz. pack ....
|>|77 A “Minit Deli”
I IZ>£A 4 Types. 12 inch 20 oz. .....
ORANGE JUICE “Donald Duck'II
39c 
car* 1.19
12 oz. 2 lor 99C
STRAWBERRIES Whole Unsweetened .... 15 oz, pack 59c
ICE CREAM Assorted flavors gallon plastic pail 1.99
Open Monday to Saturday 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.
CORNER OF BERNARD AND GLENMORE - PHONE 762-3349
WB RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES.
' . I
CROSSWORD PUZZLE TO YOUR GOOD HEALTH
ACROSS 
L Slang 
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(abbr.) * 28. Forearm 
— ‘ bones9. C.S A.
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DRAG YORESELF A DIME 







.. ________ YE5,XkWV/YOrYOU MEAN,
I ITS TOO HARD I FRANCIS, PETS GETAHOLP -









SKY I THAT'S 




WM2PR00M1 XXX. HEAD,, BRICKRips if heebi 
LET'S* --------
By George C. Thosteson. M.D.
Continuing the problem of poi­
son ivy from yesterday:
First defence against poison 
Ivy is soap and water. If you 
know or think you’ve touched 
the plant, wash as quickly and 
thoroughly as possible with a 
good thick lather. The ivy sap is 
sticky, so don't expect a quick 
rinse to do much good. Use a
( naphtha laundry soap.
Learn to watch for the
These can be applied in the 
form of sprays or given by 
mouth in diminishing doses. 
This win have to be done by 
your doctor.
One word of warning. Some 
patients get so desperate for re­
lief that they try everybody’s 
pet remedy and it is possible for 
such shotgun treatment to cause
t roOR U'L CHICO’
1 FIRST AW PET MICE-
DEN onto. .
one letter simply stands for another. In this sample A la 
used for the three L’s, X for the two O s, etc. Single letters, 
apostrophes, the length and formation of the words are W 
bints. Each d*y Ike code letters are different. =. ।
CBTPTOQUOTES j
BFMHX JCD CK ZO NM8DB VJGMBB
OCV ZMHJ.DC FHO DTJ^Z 
TMESMED .
WMCEWM
BELIEVE IT OR NOT
^Spring nearoitts.Italy, J 
REGULARLY VISITS) Ef PILGRIMS,! 
ms biwed for 300 y&iRs\ 
BY Mt EARTHWAKE-THEH
RESTORED TO USE BY 
ANOTHER EARTHQUAKE '
QUEENIE
“leaves of three,’’ green in sum­
mer, turning yellow, brown or . 
red in the fall. Sometimes the ' 
ivy will have white berries.
Can you be protected? To 
some extent. Injections have 
been tried with doubtful results; 
however, extracts can be taken 
by mouth in tiny doses, starting 
six weeks before possible expo­
sure. Reports say this can pre­
vent or minimize trouble in 80 
per cent of users. The extract is 
used cautiously by physicians 
because highly sensitive pa­
tients can be bothered by it.
(bice the itch has developed, 
it runs its course, untreated, in 
two or three weeks. To ease 
I the itching, a good treatment is 
a cold, wet dressing. Wrap the 
affected area in gauze, then wet 
lit with one or another of the 
soothing solutions.
One good one is Burrow’s sol­
ution (aluminum acetate, one 
part to 10 of water for adults, 
one to 20 of water for small 
children).
Epsom salts (one tablespoon 
to a quart of water) can be used 
alternatively.
Then wrap the wet dressings 
with celophane, to keep from 
dripping all over.
If a case isn’t too severe, cal­
amine lotion is soothing enough.
irritation of its own, and do 
more harm than good.
Of course one good means of 
protection is to get rid of any 
ivy in your yard or garden (the 
nasty stuff can pop up in the 
most unexpected places).
Around my summer cabin 
I’ve virtually eliminated poison 
ivy by killing it off. There are 
several effective ways: ammon­
ium sulfamate (2-4d), ammon­
ium thiocyanate, borax solution, 
sodium chlorate solution, fuel 
oil.
Personally I have found that 
ammonium sulfamate sprinkled 
on the leaves is very effective. 
Garden shops also have weed­
killer sprays that do a good job.
Meantime, remember the old 
jingle:
Leaves of three, 
Quickly flee.
Applied early enough, a zir­
conium ointment will neutralize 
the poison.
In severe cases steroids (cor- 
tison-type) may be needed.
UI
ri
f M PARROT, IDttCB, 
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. A poisonous sight
Dear Dr. Thosteson
eating figs daily as a laxative 
be harmful?—C.R.
Not unless there is some spe­
cial reason involved, such as 
diverticulosis which would 
make it Inadvisable to eat fruit 
with seeds.
Dear Dr. Thosteson: For a 
baby to be bom in the month of 
June, which month in normal 
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HAVE TAKEN A BEATNO
LIKE.THIS LI'L RMUING
PIP-ANP SULL OPERATE- 
B A MECHANICAL MARVEL'
WB MADE FT. THERE’S A, 
SIGN THAT-SAYS HOSPITAL/ 
you STAY PULRJBBA, UNTIL 
I GO IN AND GET HELP.
WEfe HOPELESSLY OFF 
SCHEDULE, BOSS. THANKS fe-
TO THE-STORM*
diamond, ruffing the third one 
and finding the suit divided 3-3.
Now you lead the' queen of 
spades—which is a very unusual 
play, since you have neither the 
jack nor the ten to back up your 
queen. However, there is a good 
reason for the play, since you 
are convinced that West has the 
king and devoutly hope that 
East started with the singleton 
or doubleton jack or ten—in
Opening lead—king of clubs.
Let’s say you’re in two spades 
, and West leads the king of 
CDUID I clubs. In view of the bidding, it
must lose two spades, two
seems likely that West has the 
K-J-x of trumps and that you
v ABLE- ____ ___ _ ______
LIVIN&(hearts and two clubs to go down 
ASMt one, But if you consider the mat- 
L AUTHOS\ thoroughly, a ray of light
1 ' emerges and it becomes possi­
ble to make the contract.
which case your scheme will 
succeed. .
West covers the queen with 
the king, which you win with 
the ace, and now you lead the 
nine of diamonds, discarding a 
club regardless of whether or 
not . East ruffs.
If he ruffs with the ten, you 
wind up making the hand be­
cause the only tricks you lose 
after this are a trump, two 
hearts and a club.
The outcbmfe is the 'same if 
East does not ruff the nine of 
diamonds. In that case. West 
ruffs and sooner or later leads 
a club—which you ruff.
You return a trump, bumping
2
EZJ
UI RANGE ffTEFj 
<3OCFY?
the jack and ten together, and. 
your only losers prove to be two] 
trumps, two hearts and a club.
' COME BACK, 
SHERMAN-? MAKE 
YOUR REPORT AND 
THEN START LOOKING 
FOR ANOTHER J OB’
By Phil Interiand!
“AU I can say is, whoever sent this is a realist.**
Federal Socreds Plan Big Drive
VANCOUVER (CP)’-Social
Credit national president Gilbert 
Rondeau said here the party 
will make a serious bid to win 
power In the next federal eler- 
uon and will field more than 200 
candidates for the 26i Commons 
neats.
Mr. Rondeau Is In British Co­
lumbia to participate Id election 
workshops tor Social Credit or­
ganizers. I
In an' interview he said the 
parly will field a full alate of 
23 candidates in B.C. federal 
constituencies.
He said he's not upset that 
Premier W. A. C. Bennett— 
Canada's only Spcl«l Credit gov. 
ernment leader—has bet on the 
Cbnservatlvra to defeat the Lib-' 
rials federally. '
“I don’t think he was
scrlouA about that,” said 
Rondeau.
Making two spades may not., 
seem a really big deal, but still |
You win the club with the ace 
and play the A-K and another
It entities you to feel you’ve. 
earned your keep by causing] M 
one of your losers to disappear. * *
YOUR HOROSCOPE
Friday, April 21
Arles (March 21-April 19): 
Sound advice is hard to find. It 
is time for you to assert your­
self. Change pace for the 
evening; don't do anything seri­
ous.
Taurus (April 20-May 20): 
Horie affairs are of great inter­
est, including financing of cur­
rent plans. End discussions 
early and relax for evening fun.
Gemini (May 21-June 20): Ex­
press your gentler feelings; try 
new theories, experiments, but 
stop when you have a good sam- 
pie of everything.
Cancer (June 21-July 22): All 
progress depends on your atti- 
ude and efforts; leave nothing 
to chance. Your ?lear head 
turns things well,
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22): Day­
light hours, are for work apd 
co-operatiort—you can sell any­
thing today. Later hours are for 
fun and frivolity.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Pri­
vacy is needed for full develop­
ment of your nature. There is 




MORE SEAM THAN CATS
SACRAMENTO, Cnllf. (AP) 
— The northern elephant wetl, 
thought Io be extinct 50 years 
ago, now Is thriving off Califor­
nia, the California department 
of fish and game reports, bui 
California mountain cats new 
protection from human hunters; 
A spokesman said .1,500 acais 
were counted on San Miguel Is­
land 40 miles off Santa Barbara 
In a recent census, Assembly- 
man John Dunlap, author of the 
bill to preserve mountain Hons, 
estimates 600 are kit in the 
state, , ’> । 1
Live and let live is the word for 
oday. Definite improvement ex­
ists where you’ve given people!^ 
time and privacy In which tolj" 
change directions. Q
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20): 
Go ahead with yesterday’s ef­
forts but give them little more 
promotion, in full confidence. 
Romantic impulses may, run 
strong.
alone now. Romantic urges ore 
strong and inconvenient.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): 
Whatever you do might bring 
you into touch with strahgc peo­
ple and ideas. Established rela­
tions need reassurance and 
protection,
Scorpio (Oct, 23-Nov. 21): De­
tails and appearances pay off 
more than ’ their share. Help 
comes from sources beyond 
your normal control. De gener­
ous with loved one.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): 
Look for new connections, fresh 
ventures, financial support. In- 
formation from consultants 
finds uses beyond original 
plans.
Capricorn (Deo. 22-Jan. 19): 
Group enterprises thrive with 
even casual handling. Finish 
odds and ends, clear off neg. 
lected correspondence.
Aquarius (Jan. 2O.Feb. 18):
DISTRICT NEWS 
CORRESPONDENTS 
Daily Courier readers who 
have news items they wish to 
appear In the paper are asked 
to contact the following cor­
respondents.
Peachland—Mrs. J. R. Dav­
ies, 767-2725, Westbank and 
Lakeview Heights—Mrs. A. F. 
Johnson, 768-5340. Okanagan _ 
Mission—Mrs. T. B. Upton, I 
764-4245, Ed Spiller 764-4059 orl,H" 
Mary Greer, 762-4445. East Kei- 
owna—Mrs. Charles Ross, 763- 
5201. Okanagan Centre—Mrs. J. 
L. Richards, 766-2218.
Rutland—Courier office, 765- 
7401, George Whiteley. Ellison- 
Mrs. 'Arthur Gray, 765-6000. 
Winfield—Mrs. J. A. Campbell, 
766-2715. Oyama—Rose Marie 
Plpke, 648-3577.
If you are unable to contact 
the above correspondents, items 




GUELPH. Qnt. (CP) - Tree 
cutting nepr a park was ordered 
halted by city council after 
Prof. Edward Harold of the Uni­
versity of Guelph said a CO-foot 
swath was being cut by city 
crews to provide a place Io 
dump. fill. He said a scenic area 
was being ruiiwd.ACouncil, was 
told It was part of a winter 
works program.
Halifax Curlers 
Make It A Triple
HALIFAX (CP) r- The Hali­
fax Curling Club achieved a tri­
ple crown with three major pro­
vincial championships Una year, | Bl 
a feat no other Novn Scotia club 
has been able to match in a 
single season. Halifax Curling 
Chib rinks won the provincial 
men’s title, the junior champi­
onship mid (ho Nova Scotia sen-1 
lor title.
UNIONIST JAILED
QUEBEC (CP) - Thirteen 
union leaders from Charles 
Lx'Moync Hospital in Montreal 
were sentenced today to alx
months in jnll and 15,000 flneljg 
each for contempt of court.
Judge Georges Pelletier of |, 
Quebec Superior Court also Im­
posed a $56,000 fine against the 
union representing the hospi­
tal's employees. ,
MY NEPHEWS ARE 
BOY SCOUTS, MANNY. 
WHAT ARE YOU?
AND WHAT i-










JPAGE.lf jKELOWNA DAHT COCTIPt, TMUft.. APKIL M7>
JACK BE NIMBLE... JACK BE QUICK... JACK FOUND COURIER WANT ADS HARD TO LICK







Delivered Anywhere in 
KELOWNA or VERNON
AREA
Pjione orders collect 
Bur inese—545-1311
Residence 542-9664 or 766-2330
LAV1NGTON PLANER 
MILL LTD.




North American Van Lines Ltd. 
Local, Long Distance Moving 
"We Guarantee Satisfaction*' 
U20 ELLIS ST. 762-2020 
T. Th. S. tf




R. W. GAYE SERVICES, 
414-1298 W. 10, Vane. 9, B.C.




Sewer & Water Lines 






LAKESHORE and MISSION CREEK 
PHONE 4-4545 
CHINESE SMORGASBORD 
Friday, Saturday and Sunday ' 
from 6 to 8 p.m.
PRICE 2.75 CHILDREN 1.49
CABARET
Friday and Saturday, 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. 
FEATURING THE COUNTRY REVIEW 
We specialize in Take-Out Orders 
SERVING KELOWNA, RUTLAND and MISSION
Open Tues., Wed., Thurs., 5 p.m. to 2 a.m, 
Fri. and Sat., 5 p.m. to 3 a.m. 
CLOSED MONDAYSCASH for Complete Estates or 
stogie items of household goods 
and etc.
We buy. sell or trade at |f5 houses for RENT
JOE’S TRADING POST I--------------------- - --------------------’Ww WindVnr Hoad LOOKING FOR AN EXECUTIVE
Box 867 — Windsor Koaa, home to rent ta downtown Kelowna?
Kelowna -- Phone 763-2235 I Available now, four bedroom home, two 
T Th S 231 <uH baths, large living and dining room 
' ’ I with fireplace, spacious kitchen, laun­
dry room, large storage apace, half 
basement and garage. Beautifully 
landscaped. Telephone 763-7234. tf
PAINT SPECIALISTS
Treadgold 
Paint Supply Ltd. 
Your Bapco & SWL Dealer
I DELUXE THREE BEDROOM DUPLEX 
I for rent in Spring Valley Subdivision. 
I This duplex is sound proof, almost all 
I carpet throughout and has m baths. 
I Full basement. Renting for $165 per
month. Telephone 764-4766. tf
221




PATIOS & SUNDECKS 
Fiberglassed, 97 cents per 
square ft., 92 cents per square 
ft., 500 sq. feet and over.
TELEPHONE 765-8180
T, Th, S 219
Paint — Wallpaper — Signs two year old, spacious, two 
Art Supplies I bedroom fourplex suite in Rutland,
teto DiNTmQV 1 Close to Shoppers’ VUlage and school.
161S FADiUUbX _ftxS-41M Drapes, stove, refrigerator, wan to watt
T, Th, S, tf I carpet. $137 per month. Available May
——-------------------------I J- Telephone 765-9038. . 219, 221
PHOTOGRAPHY -- ----- -------------------- ---------------
............- ■ , ----------------------------— TWO bedroom, full basement FOR THE BEST IN PORTRAIT s™plex ta Rutland on Briarwood Road, 
and Commercial Photography, cio*; to school and topping eenue. 
Developing, Printing and En-|“e“ welcome’ No Tekphonte, 
larging. I ................
POPE’S PHOTO STUDIO ^0?S’n2w°tt®!:eP"2SBi'uS«Nmm
ni.i nooo I «d lakeshore cottage untU June 15. siso
Dial 762-2883 I monthly, utilities included. No pets.
2820 Pandosy St., Comer I Boucherie Beach Resort, Westbank.
Pandosy and West Ave. Telephone 768-5769. «
' Th tf THREE BEDROOM FOURPLEX,









T, Th, S 219
ELECTROLUX 
(Canada) Ltd. 
SALES & SERVICE 
1963 Harvey Ave. 
762-3012
CLASSIFIED RATES
Class Hied Advertisements and Not- 
lea-for this pig* must be received 
. by 4:30 pan. day ‘previous to publica­








Six consecutive days. 4o 
per insertion-
JUntaom charge based on
Minimum chargo for any 




20 wo. ds. 
advertise-
Marriages
Sc per word.' minimum $2.50.
. Death Notice*. In Memoriam*.
> C*Ma of Thank* So per word, mini- 
mum S2.50.
U paid prior.to initial billing. a 10% 
discount may be deducted.-
LOCAL CLASSIFIED DISPLAY 
Applicable within circulation ton* 
only. -
Deadline 4:30 pjn. day previous to
publication.
16. APTS. FOR RENT
THREE BEDROOM SUITE; REFBIG- 
erator apd store; clo*« to school*, 
churches and hospital. Apply <00 
Burna Avenue or telephone TSMUl 
___________ XU 
NOW. AVAILABLE, O^NE BEDROOM 
suite. $35 P«r month including refrig­
erator. stove and uUUUe*. Adult* only. 
No pet*. Non drinker*. Telephone ICS-
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
8370. 121
YOUNG WORKING GIRL WISHES TO 
■bar* her furnished two bedroom apart, 
ment with same. Telephone 763-5977. 
___________ . __________ 221 
FOR RENT: NEW ONE BEDROOM 
suite, downtown area. heat. utUiUei, 
cable television Included. Business 
people preferred. Telephone 7634892.
___________ 220
SUTHERLAND MANOR, SPACIOUS 
two bedroom suite. Cable TV. Adults 
only- Apply to manager, 560 Sutherland
Avenue. tf
NASSAU HOUSE. DELUXE ONE BED- 
room aulte. very quiet and close in. 
Adults only. Contact Manager. Suite 108.
1777 Water Street tf
TWO BEDROOM SUITE IN FOUR- 
plex in Rutland. $125 per month. Im­
mediate possession. Telephone 768-5310
after 6:00 p.m. u
CLOSE IN. ONE BEDROOM SUITE.
Available May 1st. Contact manager. 
Bermuda House, 1779 Pandosy Street 
or telephone 762-3911. tf
LOVELY TWO BEDROOM APART- 
ment in triplex with full basement in 
Rutland. Available May 1. Telephone
765-8529. tf
FURNISHED. CARPETED ONE AND 
two bedroom suites. Color television. 
Weekly .or daily rates. No pets. Beacon
Beach Resort. 762-4225. U
If you want to live in comfort, 
reserve your suite now. Ready 
for occupancy.




$100 PER MONTH, TWO BEDROOM 
apartment in Rutland. Refrigerator and 
stove included. No pets. Telephone 765- 
7233. tf
WILL SUBLET FOR THE SUMMER 
months, deluxe furnished apartment, 
near park and city centre. Adults only.
Telephone 763-4698. 221
NEW, COMPLETE. WELL FURNISH- 
ed. one bedroom suite. Light and heat 
included. $110. Telephone 763-2136. tf
tf
| carpeting, carport, children welcome. 
— I Available May 1. Telephone 763-3303.
THREE BEDROOM HOME, NEW SUB- 
division, stove, refrigerator, drapes, 
I carpets included. Lease optional. 615 
I Dundee Road or telephone 765-8769.
Available immediately.. 220
CALL COURIER CLASSIFIED ADS 
' DIRECT 763-3228
| THREE BEDROOM HOME IN APPLE- 
I wood Acres: one year lease; available 
at $175 per month. For more details 




One, two and three bedroom 
suites. Air-conditioning, eleva­
tor, under parking, free laun­
dry, reduction for tenants 65 or 
over. Close to downtown in 
quiet neighborhood. No children 
or pets.
PHONE 762-8068
T, Th, S, tf
4. ENGAGEMENTS
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX ON AB- 
_ bott Street, within walking distance of 
- I town. Private garage and yard. Avail- 




Now available, large 1 and 2 
br. suites away from traffic, 
in Rutland.
765-6477, 765-7402
BURTCH — BUNYAN; BURTCH — NEARLY NEW, TWO 'BEDROOM 
SAKAMOTO: Mr. and Mrs. Arthur I home on Mountain Avenue. $240 per 
Burteh of, Kelowna are pleased to an. I month, minimum eight month lease, 
nounce the engagements of two of their I Option to buy. Block, Brothers Real*y- 
daughters. Their first daughter, Jocelyn 219
S?iML„v.„eDg.T.ri DELUXE TWO BEDROOM FOUR. I
Mm* Rri^^nh^Bnnvan1 Avtahurv I P>« ta RutIan!1: ful1 basement, 
BiSidShSJto, EnTand clow to .choote. No pete. Telephone 763-
ding is to take place at St. Anne’s I 5013- ___________ ;______ ~ _ —I VT^TA MANOR
Church, Wendover, Buckinghamshire, at DUPLEX FOR RENT. IMMEDIATE , vum uiniiun 
12noon on July.1. Their third daughter,{occupancy. Three bedrooms *n mainlq . np nnriimichpri
Jennifer Emily is engaged to Blaine flow' carport and full basement. Tele- bpaciOUS 1 UK. untumisiiea 
Sakamoto, son of Mr. and Mrs. Hiro-l-hooo 765-8815. tf suite. All conveniences, and
shl Sakamoto of Kelowna. The wqd-1 —- -------- -------- -— Invnlv vtaw (Inv in RpfirpH
ding date is to be announced later. 2191 APRIL 1, FOURPLEX, TWO BED-. lOveiy, View. Close in. iteurea
—- ------- ----------------------- --------------------------- room suite near Four Seasons Motel, or quiet living Couple.
5. IN MEMORIAM or "frigcrator') . PHONE 765-6536
-------—-------------- ----------------- 1 ’65-6186- ------- “I eves. 762-3037.




Good location for the right operator. Area is expanding rapidly and there is good 
potential here. For details contact Art MacKenzie, 769-4264. MLS.
MOVE IN, RELAX & ENJOY
A beautiful finished 2 bedroom home, full basement with space for rec room and extra 
bedrooms. Lovely brick fireplace. Beautifully landscaped tot, 4 blocks from downtown. 
Bob Robinson 3-5161. MLS.
RETIREMENT-2 BEDROOMS
Plus extra guest bedroom in full basement along with 2nd living or reading room. A 
truly, lovely home with 2 fireplaces, 1*4 baths. Level access to carport, from end of 
quiet cul-de-sac. Contact George Trimble 2-0687, MLS.
APPLE VALLEY REALTY ™
1451 Pandosy St. SERVICE WITH INTEGRITY Office Ph. 3-4144
REALTORS
MORTGAGES and INVESTMENTS LTD,
RESIDENTIAL
AVAILABLE NOW — TWO BEDROOM II vrr a_.'VAC’ATJT’—Vendor has units in Rutland fourplex. Close in. VLA—VALAMI venaor nas 
Telephone 765-5111 or 763-5676. tf I moved and will sacrifice his 
one and two bedroom suites, I 2-year-old 2 bedroom home in 
some cable vision. o’Caiiaghan’s Re- I Lakeview Heights. Many ex- 
sort, 3326 Watt Road. H l |ras including ensuite plumb-
imperial apartments, one and tog, fireplace, double car- 
wte Tdte“on.WiW42^0 ChlWren H P°rt and acre lot Asking 
peta-...Td.!?2ini! - $25,500. Call Blanche Wannop
17. ROOMS FOR RENT at 76.2‘3713Ldays or 762'4683 
_____ _____________________ __ I evenings. MLS.
ROOMS FOR COLLEGE OR VOCA- I 
tlonal students. Living room and kitchen I __ _ _
facilities. About a two minute walk to I POTENTIAL MOTEL—MUL- 
the coUege. For further Information I TIPLE DWELLING—2 acres 
tele^one ;—------------—?l7 |l of property on Lakeshore
SINGLE FURNISHED ROOMS, SHARE :| notential ideal ' motel 
separate kitchen and bath. Dishes and I “7
linen supplied. Separate entrance. One I Site, With domestic water, 
with television, close to ' downtown. I lovely beach just across the 
Telephone 762-4449. 219 I street. At present ■ a ranch-
furnished GROUND FLOOR house- ette with charming remodel­
keeping room. Only male pensioner I , j l rinublp Saraee 
need apply. Non drinker. CaU at 453 I laa, ,nol¥e. Oo“Die garage, 
Lawrence Avenue. tf I stable, horse shelter, 2 cot-
well furnished bed-sitting11 tages rented at $95.00 per 
room,, private bath and entrance. For 11 month each. $40,000 down 
worktag gentleman, non drinker. Next payment will do it. Call Andy 
to Capri Plaza. T^hone263.549^_ai ^unzer at 762-3713 days or 
large clean sleeping room, I 764-4027 evenings. MLS. 
good residential area. Single beds for || °
two girls. Telephone 763-5778 or after I _
6 p.m; 763-4678. ’ 222 CLOSE TO A HOSPITAL-a
very nice furnished suite || lot guaranteed to keep you 
with kitchen facilities, au utuities I in shape and a house to
<mIy' C1Me9 pamper. 3 bedroom $22,500in. Telephone 762-4743.------- --- ------------ 219 R()y paul
BEDROOM FOR RENT. KITCHEN II 071 q Have or TRS-ROOQ pvpn 
faculties for working gentleman. Tele- Or even-
phone 762-5429 eventags. . 2211| ingS. MLS. ' ' .
JUST LISTED PRACTICAL- | 
LY NEW — close in, revenue | 
home, 2 bedrooms up. Full 
suite down. Enjoy the view 
from wrap around covered 
sundeck, double carport, 
large garage. Call Dave 
Deinstadt at 762-3713 days or 
763-4894 eves. Exclusive.
ONE VISIT WILL CON­
VINCE YOU that this is the 
home for your family, 3 bed­
rooms up plus a finished 
basement with large rumpus 
room and 4th bedroom. This 
home is immaculate and is 
located in lovely Lombardy 
Square. Vendor is most an­
xious, so don’t wait, call me 
today. Bud Dalley at 762- 
3713 days or 765-6959 eves. 
MLS.
EXPAND YOUR BUSINESS 
TO RUTLAND. Now leasing, 
commercial space up to 1800 
sq. ft. in prime location on 
Black Mountain Road. (High­
way 33) and up to 2600 sq. ft. 
facing Valleyview Road, 
Phone Mr. Patterson, Mif 
valley Realty at 765-7704 ? 
765-6180 evenings. \
HAVE FOURPLEX WILL 
MAKE MONEY. Revenue 
from this beautifully con­
structed property makes for 
2 good incomes. Fourplex 
has many extras such as big 
sundeck, wall to wall carpet­
ing, washer and dryer con­
nections, landscaped grounds 
and beautiful wallboard and 
good tenants. Priced in low 
$50,000. its a good buy. Call 
Gord Davis for more particu­
lars, evenings at 765-6180, 
MLS.
HOLLYWOOD DELL: This 
fine well built home is only 3 
years old and all redecorat­
ed. Large kitchen with eat­
ing area. Living room with 
fireplace, dining room with 
exit to sundeck. 2 large bed­
rooms up and 1 down. The lot 
is very neatly landscaped.. 
Priced fight with terms. Call 
Bill Haskett evenings at 764- 
4212. MLS.
MIDVALLEY
tfLAKEVIEW MEMORIAL PARK CEME- irrnrr BEDROOM HOUSE. DOWN-
763-4105. ■ . late occupancy. Mill Creek Apart-8. COMING EVENTS
Monday publication.
One insertion $1.89 per column Inch.
' Hine consecutive insertions $1.82 
* per column inch.
Six consecutive insertions $1.75 per 
column Inch.
Read your advertisement the first 
day ‘tt appear*. W* will not be res- 
; poaalble for more than one incorrect 
F insertion.
BOX REPLIES
$0* charge for the use ot ■ Courier 
box number, and SOo additional It 
replies an to be mailed.
Nanwa and addreu ot Boxhoider* 
■n held confidential.
Ae • condition ot acceptance of a 
box' number advertisement, while 
•very endeavor will bo made to for­
ward replies to the advertiser as 
noon a* possible, wo accept no lia­
bility to respect of lou or damage 
alleged to artee through either tail- 
. ate or delay In forwarding such re­
plies, however caused, whether by 
aggloct or otherwise.__________
1. BIRTHS
THREE BEDROOM DUPLEX IN ment*. 1797 Water Street. Stove, re­
Westbank near schools. $150 per month Mgerntor. wall to wall carpets, cable 
NOTICE OF May 1st. Tele-1 parklng included. No children, no pets.
ANNUAL MEETING two BEDroom unit in fourFlex tenants pre%
’The annual maetintf of flip I Available May 1st. $125 per month. 1 ———“ ————————
j.ne annual meeung oi me C1OM to KL0 Secon)jary and Vocational I CONTINENTAL MANOR, ROWCLIFFE 
Okanagan Society for Children I School. Telephone 763-4232. tf I Avenue; one and two bedroom deluxe
A LOVELY SLEEPING ROOM. WORK-II _ _
tag girl only. Telephone 762-6148. tf II tilrcLL i-tivJr LU Illa 
——————— GROCERY SHOP-and the 
18 ROOM AND BOARD I school, and the golf course, 
room and board for gentle- I from this well planned 3 bed­
man. Telephone 762-0220. tf I room . family home complete
AA uiiki-rer. TP nesir with w/w carpeting and a 20. WANTED TO RENT I View Of the entire city. Beau-
PROUD FATHERS! WHEN THAT NEW 
■on or daughter 1* born, let Th*. Kel­
owna Dally Courier assist you In tell­
ing th* good new*. Our friendly ad- 
wrtteri will asabl you In wording a 
Birth Nolic* for only $3.50. Th* day 
tt birth; dial 763-3128, ask for an ad- 
writer__________ '_______ ■
2. DEATHS
D1EDERICHS - Patted away on April 
18th. Mr. Nicholas Dlcderlchi. aged 72 
yaara, lata of 1054 Borden Avenue. Kel­
owna. Surviving Mr. Dl«der|cl>* are hl* 
taring wit*, HIM*, two sou* and thr«* 
daughter*. Arthur, and Ralph, both In 
BL Benedict, Sask.. Bernadette (Mr*. 
John Tempel) In Craik, Saak., Mary 
<Mt*. William Wandland) and Mlsa 
Rotemarl! Dlederkhi, both In Vancouv- 
«r. II grandchildren, one gr*at-*rand- 
child, two brother! and 3 ahtera. 
Andrew in Loa Anialei, and Auguit In 
Cudworih, Saak.. Mra. Regina Wunder­
lich in Kelowna. Clara, (Mra. Tony 
WundarUch) in New Weatmlnat«r, B.C., 
Md Urania (Mra. Ben Dueker) In Cud- 
worth, Saak. Prateri and Roaary will b* 
yaclted In Day’* Chapel ol Remem- 
brane* on Thuraday, April Mth »t 7 
■q, and Maa* will h* celebrated In 
th* Church tl lb* Immaculate Concep­
tion *n Friday, April llat at 10 a.m. 
Tlw Vory Itav, R. D, Andtraon th* 
Calibrant, Interment in th* Kalowna 
MtMtery. Day’* Funaral Hom* la in 
charg* *t th* amngementa. . 119
FENTON — Mra. Euphemla Katherine 
Fenton of m Bernard Avenue, patted 
away, at: Kelowna on April 1$. 1173, al 
tM age of 71 year*. She wii predeceee- 
od by her lovlnl huaband. Vincent tn 
December, 1M4 and i. now aurvlvtd by 
three daughter. (Mavl.) Mra. Robert 
Daarudof Oregon City, Oregon; (Jean) 
Mr*. A. Reece, and (Normal Mrt, 
-pnv|4 •cMlMberg. both o* Kelowna, 
■IM two teu. Vincent of Kelowna and 
Stanley of Wealbank, lb grandchildren, 
Md 4 graat-grandcMMrra; stea survlv- 
tag ar* five auter*. Mra. Sown Gunn 
•I.BaakMOM. Mr*. Llbbl* Yoga*. Mr*. 
Annta UetUng* and Mra. Georgina 
Ambler, nil *4 Uavdmlnater, Alberta, 
Kadi Ml*. Jaan Calm* of Vancouver, 
, om brolbef. Andy Roger* ol Uoyd-
an Th* Cardan Chapel, 1134 
resue on Friday, April 31st. 
i, with ne Rev. J. K, Storey 
Interment will follow at the 
Memorial Fwh cemetery.
II 4*atr*dl. donsllone may be made In
with a Hearing Handicap wiU be DELUXE THReeTedroom duFleZ X^^e0^ J
^^h.fireplace.ll.ibaths.carport.closerio I undercover parking, laundry facilities, 1 
1972, at the Southern Okanagan Dr. Kno\ School and popping. $170 elevator> and a reduction for tenants 
Health Unit (annex) nn QnoAns. Per month- Telephone 768-5875._____ UI go yeara and over Adulls only No
way Avenue to Kelowiia. A deluxe 4 bedroom Must * ^ Telephone 763-4209
short business meeting wlU ^,7=^-.^-'-
commence at 8:00 p.m. follow- phon* 765-7772.____________________
ed by an address by Dr, David I two bedroom cottage on a Ipeting throughout, appliances, large pri-
Kendall, chairman, Department | ranch, twelve minute drive from down- vat* patios, ten minutes from Kelowna,
of Snecial Eriucatinn ITnivar <«wn. $10®- Pasture available. Tele- Mio per month. Two bedroom suiteOl special rxiucauon, univer- h 764-4991. 221 with panoramic view of lak* also avail-
sity of British Columbia. All ; .-.rm-c 1 arge 'five ,Me *W»ito ™-5875. «
ui - j lnt * i bedroom modern home on three acres, 0jqE TWO BEDROOM SUITESbeing done for hearing handl- part orchard. Beautiful• W^lructrf pr™1 bundlng Shag
capped children to the Valiev vlw of lak*. Telephone 765-9179, 221 can,eiin<. sir-conditioning, -drapes,
and In the province are invited TWO BEDROOM HOUSE, DRAPES I vang* and refrigerator, sauna, rec.to attend. 219 “d fireplace. Clos* to downtown. $1301 worn, foundry.
“__ _  '_______ ______________ ___ per month. Telephone 763-7680 after 5:301 Windsor Manor, 763-7234., tf
THE GRADUATION CLASS OF p.m. 2211 ONE AND TWO BEDROOM FULLY
Georg* Pringle Secondary Schoo), West- . ARnF—BEDROOM I furnished with kitchenettes. Available
bank ar* going to have a dinner and | OkDER, LARGE TWO HB.uium i week|y and monthly rates. Close to ’’.•IS? WMtb^ Y,ch‘ Club kbte‘knmedlateb^Telephone^766*2305,1 shopping centre. Vocational School, bus.
starting at 6:30 p.m.. Friday, April 21*t. •b“. Immediately. Teiepnon* Lto^cinnamon’s Lakeshore Resort. 2924 
Open to the public, for tickets and Infor. Winfield.________________ ________ Abbott Street. Telephone 762-4834. U
mation phone th* school at 768-5435. 1 1 BEDROOM. FULL' BASEMENT)---------------------------------------- ------------------------Th* school dance band wlU be Pfoytag. JLh foYient In Westbank. Clean, fully FOR RENT BY WEEK. FURNISHED
219 landscaped, good view ot lake. Avail- pn* bedroom apartment with electric 
---------- - I .ta. m.v i.f T«Unhnne 768-5187. 210l*tove, refrigerator and all cookware. KADAC SPONSORS COMPANY LI *b 8 My____ • 8lep. °---------------------------I Carpeted, direct dial telephone and cable
Vlctorl* Theatr* group In Night Play, TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX IN RUT- vision. No pet*. Canamar* Beach Motel. 
Improvisations of acting, April 24 at hand, $150 per month. Immediate pos-1 763-4717. tf
XoPn.m- ta B*n,<he“’ 8Ch0°I- *l & iPhone 762-3414. days. _219 £AR0E 0NE B E D R Q Q M
------------- ————————. new TWO BEDROOM FULL BASE-1 suite, available May lit W»U to wall, 
11 RIKINESC PFD<bHhlAI ment duplex on creek. $150 monthly. I refrigerator, stove, swimming pool. 
■ dUJIr*KAj rCKJvriAL Ca|| 705.7105, evenings 765-7451. tf I patio, private entrance, AU utilities in- 
KRUEGER HEATING SUPPLIES LTD. THREE BEDROOM. FULLY FURNIS1L c,uded' C#U ,,ter 8,30 P m" W 
PT’SL %*wtR,u’hJ!,"L. !beJ‘ meU' I *d mobile home for rent. Telephone -------------------------------------------------------------"
work. 1085 Glenmor* St. Telephone 763- 705.5753, 221 VERY LARGE, THREE BEDROOM
’laax _____________________________  « ■■__ _  nM rminvf I untarnished 1 upstairs apartment hoar"CAJUN’’ FOR WEDDINGS BAN TWO BEDROOM HOUSE। ON CORONA-1 hospital. Heat and lights Included. $150 
quCeAi;,Udance*?BctcWCT?Pfim*.S mXrn. tlon Avc"Ue- Tdeph<,n,, ---------21 Per month. No .mall children or Pet,
and country music. ■ Telephon* 703-7323 Steady renter* only. Telephone 701-2093.
wwctm. ___________ h|16. APTS. FOR RENT _ ___________ —____——1*
DIVORCES FOR LOW INCOME I'—----°~~~ CLEAN, BRIGHT* ONK BEDROOM
people, priced reasonable. If you need I I Buement suite. Stove, refrigerator,
counselling with thia or other problem, nnri iti .i/NrNPk ABTP ”Jpw.‘ *Jd p.lrlv"‘* .•,?‘,rancf;
“i7”872* °r t. Th. s. 223i BRENTWOOD APTS. ±thwtadudto,,’T®. a?.^" 
DON’T BE A WALLFLOWER. LEARN May l.t. Telephone 762-8112. 221
sSJ’SWS?Comer Bill* Street .nd . eMctooe
SU__________________—2______ » noeemead Ave. irX”
FOR FULLER BRUSH SALES ANO I hrat. Children welcome. Telephone 768-
.ervlc* telephon* Herb Hawk. 763-7081.1 Mn\*l PontiHH ’ 82<i2-____________ ___________ <*—- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -—now KenTIliy completely self-contained
INCOME TAX DONE ■ AT REASON-1 . one and Iwo bedroom unit., close to
•bl* rate*. T.Iephon* 765-7851. ONE AND Vocational School, college and shopping
T, Th, S, ill —nvnnnAn aTTirrnpc I centre. Rea.onahle rates. Sunny Beach
12 PERSONAL^------------------------ BEDn00M SUITES< Resort, telephone 762-3367. t(
IX. rKKaUNALS Available April. 1st. windmill motel - off-season
WANTED; A SOPRANO WITH RANGE r,u’' Only minutes from town on High-
to high B flat, to stag Schubert’* "Th* Air mndltionlna elevator. W*F w Sou,,,■ On* *nd two bedrooms;Shspherd ou th* Rock” (In German A .> conul\lon,n8'. v „ ’ kitchenette, .nd thower*. Children wel-
If possible). Thl. I. mainly for plea" Underground parking, con- I com*, Tefophon* 769-4511,___________tf
Shtalr* Titeotaml0 ’jShk"?uXn* CfCt? i b.fitW.CCn,< “Hi I'mODENN. CLEAN, THHEE ROOM, 
7KM237.\ *‘up*2?.'| electric heat, attractive shag Ion*' bedroom aeU-conialntd dilutes,
, I--------------------------- ruff drancs throughout. No *ul<*. relrl.erator and Move. AdultsELECTHOLYBIS - GENTLE. SAFE, JI. only, no" pet.. Hospital vicinity. Onty
, medically approved method. Highly-1 CB’Idrcn or pets. IM15 per month. T.Iephon* 7M-7221, 222
: PWteM? TJr*irnrtbel!'ltMnrm.Hoy*t.*i^ Phnnt. Mnnliwr ___ CENTURY MANOR. SPACIOUS ONE
1 n'rlrn r-.r ----I * ,* 11‘OilC Manager — I bedroom suite, colored •ppltano.., wall
' 7—~_________ « o/nnori nr.1 mne W«» drape, and bro. d I oom, c.bl*
' ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS — WHITE I 7o2-OooI Of /oJ-ZjUj I TV. No children or pate. 1936 I’.ndosy 
, P.O. Baa W7. Kalown*. DC. Telephone! tf I !ilr«<l- Telephone 763-MM. H
1 Ttotw! l?1&*«Wdribkta? Xml----------- ------------ ------------- -------- ----------- :----lKNOX MANOR, SPACIOUS. BRIGHT,
M73°or 7^S-$76$.^W,II*C* '*oon •* Ifjjjl CENTENNIAL HOUSE drapaa, TV cable, atova and refrlgera- ...... ...r ........  . , -________” i iwvs. |w Available May l.t. 1855 Pando.y
wanted — three bedroom home I' tifully landscaped. Call Terri 
in Kelowna or area. Possession re- Meckling at 762-3713 days or 
quired May 1. Reply to Mr. R. Tait, II 700 cce? Avpninoc 1VTT R 
2122 Richmond, Brandon, Manitoba. II 763-6657 evenings. MLo.
219 I
refined lady with two child- I GLENMORE — 2 bedrooms, 
ren wants two bedroom house Immed-11 2 fireplaces, sundeck and 
lately, In Kelowna. Approximately $125 I carport. Rec room finished 
per month. Telephone 765-7016._ ^dr0Qm in base.
one bedroom furnished apart- ment finished. Landscaped
ment at reasonable rent for two work-11 , A • m
ing ladies. In Kelowna or Rutland. I and recently decorated. To
Telephone 763-6463. 219 I See phone Gordon Marwick
two bedroom suite or apart I at 762-3713 days or 769-4662
ment with refrigerator, stove and j eyes. MLS.
laundry facilities. Telephone 762-0418. I
... 219 I ________________________ _________
WORKSHOP AND THREE BEDROOM 
or larger home in Kelowna will pay 
$20 for locating suitable premises. Op­
tion desired. Telephone 763-7051. 219
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
Orchard City
HOME OF DISTINCTION: 
Custom built for present own­
ers. Large convenient kit­
chen with dining area, wall 
to wall carpet in living room 
and two bedrooms. Fire­
places up and down, large 
sundeck and closed garage. 
Vendors are asking $27,400 
and willing to carry a second 
mortgage. To view this fine 
home call Alan Elliot at the 
office or evenings at 3-7283. 
MLS.
SMALL HOLDING: Approxi­
mately 1.4 acres of beautiful 
treed land; There are two 
creeks that wind between the 
fir and pine trees. Beautiful 
building spot. Call Ben Bjorn- 
son at the office or evenings
at 769-4221. MLS, 
Einar Dome!) ... 






573 Bernard Avenue 
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t IE Ok- 
r, s. it
1XWT - KEY RING WITH FOUR ADADTAACMTC | Street or Ul.phon* 762TO18.
Al AK I IVltl'l,| U TWO BEDROOM SUITES AVAILABLE 
_________ 3! Located adjacent to Ccntcnnln’______ ceWX 
13 LOST AND FOliMn Park, McIntosh Road, Rutland, I located, Rutland. 76W3t or 7d»-«o5. 
—’—■—  ________ ______  Occupancy 'May 1, 1972. Spa-  _________________- 1_____“
iuT ■tSL®*®’? doua deluxe suites, air condi- wiNfield. urge two bedroom
. *"*T *’. *n<l lllnnlnrt ranwllno mlnri-d nrv. I nnfumlthed apartment. Larsa plctui*
Pandtoy. Flnd«r ptaas* tolopbom TO- tKMlillg, carpeting CO 101 C<1 ap- wlBdow-beautital view of Wood Lak*. 
”•*- _______ itolpilances, drapes, inter-oom sys-1 wau i< wan carpat throoshoui. w-sua.
FOUND. A LARGE, mainly black tem. cable TV, full luundryl___________________________ «
with **!!?* *Mt*. mat* dqi. Part tab-1 facilities, storage, paved park- Columbia manor. i»i» pandosy, 
g*S Ms,**” T^|<n«- clMe <o •» ahopping
~ ' Telephone 765-9133 or Av»UaM* May let. Telephone HMML»!• REWARD FOR THE PERSON
Qaaan. Tttepbsna 7*1-71)3). lit
tt
HOME IN THE 
PINES
Excellent value In this new 
home In the Glcnrosa orca. 
Carpeted living room with 
feature wall, dining room, 
kitchen, 2 bedrooms and 
bathroom, Full basement 
has roughcd-ln bedroom and 
rqughcd-ln plumbing. Large 
covered sundeck, carport. 
Corner lot with pine trees 
mid a lovely view. Full price 
$22',500.00 with good terms to 
qualified purchaser. MLS.
ROYAL TRUST
MOBILE HOMES FOR RENT. ADULTS
•’ I r-nie. m pet*. Talepboaa 783-53M, II
248 Bernard Avenue
, Phone 762-5200
C. A. Pcngon 8-5630
N. Russell 0-4491 
J. J. Mlllnr 3-5051
W. B. Roshtosky 4-7230
SECLUDED NEIGHBOR­
HOOD of successful, well est­
ablished families—This pres­
tige 3 bedroom home was 
built by the contractor owner 
on a % acre of the most 
beautiful view in the valley. | 
Truly built for indoor-out- j 
door living. Full price only 
$42,000 with a 7%% NHA 
mortgage. To yiew please 
call Clare Angus at 762-3713 
or evenings 762-4807. Exclu­
sive.
Mary Ashe —.............  3-4652
Frank Ashmead 5-6702 
Bill Campbell ........ 3-6302 
Sylvia Roberts__ -___5-6936
Harry Maddocks ..... 5-6218 
Bob Clements ............. 4-4934
Ken Mitchell ......... 2-0663 
Ron Wilkinson__.... 3-6966
Ernie Donnelly ...... 2-2558 
Joe Limberger ........   3-2338
Wilf Rutherford   3-5343 
George Phillipson ... 2-7974
LAND AND ACREAGES
SMALL ACREAGE — 2M> acres, domestic and irrigation 
water. View property, al! services available. Demand for 
small acreages Is great, this one will sell fast. Call Fred 
Kyle at 762-3713 days or 765-8804 evenings. MLS.
MORTGAGES & APPRAISALS - Darryl Ruff - 764-7536 
KELOWNA - 483 Lawrence Ave., 762-3713 
RUTLAND - Shoppers’ Village, 765-5155
INTERIOR'S LARGEST REALTORS
CALL CLASSIFIED ADS DIRECT 763-3228
“ALWAYS OPEN SATURDAYS!”
JUST WHAT YOU’VE BEEN LOOKING FOR!
This lovely, clean, 6 year old bungalow with all double 
windows and completely finished up and down, is a real 
buy at $22,900, All fenced lot, new large garage, rec room, 
workshop and more. Only $4,900 down if you qualify for 
NHA or assume existing mortgage. $01 per month includes 
taxes. Call Harry Rist at 762-3146, evenings and weekends, 
764-7221. MLS.
“LAKEVIEW HEIGHTS ESTATE!”
2 bedroom home on 4V4 acres of exceptional lakeview 
property. This most excellent property could be sub­
divided into 9 very expensive lots or left ns a small hold­
ing, Seeing.Is believing! Don’t mlns this one. Call Mal 
Russell at 762-3146, evenings and weekends, 769-4409,
“980 SKYLINE”
Drive by this address and when yc.i have seen the very 
attractive appearance of this home, call for an appoint- ’ 
ment to view. Split-level, 3 bedrooms, fireplace, large L- 
shaped living room and dining area, kitchen has lots of 
cupboards and eating area, rec room and den finished 
in basement. Full price is $27,400 and there Is an exist. 1st 
mortgage o( $14,000, payable $145 P.I.T, nt 6’4%. Call 
Cliff Wilson at 762-3140, evenings and weekends, 762-2958, 
MLS.
EXECUTIVE LAKESHORE!
One of the finest hikeshore view homes In the Mission. 
4 nice bedrooms, nil on one floor; large living room and 
dining area overlooking Lake Okanagan. Triple plumbing 
and carpeted throughout, All surrounded by a solid brick 
outer wall, and outside of that arc pines and more pines, 




543 BERNARD AVENUE 762-3146
REALTY LTD.
429 Hwy.’ 33, RUTLAND
PHONE 765-7704
Evenings: I
Otto Graf 765-5513 !
Al. Horning ....... 765-5090 J 
Sam Pearson ...... 762-76071
LOW DOWN 
PAYMENTS
—Two and Three Bedroom 
houses. ,
—priced from $20,500 up.
-^-downtown Kelowna, Glen] 
more area, Lakeview Heights 
and Applewood Acres. J





763-3240 and 768-5267 ’
VIEW DUPLEX ln :
HOLLYWOOD DELL
2 bedrooms each side with full 
basement and sundeck, ful 
down payment to first mod 
gage $4730. For further infod 
mation please call J
ENNS & QUIRING
CONSTRUCTION LTD
Days or Evenings , 1
763-5578 or 763-5577
Th, F, S, 22
BY OWNER
2 houses on Bouthsidc. 1 
older, 2 br, carport, close 
shopping, lake and school, 
F.P. $15,500, 
l’/4 yr. old 3 BR, patio, car­
port, 1% baths, w/w through­
out. Close to, downtown and 
schools, F.P. $24,950.
763-2156 after 5:30, p.m. 







T, Til, 6, tf
RAHGAIN HUNTING??? TI1V »I,» 
rttrwn payment, Immaculate 3 brdroo 
Glenmore home with fireplace, glia 
Sliding doora to sundeck, 41 h bedtool 
rec, room and game room flnlahi 
gownatalr*. Draailcally Reduced to 12 
930. MIJl. Call Olivia Worsfold 761-5o;l 
evenln** 762-2695. Hoover Ileelty Ui 
__________ 215, 219, 221. 222, 2», « 
NEAR LAKE, IMMACULATE OLDEl 
2 liedroom home In lovely condition ar 
near park and ahopping, Vendor moi 
Ing. II6.0M. For detail* 'phone OllVt 
Worsfold, 762-3010. evenings, 762-341 
Hoover Rgelty IM MI4t, !
Ittl. 2M, M8, 213, MS, JI17,' if






This lovely 3 bdrm., full basement home. Located on 
large landscaped lot. Full price just 319,890 with 8500 
down and assume present mtg. D- Adamoski 763-7900 or 
765-8982 eves.
(VALUE GALORE ...Best Buy: located on Leathead Rd. 2 bdrm, large living 
room. Family size kitchen, basement 1 bdrm. Loaded 
with cabinets. Storage shed. Large landscaped lot. Price 
for quick sale at only $18,300. Terms c.b.a. Call Elaine 
Johnson. Ph. 763-7900, eve. 765*8352.
Block Bros.
KELOWNA REALTY LTD.
243 BERNARD AVE. — KELOWNA
BLK. MTN. RD., RUTLAND MAIN ST., WESTBANK
AACEGIRR NRUA-Confused? High interest rates and 
rising prices have you all mixed up? Then take over this 
low 6%*7« interest on thl* Glenmore home und your 
problems end. Includes wall to wall, garage, basement, 
ded, fireplace and many other uncomplicated features, 
all for (imply $30,000. Please call Eva Gay 768-5989* 
762*4919. MLS.
LARGE LOT-MULTIPLE DWELLING rezoning applied 
for—3 bedroom older type home, on domestic water. Good 
level lot. asking $16,000. BiU Kneller 5-5841 or office 5*5111. 
MTS
LOOKING FOR ACREAGE? We have 10.9 acres of level 
land covered with pine and spruce. Very fine dew, and 
an excellent small holding or development property. 
Price will increase with coming of domestic water. 
INVEST NOW! Stew Ford 2-3455 or 5-5111. MLS.
THE FINEST LANDSCAPED LOT IN THE DISTRICT- 
Revenue home, fireplace up and down, twin sized bed­
rooms. 22x24 8unde<dc. Many extras here. Revenue suite 
$100.00. Easy to own. Fritz Wirtz 3-5676 or 56111. MLS.
WESTBANK HOME—View of the lake from balcony-3 
BRs, double plumbing, two fireplaces, recreation room. 
Sliding doors to both balcony and patio. Rosewood feature 
wall, an excellent, home for the growing family. Asking 
$32,400. Fritz Wirtz 3-5676 or 5-5111. MLS.
CLOSE TO WESTBANK SHOPS AND SCHOOLS. Three 
bedrooms up, double plumbing, very neat and well kept; 
only 2 years old. Good view. F.P. $21,200. Phone Dick 
Steele 768-5480. Excl.
3.68 ACRES IN WESTBANK. Almost level at road, rising 
in gentle slope to excellent building site. Fine view at 
rear. Grassed, with young apple plantings. Only 1^ 
miles to town centre. Domestic water, power. Phone Dick 
Steele 768-5480 for details. MLS.
VIEW LOTS-Excellent view lots located at McKinley 
Landing. These lota art one-third acre in 4ixe, have 
domestic water and have a beach access nearby for 
convenient swimming In the summer. For details call 
Hugh Mervyn at 3-4343 or 2-4872. MLS.
SWIMMING POOL: Get ready now for the sun and fun 
of Kelowna with this three bedroom split level home lo­
cated in city. Features filtered pool, fenced for safety, 
carpeting throughout home, with fireplace in living room. 
Priced to sell at $35,599, with excellent terms available. 
Well worth investigating. For full details call Jim Barton 
at 3-4343 days or 4-4878 evenings. MLS.
GENERAL STORE-ExceUent opportunity to own a very 
progressive business. Ideally suited tor a family opera­
tion. Price includes all stock, equipment, land and build­
ing-ready to go. Living quarters upstairs. Call Dennis 
Denney at 3-4343 or 5-7282. MLS.
Murray Wilson 2-6475
Lakeland Realty
1561 Pandosy St. LTD. 3-4343
INFORMATION ON ALL M.L.S. LISTINGS 
AVAILABLE FROM OUR REALTORS.
Lund & Warren
Realty Ltd
446 Bernard Avenue 763-4932
REALTY LTD
536 Bernard Ave. Phone 763-7900
INDUSTRIAL
1.68 acres — with 225 ft. frontage, with 3,000 sq. ft. of 
cement block building. Located on Highway 97N. Here is 
your chance to get located on Highway frontage.
OUR BEST SMALL HOLDING
Where can you get 2 acres of view property, a delightful 
small home, and one acre of grapes to keep you busy? It 
is located in. Lakeview Heights off Thacker Rd. You can 
subdivide too and retain the home, acre and terrific 
view. Owner wants % cash and wiU carry, balance. Priced 
right at $49,900.00. EXCL.
LAKESHORE HOME, REDUCED TO SELL 
Older 2 bedroom plus den, lakeshore home, in Okanagan 
Mission, area. Over 1,509 square feet. Large stone fire­
place. Garage and carport. Over % acre of land, with 75 
feet of excellent, safe sandy beach, with wharf. Now re­
duced to $39,809. with terms available if required. Contact 
Erik Lund, days, 3-4932 or evenings, 2-3486. MLS.
SPANISH DREAM HOME 
Over 2,500 square feet of gracious living. 4 bedrooms, 
plus 15^ foot family room. Deluxe kitchen, with dish­
washer. Three sets of bathrooms. Patio and sundeck. 
Double garage. Situated on Skyline Drive, Lakeview 
Heights. F.P. only $58,800. To be shown by appointment 
only. Call Mrs. Olive Ross, days, 3-4932 or evenings, 2-3556, 
MLS.
Austin Warren—762-4838
11* PROPERTY FOR ULI
DVFLkx AUJorr New. must sku. 
(nbvlnf. Fw MtUnfat telepbenu Tto 
tn» MM 1:04F-M* MT MVgt«rd Rd-
IS. BUS. OFrotTUKlTIBS
GARDEN APARTMENT SITE AND 
■laaa for a IT **R Mmptex ia Eat* 
Uad. For farther tahrmatlaa Hmm 
mu ww *r msm, tn
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX. FULL 
ba**mMi. Fear year* *ld. clear tlU*. 
Prtncip*!* Mb. Apply UM WMdlaw* 
Street. Katowaa. Ct
NEW THREE BEDROOM BUNGAXOWi 
bar. extra bedroom ia bas*m*aL built- 
In ran**-' Exe*U*at financial. Fun prie*
UU00. wobaab HM73*. 314
FOR QUICK SALE IN WEStBANK. 
nrto bedroom house, etx acres, or* 
chard, beautiful view. Tei*>MM 748.
(ML ■ . .121
APPROXIMATELY ONE ACBE OF 
land with a two bedroom cedar home. 
clone to oehooL Tritpheoe TO-TM7 s^r*
TWO LOTS ON BKLGO ROAD. EAST 
of Bett Road. WxlU'. (3Jto each or 
nearest offer. Terms available at (to.
Telephone 763-39*6. tf
PRIVATE SALE - TWO BEDROOM 
home, finished suite la tha basement. 
Near Orchard Park. Telephone 763-3*0?.
VARIETY BTOJUS: FLOURISHING ' 
KabImm hi Itcaltau . •
Mt bullfitg lKMu .llvt*g. martmi 
^mhtogb-ta* 
m MLB. Etovw Rtoto w
START YOUR OWN BUB1NESSI WK 
kav« a tw* bay abet for (tat. Avail* 
abl* July 1st Situated *n c«mm*rclal 
property to. Rutland. Approximately 
LtM Mute fo«t. Id«ally auitod fur 
■man baateasa. Give a* a call and 
talk tt *rtr with us. Tah*huaa 7S3-72M.
________in . 
LADIES' AND CWLDUKN'B (TEAR 
Ster*. mao» ttock at esri. opea to 
•Men. Gead buaiaesa area. BUh poten­
tial. Tie-up with national Ora _avttt- 
aM*. Catt Oriaada Ungaro at Homer 
Realty Ltd-. TOWN, «r 7W4D0 <rw> 
MLS. ...
NO DOWNPAYMENT REQUIRED ON 
h*UM for sale. Full basement doubl* 
flreplsce. carport. Telephone 76(4700.
_______  lit
ATTRACTIVE NEW TWO BEDROOM 
duplex. A good Investment Telephone 
evenings, 7634141. tf
OLDER TYPE TWO BEDROOM HOME 
In Rutland area. Telephone 763-3204
FOR LEAKE - NEWLY -RENOVATED 
Paclflo w Strvic* Station. W**tbank- 
Experienced mKh*alo-**rvie* atatloa 
operator only naed apply. Flea** eub- 
snlt past experience. Reply to 9« AWO. 
The Kelowna Dally Courier, »
26. MORTGAGE, LOANS
SECOND MORTGAGE FOR BALE, 
worth IMM, F» Interest, tor tom of 




SAWLEY REALTY & 
DEVELOPMENT LTD. 
Commercial Property Only.
28. PRODUCK AND MEAT
BULK CARROTS FOR BALK AT 3c 
«r pound. Bring own containers. Apply 
Vestbank Orchards Ltd., 3rd Avenu* 
North. Westbank. Telephone T68-3355.
223
BUCK MOUNTAIN TABLE AND 
seed potatoes. Warbler. Norland. Pon- 
.tiac and Cariboo. H. Xoett, GaBager 
RMd. Telephone 763-5MI. tf
28A. GARDINING
1447 Ellis St 763*6442 
tf
WANTED TO RENT OR BUY: BY 
September 11, 1972. Larsa lot In West- 
bank area, suitable for a mobll* home, 
either serviced. or- with nearby facili­
ties io install services. Write: D. Jef­
ferson, c/o B. C. Hydro, Fort Hardy,
B.C. 232
TREE SERVICE




24. PROPERTY FOR RENT
STORE OR OFFICE SPACE FOR 
nnt In Shoppers’ Villa**. Rutland. 
14'x7C’ or can divid* in half. Suitable 
for music store, candy shop, pat shop, 
dry goods, sports shop, etc., or lady's 
wear~non* in th* are*. Telephone 
7(3-7211 or 7SM4M evenlnjs and «e«k-
THE LEADER IN RESULTS
ONLY $20,400!
Brand new 3 bedroom, full basement home hear schools 
with Crestwood kitchen, colored plumbing, (R.I. down­
stairs), carport attached. Excellent location! Choice of 
color. Call Olivia Worsfold 2-5030, evenings, 2-3895. Excl.
LOT — VIEW OF LAKE!
Situated in Lakeview Heights with a fantastic view. Some 
fruit trees. Absentee owner. Only $6,500. Phone Olivia 
Worsfold 2*5930, evenings 24895. MLS.
MISSION CREEK SPECTACULAR!!
Two houses in one! Fully developed, 3 bedrooms on 
main, 3 more down. Ensuite plumbing. Built-in range. Ex­
ceptionally well insulated. Priced at $47,900 with $21,600 
mortgage. Must be seen to be appreciated. Call Orlando 
Ungaro 2-5030, or 3-4320. MLS.
GLENMORE — HIGH AND DRY!!
1725 Willow Crescent, 3 bedrooms, full basement. Lovely 
location. Close to shcools. Gas heat. 6% % mortgage of 
$9,000 at $135 P.I.T. Call Gaston Gaucher 2-5030, evenings 
2-2463. MLS.
LAKEVIEW HTS—NEW HOME—EXCLUSIVE!! 
This 3 bedroom, 2 fireplace home is situable for VLA. If 
you hurry you can choose your own carpets! Redwood 
siding and stucco exterior. Let me show you this one, 
call Luella Currie 2-5030, evenings, 768-5628.
NEW LISTINGS NEEDED
I have several clients wanting 2 and 3 bedroom home with 
basements, in the city and near shopping and schools. If 
you have been thinking of selling your home please phone 




3,576 square feet of finished living area, a real family 
home, large kitchen with eating area, plus a formal dining 
room. Covered sundeck with carport below. Two fire­
places, rec room, plus family room. Two full sets of 
plumbing. The grounds are well landscaped with a breath­
taking view of the city and valley. Vendor is asking 
$43,000.00. MLS.
CARRUTHERS & MEIKLE LTD.
’’ESTABLISHED IN 1902”
' 364 BERNARD AVE. DIAL 762-2127
John Bilyk .......... 7634666 Lloyd Dafoe ..—. 762-3887
Darrol Tarves— 763-2488 George Martin ... 763-7766





Builder of homes in the valley for 15 years. We are 
building quality homes, with full basements; from 
$18,900.00 and up, as low as $500.00 down and 
$160.00 per month, and have a large selection of lots 
to choose from.
TO VIEW THESE HOMES AND LOTS
Phone 765-5639
T, Th, S 219
Lupton Agencies Ltd.
HooverI V Ll\ 426 Bernard Avenue
COUNTRY HOLDING:
A modem secluded two bedroom architect designed and 
built prestige home on a setting of 30 mature cherry trees, 
private hedges and fences. Separate deluxe dining 
room and private living room with beautfiiul fireplace. 
Full high basement. Walking distance to schools, store, 
church and post office. Ideal for retired couple or small 
voting family. You can own this country style way of 
life opportunity for a low $28,500.00 with terms, if you 
act NOW. Excl.
BUILDING SITES
Strategically located acreage—in two adjacent parcels, 
near Harvey Ave. on Burtch Rd. Approx, three-acres; 
excellent holding and/or investment property. MLS.
Lot With Excellent View—of lake; four miles from Ver­
non at Okanagan Landing; 209 feet from pavement; power 
nearby. MLS.
Level Lot—with Ponderosa Pines; two blocks from the 
lake in Peachland; y* acre; 34,509. MLS.
Large Treed Lot—In Peachland near the beach; a hold­
ing or building proposition; MLS.
Call Mike Chepesuik eves., 4-7204 or days 2-5544. MLS.
CLOSE TO DOWNTOWN—Older 3 BR home In need of 
repair; beautiful spacious lot; only $16,500; for more de­
tails call Betty Elian eves., 769-4397 or days 2-5544. MLS.
ANXIOUS TO SELL-3 BR family home, large dining 
area; attractive kitchen with ash cupboards, spacious 
dining area; LR with W,W. carpet; 4 pc. bath; full base­
ment; utility room; partly finished rec room; asking 
price with terms $21,500. Call George Silvester eves. 
2-3516 or days 2-5544. MLS.
A QUALITY BUILT HOME—by Lou Guidi Const, on south 
side close to shopping; and school; beautiful shag rug 
in spacious LR, DR and BRS.; suite could be finished 
in the basement; excellent financing; Call Lloyd Bloom­
field eves. 2-3089 or days 2-5544, MLS.
No. 6 SHOPS CAPRI PHONE 762-4400
WANTED TO LEASE
-FOR JULY ONLY
Okanagan Mission lakeshore home. Should have 4 bed­
rooms, good beach, privacy! Client references available. 




■ft A good place to live
These are the features 











2.0 acres pines $5,500.00 
acre water on pines $7,800.00 
LI acres water on pines $9,300.00 
Phone now for the best selection in Okanagan Mission 




NHA HOME al SACRIFICE
Finished up and down. Living
551 Bernard Ave. LTD. 2-5544
We specialize- in Okanagan Mission properlies.
We Trade Throughout B.C, 
Jack Sassevllie 3-5257 Ruth Young 3-6758
John Driedger M939 John Walker 769-4381
room and master bedroom 
peted. Large rec room/ 
Presently rented.
car-





Eric Sherlock ..... 4-4731 Chris Forbes 





FINE BUILDING SITE—Nice level lot, close in. All new 
houses in area. MLS.
DON’T SPEND YOUR DOLLARS ON RENT! It just 
doesn’t make CENTS! Call in and see us about thia 2 
year old 3 bedroom home, just across the road from 
the beach. Only $10,500. full price. MLS.
3 ACRES POTENTIAL COMMERCIAL LAND-467' on 
main road. Will sell all or part. Call now for details. 
MLS.
LOVELY RETIREMENT HOME IN CITY-Near lake 
and bua Une. Must be seen to be appreciated. Let us 
show you thia clean little home. MLS.
HOMES SUITED TO YOUR 
TASTE AND BUDGET
2 and 3 bedroom models, all with full basements, w/w 
carpeting and carports — some fireplaces.
Located in Kelowna and Rutland and priced from $18,500 
to $39,900.
We also have: BUILDING LOTS — a large variety to 




RANCHETTES WITH A VIEW
Regatta City
REALTY LTD.
270 Bernard Ave. Phone 762-2739
Norm Yaeger 2-3574
Frank Petkau 3-4228 
Al Pedersen
Bill Woods 3*4931
John Wylie 34W40 
4-4746
$1,009 AN ACRE
Overlooking Okanagan Lake at Okanagan Centre. Com­
plete with roads. In 5 acre to 29 acre parcels. Located 
In the pines. Plan now,for. a summer home;, a hideaway ' 
or even a permanent heme with country setting.. Financing • 
arranged.
mckinnon realty ltd
To view call office 763*7741 Residence 765-7451
HIGHWAY 33, RUTLAND
219
PROFESSIONAL OFFICE SPACE 
availabl* in alr-eonditloned on* storey 
bulldin*, centrally located. Amp!* staff 
and client parkin*. Custom renovation 
may b* amend. Furnished if desired. 
Pleas* telephon* Mr. J. M. Roberts, itt- 
am  u
DOWNTOWN UPSTAIRS OFFICE 
space. Choic* location. *123 per month 
Including heat and use of air condi­
tioner. Telephon* Refatta Clty Realty
KELOWNA
TREE SERVICE






Order vours before the 
Pile is Gone.




STORE OR OFFICE SPACE FOR 
rent in fast expanding new community 
shopping complex, ideal for beauty 
parlour or aales office, ole. Telephone
762-3586 or 763-4144. 2M
SPACE FOR RENT - YOU NAME IT, 
w* have it Th* Cannery Group. 763- 
750*. tf
HIGHWAY tt STORE FRONT COM- 
merclal from 10004000 square feet for 
July 1. Telephone 763-4950.tf
DOWNSTAIRS OFFICE SPACE IDEAL 
for insurance adjuster, etc. Cali Regatta 
City Realty. Telephone 763-273*. tf
25. BUS. OPPORTUNITIES
SMALL BUSINESS IN 
RUTLAND
FULL PRICE $35,000 




FOR SALE MOBILE HOME AND 
camping resort. Lsrge acreage on good 
beach. New 9 room house. Down pay. 
ment *50,000. Suitable- for one owner 
operation, group purchase or ofgani- 
ration interested in priv*ta or ' com. 
merdal use. Write to Box A 657. Th* 
Kelowna Dally Courier. 220
STORE FOR RENT, M0 SQUARE 
feet. Windsor Road. Telephone 763-7733, 
days. 221
OK. LANDSCAPING




T, Th, S <f
WELL-ROTTED COW MANURE, S3 
per yard. Five yard minimum delivery. 
Discount on large orders. Telephone
763-3415. U
WELL ROTTED COW MANURE. *3 
per yard. S yards minimum delivery. 
Discount on larg* orders. T*lephon* 782- 
«7«. tf ■
TREES TRIMMED, TOPPED OR RE- 
moved. No job too bis or too small. 
Don’t hesitate to call. Free estimates.
Telephone 7654342. . 241
CRIMSON KING MAPLES, CHINESE 
elm hedge, peonies, phlox, rhubarb, 
bleeding heart, dahlias and gladioli
Telephone 762-4699. 221
ATTENTION ORCQARDISTS; VAR- 
tety apple trees for sal*. V to (* tall on 
good root etalk. (TSo'each, will deliver. 
Telephone 7(5-56(3.~ . ’J'fl*
FOR SALE - TWO. YEAR OLD
Bartlett peer trees. (1 each. Telephon* 
7(3-32(1.- ■ ' tf
GARDEN ROTO-TILUNG, LARGE OR 
small gardens. Telephon* 762-7209 any-
tlpie.; tt
ROTOTILLING BY THE HOUR OR 
by th* job. Telephone 763-25(1 of1 in- 
quire ■ at 786 Coronation Avenue. 227
ROTOTILLING: t HP, MACHINE.
Telephono 765-8725. 221
29. ARTICLES FOt SALE
DISPLAY HOME 
CRESTVIEW HOMES 
Open from 2 • 6 p.m. every 
Tuea., Thurs., Frl. and Sun, 
from 2-5 p.m, Sat. Follow 
Black Mtn., Rd. to Hollywood 
Rd., turn right on Falkirk Rd., 
turn right on Dundee, 
Call 765-8712, 763-6068 or 
763^737.
(Furnished by Turvey’s)
SOMETHING SPECIAL — ONLY (22,. 
(00 is all they’re asking for this vefy 
attractive bungalow. It features three 
bedrooms, family sixe kitchen, dlnlm 
room, lull basement, carport am 
breexeway. On a quiet atreet dos* to 
schools. Call Dennis Denney at Lake­
land Realty Ltd., 763-4343 or 763-7?”. 
MLS, 221
BRAND NEW TOWNHOUSE UNIT 
for sale. Two bedrooms, balcony, car­
port, landscaped, toll basement, ull 
services In and paid for, In lovely 
area across from golf course on 
Glenmore. Large NHA mortgage avail­
able. Buy for less than rent Tele-
phone 763-2104 or 763-3842. 227
ORCIIARD — WINFIELD. GOOD 
fruit producing area. Nin* acres of 
cherry and apple trees. Williams Road. 
ju.it off O.K. Center road, Call Gerri 
Krlsa, evenings 763-43(7 or Don Cam­
eron, evenings 763-7(03, or either, days 
at 763-4932 Lund and Warren Realty 
Ltd., 4« Bernard Aveque, Kelowna.
. ______________________ 210
71 ACRES CULTIVATED LAND IN 
Armstrong district. Good location, all 
conveniences, paved road, school bus. 
(13,000 down i full price (32,000, Low 
Interest. Aho 35 acres 8f ihh property 
can be sold separately,. including aspa­
ragus, (25,000 full price at (3,000, Tele­
phone 346-6325. 21(
WE WILL TAKE YOUR TRADE OR 
accept a low down payment on either 
of two new houses wo have in Rutland. 
Both have three bedrooms, full base­
ments, carports and carpet throughout, 
Priced at *20,000 and (21,500. Telephone 
768-51160. - tf
FOR SALE A NEW TWO BEDROOM 
home, by owner, shag carpet through* 
out. Rouiheddn rumpus room.' Double 
llreplsca, carport. Across from new 
park In Rutland. Telephone 703-912I),
■venings. <1
tf
TWO LOTS $3200 EACH 
70’ x 130’ located on Gerard 
Road east of Rutland high 




J. LEN NEAVE, R.L (B.C.) 
Gaddes Realty Ltd. 
REAL ESTATE APPRAISER 
CONSULTANT 
547 Bernard Ave.
Bus. 2-3227 Eves. 5-5272 
Th., F, S. tf
(41 NASSAU CRESCENT. 1400 BOU ABE 
feet, three bedrooms, plaster, double 
window*, doubl* fireplace, built-in 
at«v*, dishwasher aid air-conditioner, 
tw* bathe upstair*. Large bedroom, 
rec. room with fireplace and bathroom 
tf*wMt*ir*. Covered balcony, pan*, 
Sarag* and carport. Lars* kt with 
eautlful tree* *«d ahrub*. (DJI00 with 
terms. Telcphoo* 7O-MM after ()04 
».w. if
LOT — 144’ FRONT ON GREEN BAY 
Lago«a. Sheltered place tor beat dock. 
M730 for Mick tale. Tslsphon* 7*7-




1—Used 2-pce. Chesterfield ste. ..................
1—Used 2-pce. Chesterfield ste. ........... 
1—Used 4/0 Bed Frame and Spring...........
1—Used G.E. 24” Range as is ..................
1—Used Kelvinator Fridge, as is ....... 
1—Used Slivertone Port. TV, as is ........ 
1—Used Sew Machine, head only.............
1—Used Roto Tiller .........  ...........
1—Used Power Lawn Mower ...................
1—Used Sunbeam Electric Mower ...... 

































400* OF ONE INCH BLACK WALI, 
pip* and littlncs. *40. 00* of I1,'." used 
copper pipe, high pressure, *03. *00* 
of on*' Inch used copper Ie, high proa- 
auro,, (103. Mostly 20* lengths, Also 
Alrco oxygen regulators, *30 each. Tele-
phone 764*4211, tt
A TWO ACRE LOT WITH 403 FOOT 
frontage on Glenmore Road Domestic 
and Irrigation water. Plenty of hay 
Near store and school. Few minutes to 
city. Telephone 762-W82 after 5 p.m. 
_ _________ ____________ T, Th, If 
TO SELL, NEW 1178 SQUARE FOOT 
home, Mountain View Subdivision, Well 
treed lot, full basement, sundeck over 
carport, rough landscaped. For parti­
culars call collect, 343-0339, Vernon.
■ ■ ' 224
FOR SALE BY OWNER. IDEAL BE- 
tlrsmtnt or *mall family, three bedroom 
homo wllh garag*. Fully landscaped, 
In quiet ar**. Clos* to city center. 
Telephone 762-331*,tf 
REDUCED TO »10.3(K,. IDEAL ONE 
bedroom retirement bom*. New Crert- 
wood kitchen cabinets, sink and plumb­
ing. new carpel throughout. Immediate 
occupancy, Telaphen* 7M-4323.tf 
PRIVATE SALE. SAVE »22M. HOUSE 
with View of lake and city, 3.000 square 
het finished area, 7Vito mortgag*, (171 
F.LT, Ne agent*. 11*4 Mountain 
Avmu* or tehphon* 1W5410. tf 
WILL BUILD ATTRACTIVE TWO 
bedroom, covered sundeck and car* 
port, full basement h*m*. Larg* Io*. 
(1,004 down. Call Eric Huibes. 76FMJ3.
Monlr..l Trust. Exclusive.
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE) CARPORT, 
patio, full baiemem. carpeted Uvlag 
room. Private sale. *32.404) (11,000 cs sh 
to mortgage. Telcpho** 782-35M
1444 Brssmsr SI rest. 224
765-6280
tf
SIMPLICITY BUPKIl TWIN SPIN 
wisher, tert months old, white, 'MIU . 
covered by llv* year warranty, May- 
tag portable dryer, six months old, 
phl*s Into standard 110 outleti requires 
no special Installation or venting. Tain- 
phon* 7MF31T. _________ _22l
ICE CREAM EQUIPMENT INCLUDING 
dipping cases, display Ireoxer, fountain 
and atiak* mixer, milk cooler, dispen­
ser. Sweda cash register. Popcorn 
machine. Telopbon* 782-741*. 221
KENMORE WASHER AND DJI YE IL 
electric stove, refrigerator and drapes, 
Electric guitar and case. Telephon* 7(12-
MOVING
30” Gurney electric range. 
Norge gas dryer, Upright 18 
cubic foot freezer. Old ornate 
sideboard. Colonial type dinette 
table. Hand mower. Several 
guns. 14 ft. boat complete with 
steering. Cninp cote. Kitchen 
radio. Movie camera. Poodle 
clippers, 45 h.p. Chrysler boat 










3907 after fliOO p.m. 223
HtO VOLKSWAGEN, GOOD CONDI- 
ilon, suitable for dune buggy. Ono bar, 
baby bqggy, baby crib, wringer washer, 
professional hair dryer. 2-3013, '321
RECLINER CHAIR, OLDER GENKHAL 
Electric refrigerator, old washing ma* 
chin*, small chest ol drawers, T»l«-
phone 783-46W. 221
ZENITH AUTOMATIC WASIIEH, (|(M). 
Z«nllh dry*r, (7(. Both In good condi­
tion. Vox orchtrd gun, Ilk* n*w, (.10, 
T*l«phon* 4(3-2(W.'ill)
FBElCZEn (1231 BELT VIBRATOIl 
(23| »hop h»lr dryer (so <ll*y«il«)i 
Channel ( TV *nl«n** (3. T«tephon*
7634*11. 3I»
LUMBER. 3<4's. RANDOM LENGTH, 
and studs, (60 M. Telsphon* 761-3773
after AiM p.m. tf
ROUND FIVE FOOT DOUBLE FACED 
commercial mm *i<*. Tetepbeu* 
331* or 7*2 5211. if
WOULD 1JHK TO TRADK EQUrTY 
la new thro* b*dr«*m b«m*. for Matty 
ia trailer. Writ* Box TO. WtofMd or 
WephM* 44(491* la V«mM and i«*va 
n>«M*g*. 91*
MKVENUF. PROPERTY WITH LIVING 
euartsr nn Rkhter Street. Apply at 1X17
MOVING TO APARTMENT, WILL SELL 
colostfal dining r**m nttei tw* eete** 
lai immtii beta* taMsuri >1 nMi
Richter Street. Ml
alter, complete with attacbnseni*. All 
article, ak new coadlllea. Telepho**
712-4464 avealaga, If
HOOVER HP1N DRY WABHKB, 
|0*d CMdlllon, *40. Telephone 7*34137. 
Ml
oour
be* add acceMorlM Included. Ttbphon* 






Finance Co.2194359. time. 227
LAKESIDE LIVING






35. HELP WANTED, FEMALE
OFFICE CLERK
221
EQUIPMENTFEDERAL GOVERNMENT AGENCY I
WANTED
p.l
MOBILE HOMES FOR SALE, SET UP 
in adult court. Telephone 763-3726 or
10'x57’ THREE BEDROOM MOBILE 
home, partially furnished. $3,900. Tele-
1961 LAND ROVER. EXCELLENT 
condition. Good tires. Telephone 764*
MAJOR INDUSTRY IN KELOWNA RE- 
quires young man ter junior accounting 
duties. Should hove one to two yean 
experience. Please reply in confidence 
to Box A 664, The . Kelowna Dally
P.O. Box 249, Kelowna, prior to April I” «■ .. .
26. 1972. KI>|42, AUTOS FOR SALE
requires an experienced stenographer, I —... —Lto/AL-oable to work accurately with figures. I ONE 300 AMP LINCOLN WELDER 
Previous experience ■ with a bank, legal | on wheels. six cylinder Hercules cn- 
office or mortgage company would be | sine, good working condition, $L200. 
an asset. Mail 'written application to| Telephone 765-5762, ______________tf
1962 FORD HALF TON, FOUR SPEED.
Telephone 765-5639.______________  223
1950 CHEV .$i TON, RUNS GOOD.
Telephone 768-5147. Th, F, 8. U
Pte* tables and objects of art.
32. WANTED TO BUY
1971 VELMONT FOR SALE. OPEN TO 
offers. View at No. 52 Paradise Resort, 
or telephone 768-5079 or 768-5765. 219
21 FOOT SHASTA, 1967. FOUR PIECE 





FAGE If KELOWNA DAILY COtDMEB, ‘fHLK., AFBIL 2®, 1W8
29. ARTICLES FOR BAU |34. HELF WANTED, MAU
7mS5F”sasra rTrynTKMFlKLD AND I THE BRmSH COLUMBIA HUMAN
■—— ewias-s daan. ar 7C2-lrteMs act anNUt* aay advertise-
MAUVE. GOWN. SUITABLE >£*1 canM aC net. roligtaa.
brMesmaM ar gradaaiMm. stea 1$. ^-luoaaKty. aacMdry. pteea •* «Wa « 
Tritpto** Tto-707.__________gg| against anyone tataM* M *►
BABY CABBAGE; JElSSta&rS jUS?IvTbeaa Oda
«*“'*•** fartta wart involved.
■ M**** . - • ■ .................... . ' ' "" " .......... ..........
eiectbolux THXEE BRU«a RUG SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 22
sbampooer and floor palUber. Tete-1
pkaas WM716._______ 8811 (Vernon)
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ TRADESMAN
KLECnWLUX VACUUM IN VERY I .. .
pod coodH^m. ML Teisptione TtWB. I Applications are invited for the 
' '' ' ' .. .. ........=- above position. Successful ap-
PEAV*™-, VAWQom IpHcant must be experienced in 
K^W***J± ** “”**• the maintenance and installa- 
n warrTltion of plumbing, heating, ven-
^SES WMSM. 8ALE’ “ 22J tilatlon arid control systems.
.. —;------ -——;—:—“"Grade II Gas Certificate re-19A. MUSICAL Luired.
INSTRUMENTS Thia la a full time position with 
vox super lynx guitar AND salary and fringe benefits in ac- 
Magsatone. 47 watt ampUfler. wlde|Cordance with current union 
Jack, chords, tan boat $12$. Tetepbooe L^ntnier
M24O07. 134$ Ethel St. 2201,
•-a —11 aw »re? [Standard application forms are
available at the School Board
am tor naa pnn an office. Polson Park, Vernon,
•pippy-MynatiM ket. like new I B.C.. and mustbe in the 1 
condfttoe. Telephone 7644414 evening. |of undersigned not 
__________________ 2211 th an 4tb May, 1972, 3;30 
29B. ANTIQUES Pacific Daylight Time.
STROHM’S ANTIQUES. 2974 PANDOSY I J. W. GREEN, 
st. aext door to strohm’s Barber and Secretary-Treasurer. 
Beauty Shops. Coma and say hello tel
2 H.P. IRRIGATION PUMP: IN GOOD 
wwting order. Telephone 7*64750.
» ------
FOR LOCAL
—“ SPOT CASH I MACHINE SHOP
We pay highest prices tor I EXPERIENCED WELDER, 
complete estates or single I LATHE and MILLING 
items. MACHINE OPERATOR.
Phone us first at 762-559®
J & J NEW, USED GOODS Steady employment. Reply 
and ANTIQUES I confidence to —
BOX A-654, 
I THE KELOWNA
33. SCHOOLS, VOCATIONS daily courier,
—■—----- —1 giving age, experience and
TRAINEES WANTED references. 
IBM Keypunch, Computer I 
Programming. Electronic I ■
Markina Arcnuntinff I MAN WE WANT IS AN El------Machine Accounting i UooBj He Wi M
(mini - computer) I doesn’t like to work , hard but usually 
Hotel-Motel 4200 Machine Iw«» d$» just 
Armintintr I to get it out of the wsy. He to used to
Accounting I earning good income but would like- to
Our representative will be in-1 earn in excess of $15,000 per year. He 
terviewing in the Kelowna "ea ^Mi^ tat toowa aat 
, aL uffaw 1 I “• ■BUB sunucii ovtry ciAy< u we naveduring the week Of May l,|been describing you, plaase telephone 
1972. For appointment, write | 762-ot» Friday, after 12:00. 220
portaUoa. Telephone 762-3656. 221
37; SALESMEN, AGENTS IX AUTOS FOR SALE TL AUTOS FOR SALE.
WE REQUIRE AN ENERGETIC SAL- 
mom, Crae to traveL bendable, wilh 
•m transpartatioa. Earnings Bgdtnsg 
snd, >y awe aMfity and amtaisn. Rs&y 
to Bos AM3. Tta Ketowaa Daily Cour­
ier. • »
UN* OLDSMOBILE CUTLASS 8. TWO 
door hardtop, power steering,. power 
wakes, automatic, console shift, white 
tatartor.. bucket seats, very low mile- 
Age. SU30* TtUpboae 7M-431X Will 
sn>U trade, yi
MUST SELL-BEST OFFER TAKES 
1969 Ford Ltd. 390. full power. Excel­
lent shape. Telephone 765-5721, even­
ings. > T. TH. S, tf
1965 BUICK SKYLARK SPECIAL. 
Clean car. Low mileage. Priced at 
$975. Telephone 7634302. tf38. EMFUDY. WANTED 1*0 FAIRLANE 500; TWO DOOR 
hardtop, power steering, power brakes, 
bucket seats. Excellent condition. Make 
offers. TMephone 763-3733; evenings 
7M45W. 219
1970 DUSTER. 340. BUCKET SEATS, 







Telephone 765-9071 or 765-7975
220
1*72 PONTIAC VENTURA IL TWO 
mouths old. six cylinder, standard, 
radio, two new spare tires and rims. 
Excellent condition. Best offer. Tele­
phone 704161. 219
1965 MGB. REBUILT ENGINE AND 
transmission. New paint and shag. Will 
trade for van. Telephone 7634889. 223
1969 VOLKSWAGEN DELUXE. 27,000 
miles, radio, gas heater, $1250. Tele­
phone 7654140. 222
100 DODGE MONACO, 2 DOOR, 
Hack vinyl hardtop, power steering, 
power brakes. Beautiful leather and 
vinyl interior. Must be seen to really 
appreciate IL Telephone 7654059.. 221
1968 FIAT 124 SPYDER FOR SALE OR 
trade, excellent condition. Inquire 765- 
5771 days, or 7644817 evenings. 222
CAPABLE SENIOR EXECUTIVE. 
weB aducated. travelled and accustom­
ed to construe*..'* perlcrmanc* and 
raspMstbttty at to? levels, seeks ap- 
polatmeat to eseiuJ capacity with pro* 
graeaive concern, board or assodat- 
Im where initiative, driv* and organ* 
txtng abUity could be utUteed. Success* 
tai commercial and governmental back­
ground In marketing and advertising, 
transport, industrial/pubUc relations, 
'public service and fruit industry. Ap­
plicant mlddleaged. with broad inter* 
esto. promotion minded, and first class 
credentials. Consider any reasonable 
offer, tat high purpoaa and community 
Interests <d primary importance. Box 
A662. Tta Kelowna Daily Courier. 2H
1970 DATSUN 1600. 2 DOOR SEDAN. 
Standard, radio, $1400. Telephone 765- 
9309. 2211*63 OLDS 'DELTA $8. FOUR DOOR. 423 V4, automatic. Power brakes,' radio, 
very nice condition. $990.- Telephone 765- 
7617 between 5 and 6 p.m. . 227
1957 BUICK. NEEDS ENGINE, GOOD 
tody. What offers? Telephone 764-7313.
2211*63 FORD FAIRLANE STATION 
wagon, V4. automatic transmission. 
Clean. $650. Telephone Mr. Brown be­
tween I.-3O-5.-W. 765-9277. 224
1969 FORD 200 VAN. 6 CYLINDER, 
automatic, $1,850. Telephone 763-6951.
221
CLEAN 1970 . MAZDA 1200. NEW 
clutch, good tires, 24,000 miles. Good 
condition. Price $1250, firm. Telephone 
7624438. 221
1947 CHEV IN GOOD RUNNING 
order. Two new tires. $85. Telephone 
765-9359. 219
42A. MOTORCYCLESYOUNG MARRIED WOMAN WISHES 
; permanent employment In clerical-sec* 
1 rbterial field. High school graduate.
Worked two years at University of 
’ B.C. Was responsible for paying freight 
and maintenance invoices. A thorough 
f knowledge of almost every office pro­
cedure and capable of working fade* 
* pendentty. Telephone 762-5093. leave 
massage for Sandy. 221
1961 VOLKSWAGEN BEETLE AND 
1961 Volkswsgen Panel, ideal for Dune 
Buggy, $300 complete. Telephone 765- 
5240. 221
1971 KAWASAKI 175 CC TRAIL BIKE. 
Low mileage. Excellent condition, $575; 
also 1969 Yamaha Road bike, 100 cc, 
twin cylinder, low mileage, excellent 
condition, $275. Telephone 763-4800. tf
1969 TRIUMPH TR6 CONVERTIBLE 
with radio. Tonneau cover, low mile­
age. Highest oiler. Telephone 763-5705.
221 BUSH BIKE (TOTE-GOTE), EXCEL- 
lent for fishing and hunting. Tele­
phone 768-5147. Th, F, S, tf1963 CHEV BEAUMONT; AS IS. $100. New clutch, good motor and trans­
mission. body rough. Telephone 763- 
5415. or 762-6596. 221
PAINTING - INTERIOR. AND EXTER- 
lor. Good workmanship at reasonable 
_ rates. Free estimates. Telephon* 763- 
) 4593 anytime.________________ u
43. AUTO SERVICE 
AND ACCESSORIES1963 PARISIENNE HARDTOP, THREE extra Ures, tapedeck. 283. $350. Burns 
no oil. Must sell. 1346 Ethel St Tele­
phone 763-2007 220
WOULD LIKE TO BABY SIT ONE OR 
two children dally, Monday through 
Saturday, my tame. Five Bridges ares. 
Telephone 713431$. 224
FOUR SPEED MUNCIE WITH STICK, 
bell housing, clutch pedals, etc. Also, 
two AFB 750 competition series carbs. 
One Eldebrock Highrise for small 
block Chev. Also Sig Erson hydraulic 
cam, 450 lift, 302 duration lifters, 
springs, keepers, etc. Telephone 762- 
3419. 221
190 FORD FAIRLANE STATION 
wagon. Good condition. V-8 automatic 
with radio. Telephone 763-5526 or 762- 
2762. 219
CARPENTRY. PAINTING AND ODD 
jobs wanted by reliable man with 
truck for hauling. Telephone 7624286 
anytime. 219 1966 METEOR MONTCALM S-33, 
bucket seats snd console, 390, 2V, 
power steering, radio, A-l shape. Tele­
phon* 7654140. 219
MIDDLE AGED LADY DESIRES COM- 
n panion • housekeeper position. Reply to 
Box AMO, The Kelowna Daily Courier. 
222
TWO RECAP TIRES. 650x16 ON FIVE 
stud Ford rims. $50. Also 1958 ’i ton 
Ford tear end, front axle and 8 stud 
hubs- Telephone 4944125. Summerland. 
221
1961 DODGE TWO DOOR, PUSH BUT- 
ton automatic transmission, radio. Good 
running condition. Any reasonable offer 
considered. Telephone 763-5542. 226
FURNITURE REPAIR AND REFIN- 
taking. Small repairs can be done in 
your home. Henning Jensen, Peachland 
767-2424. 222
1965 VOLKSWAGEN CHASSIS, $40.00. 
Suitable for dune buggy, Includes trans, 
axle and front end. Telephone 7624174. 
221
190 MGB GT. RADIAL TIRES PLUS 
two studded winter tires. Fog and spo 
lights. Wire wheels and radio. Telephone 
7634534. 21S
a EXPERIENCED CARPENTER AVAIL- 
ibid. Telephone Winfield 766-3109, col 
lect. , tl
MUST SELL WITHIN ONE WEEK, 170 
cubic inch Ford motor, still In car. Re* 
cently rebuilt. Approximately 1,100
1 miles. Telephone 764-4861. 220
1957 BLACK CHEVROLET. EXCEL 
lent condition. Telephone 765-9374. 211_ STEADY BABY SITTING, WILL DC 
- house work, experienced, own trans
43. AUTO SERVICE 
AND ACCESSORIES
FOUR NEW FORD SEVEN INCH 
chrome reverse mags. $» each er four 
for $100. Telephone 7S54630. 224
44. TRUCKS & TRAILERS
FOR SALE - 1968 INTERNATIONAL 
logging truck, alx cylinder diesel. 25 
ton Evergreen trailer with $' bunks. 
For particulars. 7624313, days. Blds 
will ba accepted on the above untU
March 30. 1972. U
1953 CHEV H TON TRUCK. FULLY
rubber. Asking $350. Telephone 762- 
8540. 32$
1971 MAZDA te TON PICKUP. LOW 
mileage. Heavy duty bumper. Radio 
and tape deck. Excellent condition. 
$2300. Telephone 763-4800. tf
1967 CHEV HALF TON, STEPSIDE, 
short wheelbase, three speed. Only 
34,000 miles.' Excellent condition. -$1300.
Telephone 768-5294, evenings.
44A. MOBILE HOMES 
AND CAMPERS
221
44A. MOBILE HOMES 
AND CAMPERS
DISPLAY HOME
View the new two bedroom, 
double wide. Fully furnished, 
wall to wall carpets, gorgeous 
matching appliances and decor. 
A dream home situated on one 
of the most attractive lots in 
Pine Village subdivision. Hours 
to view 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., 1 - 
9 p.m. evening. 220
THREE BEDROOM TRAILER, UTIL- 
Hr room, day room with extra*, deep 
fneexe, washer, dryer, telly furnished. 
Apply 74 Shasta Drive. Shasta Trailer 




2151 Burrard St., 
Vancouver 9, B.C.
______________________ INTERPROVINCIAL TRUCK DRIVER 
HIGH SCHOOL AT HOME. CANADA'S required. Must be young and willing 
leading school. Free brochure. Nations! I to woft long hours. No others need 
College. 444 Robson 8L. Vaneocver gtt. | apply. Reply to Box A666, The Kei- 
<IUk________________________________ •* | owp> PaUy Courier._______ ________M0
REGISTRATIONS FOR THE FALL VANt»UVER SUN CARRIER FOR 
term are now accepted at Efiy’a Manhattantend Bay Avenuearea. Tele- 
Kindergarten, 929 Wardlaw Avenue. | phone 762-2221 daya; 762-6294 after 
Telephone 7634558 after 6:00 p.m. M4| 8:00 P-m- ___________
Aa eiwa nniiatveiv as as wI PAlhiakiR WANTED. WAGES COM* 
34. HELP WANTED, MALE I mensurate with experience. Telephonei. .. 1.1 . I 768-J581. 221
EXPERIENCED ORCHARD MANAGER ---------------------------------------------- ■■
and experienced landscape assistant. SERVICE STATION ATTENDANT 
Telephone 762-3384 or nights 7634105. needed. Telephone 762-2232 between 
I Hl 5:30 and 6 p.m._____________ 219
WILL BABY SIT IN MY HOME. BY 
day, week or month. $3.00 a day or 
50c per hour. Telephone 763-6820. 220
40. PETS and LIVESTOCK
TROPICAL FISH, CANARIES, BUD- 
glea. Regular and rare birds, exoUc 
tropical fish, Siamese kittens. Dog snd 
cat vitamins, eoat conditioners and 
shampoos, collars, harnesses snd leads. 
Largest pet stock in the O.K. Valley. 
The Purple Sea Horse, 1455 Ellis 
Street. Telephone 763-5224. Th, tf
CROSS BRED GERMAN SHEPHERD 
watch doga for sale. Also cross bred 
German Shepherd pups and a variety 
of smaU house dogs, and a good cattle 
dog. Telephone 766-2441, _________03
WOULD LIKE TO GIVE AWAY GER- 
man Shepherd and Lab cross, approxi­
mately 2 montha old. Telephone 765- 
5883, evenings. 219
FEMALE SAMOYED PUPPY, EIGHT 
weeks old. Has had first distemper and 
hepatitis shot. $25. Telephone 762-5583 
after 6:00 p.m.____________ 217, 219, 221
MINIATURE POODLE PUPPY, BLACK 
male, good with children, offers? Tele­
phone 769-4437 evenings or 7694282, 8:00- 
4:00 p.m. . 220
HORSESHOEING, — INTERNATIONAL 
Farriers College, California. Telephone 
Steve Price, 497-5570 collect. ■ ' tf
THREE YEAR OLD BLACK MARE, 
well broke, Arabian and Quarter. Tele­
phone 765-7227 after 6:00 p.m. 222
Local manufacturing firm requires a clerk for; accounts pay- E.S?eieptonew£
able and general office duties. Preference will be given to 14272._______ '_____ 221
persons having a/p or previous related office experience. [gentle, eight year old mare. 
Salary to 'be based on qualifications. Please reply by letter | well .trained, ideai for beginners, $175. 
only, giving complete personal and.employment particulars to: Telephone .765-7125. 221
Ione palomino gelding, c years
THE ACCOUNTANT, JlV^mertand!0 *200-TAphone^
WESTMILLS CARPETS
Box 608, Kelowna
35. HELP WANTED 
FEMALE
35. HELP WANTED, 
FEMALE
SIX YEAR OLD PINTO GELDING. 
I Well mannered. $160. Apply suite 101. 
I 1394 Highway 33, Rutland. : 219 
I BAY MARE, 15V4 HANDS, $100. TELE- 
221 phone 764-4823. 223
“ "FOR SALE: SIAMESE SEALPOINT
for $30 and up.
Fenced lots, retirement section, 
paved roads, boat ramp, store, 
separate play area, laundro­
mat, mail delivery and gar­
bage collection.
Phone 768-5459
T, Th, S 241
46. BOATS, ACCESS.
U* EKI BUNABOUT, CUSTOM GREW 
lapstrake V-8 power, velvet drive, re­
verse gear. Custom trailer. Telephonr* 
.2r.wrtt* W’ *“• sP*rt*n
Drive, Penticton. • m
2$ H.P. JOHNSON OUTBOARD WITH 
gaa tank and additional parts for re­
sales, $83.00, Telephone 765.7294. any- 
U°°*- ________ 22$
16W CABIN CRUISER WITH 35 H.P. 
Evlnrude and trailer. All tn good eondt. 
tftm. Telephone 763-2753 after 5:00 p.m.
SKYLARK, 8Y24' TRAVEL TRAILER, 
installed with iill' porch, at Wood 
Lake Resort. Sleeps five. Ideal for sum­
mer or year round home. Telephone 
owner 766-2261. Resort 766-2763. Any-
1964 McCULLOCH 14 FOOT RUNA- 
bout, electric start. fun canvas cover. 
73 h.p. motor, trailer. Complete unit 
*1.500. Telephone 764-4538. 214. XI*
16 FOOT CAMPING TRAILER, SLEEPS 
eight, three burner range with oven, 
combination electric and propane re­
frigerator, electric brakes. 110 and 12 
volt wiring, spare tire. Priced at only 
$1200. Telephone 765-7316. 221
SHASTA TRAILER COURT ON LAKE- 
shore Road. Children welcome. No pets 
please. Cable TV Included. Telephone 
763-287$. • U
GREEN BAY MOBILE HOME PARK, 
Green Bay Road oft Boucherie. Land­
scaped lots available la ta/nlly and re- 
tirement areas. Telephone 768-554X tf
12*x52’ COUNTRY HOME TRAILER. 
Two bedrooms, fully furnished with 
extras. For quick sale, open to offers. 
Telephone 763-7867. 220
FOR SALE - S^xtS’ HOUSE TRAILER, 
with added on room and porch, furn­
ished. Telephone 763-5526 or 762-2762. 
at Okanagan Trailer Court. 219
TWO BEDROOM 8’x48’ MOBILE 
home; carpeted throughout, skirted and 
well kept. Pricq $3,000. Telephone 763-
REPOSSESSION—1970 12" X 66" THREE 
bedroom, utility room, new furniture 
throughout. 1968 Detroiter, 12*x46’, three 
bedrooms, clean unit throughout. 1961 
20th Century, 10’x38’,. Ideal for the 
youug couple. Okanagan Mobile Homes. 
765-7077. tf
MOVING.’ MUST SELL OR RENT 
12’x56’ two bedroom mobile home. 
Must be seen to be appreciated. Please 
telephone 765-8797 or 765-6846. 219
What is A
12 Year Old
Answer: Your Local 
Courier Carrier on Collec­
tion Day. Are you prepar­








Required for general insurance 
agency. Excellent typing and 
shorthand required. Insurance 
experience preferable. Contact 





LADY TO WORK SATURDAYS IN 
ladies' ready to wear store. If in­
terested telephone 762-2501 for appoint­
ment. 221
EXPERIENCED PART-TIME HAIR- 
dresser. Apply st Ls Vogue Beauty
Bar or telephone 762-2032. tf
PART-TIME EMPLOYEE TO ASSIST 
at Animal Hospital. Ability to type al 
requirement. Reply In writing stating) 
experience, age and refrcnces to Box 
A 659, The Kelowna Dally Courier, 
M, W, S. 221
MRS. HOUSEWIFE, COULD YOU iJsE 
an extra $40 per week for 15 to 201 
hours work outside your home? ' Choose i 





sedan, butterscotch with 
interior, 4 speed, 18,000CLEANING WOMAN FOR ONE DAY
or two half days per week. Telephone I miles, like new.
764-4084 after 6:00 p.m. 2201 <tl*7OC
RECEPTIONIST.TYPIST REQUIRED. J) I /LJ
Apply Hoover Realty Ltd. 762-5030. 1
217, 219, 220
SHORT ORDER COOK WANTED. 
Contact Peter Landoft. 762-2412. tf
68 VOLKSWAGEN 
BEETLE
~ ~12 dr., radio, good rubber, red
36. HELP WANTED, MALE OR FEMALE exterior.








Earn your own spending 
money by delivering thoj 
• KELOWNA DAILY 
COURIER 
Application! for carrier 
routes are available at the 
COURIER OFFICE during 
business hours.
CARRIERS MUST BE . 
BETWEEN AGES OF 11 TO 
15 YEARS.
’67 DODGE MONACO 
12 dr. sedan, 318 V-8, automatic, 
Ip.s., p.b., top line model. Top 
lvalue at —
$1495
’64 PONTIAC WAGON 
4 dr., 283, automatic.
KELOWNA
TOYOTA




"Your Toi®* Transportation 
Centre"
1658 Pandosy Ph.: 783-7700 
Used Car Lot 763-6060
M. T, W, Th tf
, Iw PLYMOUTH SPORT 8ATEU.ITE.
2211 2 door hardtop. Ml. four barrel, auto- 
I W*tto transmiwlon, powar steering, T?® COOPER- | p«wvr brakes, sure grip differential.
*2^*5!“** —r*‘l“lr«a a I vinyl roof, tinted glass, rear dafogger, 
teacher ter five year eta*» fire m#a>-1 backet Mats, console, 30,000, Ono owner, 
n* "..SrL «>r <rade ter boat of equal value.
’’’“"^Telephone 7620174. »|
st*. aducaUo*. nperinc* and refer- REDUCED *1.400. 1171 PONTIAC FIRE- 
•MM. 2191 bird F-aprll, 150 cubic Inch motor,
Mother's day is a family affair!
a member of the family. Available with 29.95
'Uso YoUr Creditf
SAVE 30% Start her charm bracelet with
When you think of Mother’s Day Gifts, think of usl
is her birthstone.
..and Peoples makes it 
more meaningful for 
the whole family.
JAMIE was born in January. 
His birthstone is red Garnet.
Each Family Ring Is custom sot, so each 
one Isjdlfferent. 10 kt. gold Family Ring 
available with 2 to 8 nn 
stones, from ......... ;uiUy 
Each additional stone $2.00 Charge It!
Why is this ad appearing 3 weeks early? 
Peoples custom crafts every Family Ring. And it takes ap­
proximately 3 weeks from date of order to deliver, her very 
own, very unique Family Ring. Order now and have her 
Family Ring in time for Mother's Day.
Here's a Gift mat expresses iho lovo of the whole family. 
Each 10 kt. gold ring Is set with birthstones representing
3 to 7 stones. 3 Stone Family Ring 
Each additional stone ,,., .$3.00
DAVID was a November baby. 
His birthstone is Topaz.
Peoples Family Ring Is a gift of a lifetime for 
Mothers or Grandmothers.' For Grandmother bo 
sure to Include blrthotones for grandchlldrgnl 
Antique finish, 3to7stqn6s from/IQ QI? 
Each additional stono $3.00
To avoid disappointment, order your custom-made Mother’s Day gifts now!
. . ■ , , I , t . ' 1 , ' ■'
to 50%!SAVE $20.07 on our moat popular $49.95 10kt. yellow gold charm bracolot. 
' Delight Mom with this exquisite hand-crafted open link charm bracolot designed to 
lift and separate each charm to cherish It Individually. OfllRR
Sturdy box catch with safety lock. NOW ONLY XuiWf / I
Use Your Credit! No Money Down!
thoao four very popular lOkt. gold cfiafma. Selection Includes 
boy's and girl's profile charms, Mom's charm and Hoort shaped 
Mom's charm. Regular $10,75 to UgHfi
$15.00. specIal 2 for |{JUU
.................... . ............. ....—........ ......—------ 1 automatic transmission, power steer- 
1ALKI mUFRSENTATIVES, WITH I lag. yewsr disc brakes, stereo tape 
ear, to ssrvko established cutsnsn. I deck, msg whsels. Mint rendition.. 
Average weekly aamlaga $l» per weak. I Oaly P.ooe mites. $M0O firm. Tele- 
KspMlsace aot accessary. Apply----------------------WlnffoM 744-MO3. tf
i$w"'MGB;...COMPLETE WITH.. CAN-
RELIABLE COUTUS TO UVE IN AND »M top. hardloy teunsau cover, radio, 
eantaka nteo sutto apattmem tatldtag «*H aad tapM^wUe wtatte. win, 
h Kelowna. Seed tepilM to Box A «O. t*r ** **»«'»- »*
The Kelowna Dalty Courlsr. lit IMORRIS FOUR DOOR '.IN' GOOD I 
...............................................emd-steil,v,...TWa-. extra sen* | 
TAXI DRIVER WITH ••B” LICENCE | tires and wh.el. Closest oiler to ’ 
Teteptana 7W4484,................................ XM TriepAona 7U-TH1. 224 Q
peoples1 jeweneRS
I
ORCHARD PARK SHOPPING CENTRE, KELOWNA
Thompson Park Shopping Centre Kamloops
PH. 763-7042
Open Daily 9:30 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.} Thun, and Fri. 9:30 a,m, - 9:00 p.m
r KELOWNA DAILY COURIER. TITOR.. APRIL W. IM PAGE IT ,46. BOATS, ACCESS.
1 GRENFELL MERCRAFT CRUISER
inboard 292 V8 flathead engine, bearing vessel
licence No. 8K6588. 23 ft. 8% ft. wide, 4 ft. high, C-W 
cabin covered deck, C-W trailer, air new tires, 2 ply 
cedar hull. Convertible canvas top.
Telephone K>2-6?f)2
48. AUCTION SALES
Red Barn Auctions Ltd.
Trade Department Starts V;K\Rai! jnions 
r Study Order
A Big Push In Red China
| OTTAWA (CP) — The trade 
department's biggest push yet 
into Chinese markets—the Ca-
220
ANTIQUE & USED GOODS AUCTION
Sale Dates: Saturday, April 21
TIME: 1:30 P.M.
VINTAGE CAR COLLECTORS
1929 CHEVROLET Straight 6, flatdeck, chassis and frame. 
Good condition.
1926 ESSEX Super 6. Good condition, interior and exterior.
ANTIQUE & HOUSEHOLD GOODS
.—Pair of Sea-Gliders water skis..
A-lot of antique Edison records
p-Elcctrohome electric fan
—Panasonic AM radio
—assorted lot of kitchen utensils and bathroom scale
—dinette suite with four chairs and leaf
—Gibson 10 cu. ft. refrigerator
-hide-away bed chesterfield
—antique book collection of “Blackwoods Magazine” 1851-1855 
editions
—wooden tripod table, antique
—wooden filing cabinet, antique, four feet
—book display case
—make-up bureau with mirrors
—antique arm chair
—bedroom suite c/w chest of drawers and mirror, make-up 
seat, head boards, rails and springs
—baby crib c/w headboards, springs and rails.
nadian trade exposition to be 
held in Peking from Aug. 21 to 
Sept. 2—will have a dash of hoo­
pla as well as technical exper­
tise.
Trade Minister Jean-Luc 
Pepin unveiled some of the 
plans for the exposition Wednes­
day, saying that more than 200 
Canadian-based firms will take 
part in “our first opportunity to 
lay the foundation for a long­
term market development in 
China.”
The external affairs depart­
ment also has some plans for 
the fair that include cultural 
films, ice-skaters and exhibi­
tions by Canada’s men’s and 
wo m e n's national basketball 
teams.
While the trade department is 
mainly interested in reaping 
trade benefits from exchanging 
recognition with China in Octo­
ber, 1970, the external affairs 
department wants to inject what 
it calls “an intensive program 
of information and cultural ex­
changes which normally might
be spread over a longer pe­
riod.”
The external affairs depart­
ment has not officially an­
nounced its plans for the exposi­
tion.
HOPES FOR EDGE
For the trade department, the 
exposition represents a chance 
to make a trade initiative be­
fore other countries such as the 
United States get a chance to 
exploit Chinese markets.
Mr. Pepin told reporters at a 
news conference that his depart­
ment will spend the most it ever 
has on a foreign trade exposi­
tion—about $1 million. The Ca­
nadian firms involved will 
spend about the same.
He said the Canadian delega­
tion of about 500 persons will be 
limited to those with direct re­
sponsibilities for exhibits, in­
cluding perhaps 400 representa­
tives of the exhibiting firms and 
20 officers of his department's 
industrial sector branch.
It was expected that 250,000 
Chinese would attend, including 
representatives of state trading 
corporations, scientists and in- 
. dustrial technicians.
48. AUCTION SALES
KELOWNA AUCTION DOME aEGUI.AH 
tales every Wednesday. 7'00 p m. W» 
Ky cub tor complete estates and 
usehold contents. Telephone 765-5617
Behind the Drive-In Theatre. Hlfbway 
North. tt
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
. Carrier boy delivery 63c per week. 
Collected every two weeks.
Motor Route
12 months ................   $25.00
«.months ............  13.00
3 months ...................... 7.00
MAIL RATES







Canada Outside B. C. 
12 months .................  $29.00 •
6 months .........   16.00
3 months ......................... 8.50







All maU .and Motor Route Subscriptions 
payable in advance.
THE KELOWNA DAILY COURIER 





LONDON (AP) — Rail union 
chiefs debated today whether to
heed a court order for a two-
It was to be a technical fair 
limited to the demonstration of 
Canadian products, and not a 
popular exposition.
But the external affairs de­
partment plans do call for en­
tertainment to be presented at 
two cinemas adjacent to the ex­
position.
In applying to the treasury 
board for $132,000 in funds for 
the fair, the department noted:
“The Peking Solo Trade Fair 
will be the most important 
event focusing attention on rela­
tions between Canada and China 
during the next year or two.
“It is considered that the op­
portunity should be seized to 
demonstrate . . ., wider aspects 
of Canadian life and culture
New Tax Legislation Threat, 
'May Cause Corporate Exodus
TORONTO (CP) — The fed­
eral government has been 
warned by members of the 
country’s legal and accounting 
professions that provisions in 
new tax legislation relating to 
foreign income “could well 
force Canadian-based multi-na­
tional corporations to leave Can­
ada.” .
The warning was included in 
a 200-page brief presented last
the government’s tax policy 
with the least possible disrup­
tion to business and personal 
practices.”
' week to ministers of finance
220 I and national revenue by the
POLITICIAN HOLIDAY
LONDON (CP) — It’s about 
time Britons had something to 
thank politicians for, says one 
Tory MP. Robert McCrindle, 
who represents a London riding, 
has suggested to the govern­
ment that a public holiday 
should be introduced on behalf 
of Labor party leader Harold 
Wilson or Prime Minister Ed­
ward Heath. “If it works, peo­
ple would be grateful to us for 
something at least,” McCrindle 
said.
joint committee on taxation of 
the Canadian Bar Association 
and the Canadian Institute of 
Chartered Accountants. The 
brief was released Wednesday.
The joint committee criticized 
tax provisions relating to inter­
national operations and voiced 
concern over lack of provision 
permitting reorganizations and 
amalgamations o f Canadian 
companies.
The brief urged the govern­
ment to appoint a tax advisory­
council “to advise the minister
of finance on how to implement centives.
SB!2!?5r!l5!Sl
week cooling-off period in their 
four-day slowdown of the British 
train system. It is the first 
major test of the Conservative 
government’s Industrial Rela­
tions Act, adopted last year.
In an effort to avert a show­
down, Vic Feather, head of the 
parent-Trades Union Congress, 
made efforts to reopen negotia­
tions between the three unions 
Involved and British Rail, #the 
government monopoly.
The 1,300-member Deptford 
branch of the National Union of
Films would cover such sub­
jects as agriculture, nuclear in­
dustry, wild life, figure-skating, 
transportation and a new film 
on Canada from the National 
Film Board.
Ten figure skaters would give 
peiformances throughout the 
fair, and would also be brought 
to Peking for exhibitions.
INCLUDE PROFESSIONALS
The figure-skaters would in­
clude ten professionals and pos­
sibly an amateur ensemble in­
cluding Canadian amateur stars 
Karen Magnusson, Toller Cran­
ston and Sandra and Vai Bczic.
As for the trade exposition it­
self, exhibitors will include: 39 
electrical, electronics or utilities 
companies; 36 machinery man­
ufacturers; another 36 manufac­
turers of farm machinery and
SHOULD GO FURTHER
The committee was concerned 
that legislation did not go far 
enough in establishing and 
maintaining taxpayer r i g.h t s. 
Harold Buchwald, a Winnipeg 
lawyer who is co-chairman of 
the committee, said:
“While special interest groups 
can afford to prepare submis­
sions on the problem taxing 
statutes raise for them, there 
are many others who are not in 
a position to do so.”
Recommendations include re­
vision of “arbitrary” provisions 
covering automobile expenses; 
allowance of full deductions for 
tools and clothing required by 
tradesmen; deductions, for costs 
of having tax returns prepared, 
and improved small-business in-
Railwaymen demanded its lead­
ers discuss a- strike with the 
other two unions involved in the 
slowdown.
The Court of Industrial Rela­
tions ordered the railwaymen to 
suspend their slowdown for 14 
days at the government's re­
quest Wednesday. If tho unions 
refuse to comply, they can be 
held in contempt and fined up to 
£100,000 ($260,000) each. The 
rail unions, representing some 
300,000 men, boycotted the court 
hearing in line with TUC policy 
adopted by Feather.
. British Rail has offered to pay 
the men 12 per cent more than 
they now earn but the unions 
want 16 per cent, which would 
bring their lowest-paid mem-
mechanical transport;
Twenty-four chemical produc­
ers; 24 metal and minerals 
companies; 20 wood products 
manufacturers: 18 representa­
tives of medical and educational 
equipment firms;
Fourteen agricultural and 
livestock firms; 13 transporta­
tion companies and three tex­
tiles manufacturers.
Of these companies, 110 are 
from Ontario, 52 from Quebec, 
27 from British Columbia, eight 
each from Alberta and Mani­
toba and five each from Saskat­
chewan and the Maritimes.
Most of the firms on the list 
appeared to be Canadian-owned 
as well as Canadian based, with 
a scattering of foreign subsidi­
aries. v
Chinese Ambassador Yao 
Kuang attended the news con­
ference, but was not introduced 
and stood with other officials 
from his embassy while Mr. 
Pepin spoke. .
bers up to £20 ($52) a week. 
Since Monday the workers have 
been adhering strictly to their 
rulebook—much of i. outdated 
—and refusing to work over­
time. This has cut freight traffic 
as much as 50 per cent and 
sharply curtailed commuter 
service.
Watching the situation most 
anxiously were thousands of 
commuters forced on to 
jammed highways or into 
packed trains which ran late if 
they ever got started. Many 
people took up to five hours to 
reach work Wednesday. Cities 




Offers day care service 
for senior citizens. Treat 




Complete 7-pc. Movie Outfit
Camera, Case, Film,
Projector, Screen, 
Light and Film File
all for one low price
7-pce. let
23997
Supcr-8 Movie Camera — With 5-to-l power 
zoom. Automatic exposure control with CDS 
electric eye; manual over-ride, Through-the- 
lens viewing. Slow motion or single frame 
options. Accepts ASA 25 and* 160 film. Black 
metal body, Full-year warranty. 4 AA (jj 
If bought separately ................ Ea.
Aulo Thread Dual-8 Projector — Shows supcr-8 
and regular 8mm movies, with forward, re­
verse, still, fast-forward and rapid rewind,
4ry idwta WkcJGlt ’ 
STRIPE-HAPPY SET!
Gay separates give them a 
flying start to school, |
Tho young set Is stripe-happy! J 
Knit tank top for, girls, boy, । 
jumper for girl of worsted In 2-' 
color pattern. Easy—no carry-! 
Ing of colors. Tat. 918: sizes 4, 
6, 8, 10 included.
SEVENTY-FIVE CENTS Ip 
coins (np stamps, please) for 
each pattern—add 15 cents 
for each pattern for first-class | 
'moiling and special handling i 
—(o Lauru Wheeler, care oil 
The Kelowna Dally Courier,! 
Nccdlccraft Dept,, 60 Front St. 
W., Toronto. Ontario residents 
add 4c sides tax, Print plainly 
PATTERN NUMBER, your 
NAME and ADDRESS.
1072 Ncedtecrafl Catalog—i 
! Knit, crochet, embroider gifts, 
fashions. Free directions. 50c ||, 
1 NEW Instant Mncrnino— 1 
Basic, fancy knots. Pattern $1. I
NEW Easy Art of Hairpin I 
Crochet has 26 patterns SI, I 
I Instant Crochet Book-Stc|>- I 
by-Mep pictures, patterns St, I
Complete Instant Gift Book— I 
more than l<)0 gifts. $1. I
Complete Afghan Book—$1. l| 
16 Jiffy Rogs Book 60c. Il 
i Book of 12 Prize Afghans, 60c J
Quilt Book 1—16 patterns. 60c I 
' ' Museum Quilt Book \2—60c I 
. Quilts For Today-COc IL ! I I ■ r


















Block vjnyl contraction bag
with interior divider
Top-mounting light with tilt-
9x3" size. AdjusloblAshoulder
strap. If bought 7 ao
head feature for "bounce
Finest surface for projecting
3.57
separately. ,, Ea. 7.99
lighting. Fits most supor-8
cameras. If bought 4A AA 
icparatcly........... Fa.9
slides or movies. 40x40" size, 
on collapsible stand. If bought
35mm. ZO-exp, print. 
126. 12-cxp. prim. .
Slmppono-Seara: Cameras
icparatcly.
35mm. 20-cxp. elide. ..
35min, 36-exp. «li<)e 1.ni . o’)-c . nil
| K <17 126. 20-exp. slide
[fli IVivI । (‘price inchid
(39) Kelowna 763-5M4.
Polk Free While You Shop Simpioni-Seart, Orchard Park, Kdowno.\
■................. 1 ■ ............ „ ................................... ............................................................... .....................„.......................... ... ......... .............
... Ea. 1.47 
... . Ea. M7















Crushed or Pieces 
14 oz. tins......
Malkin’s, Strawberry,.














Open 9 to 9 Tlwrs. & Fri 
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Proposed New Baby Bonus
May Be
OTTAWA (CP) — The opposi­
tion is showing signs of making 
the proposed,new baby bomu 
plan an Issue In an election—lf 
Prime Minister Trudeau calls 
one.
Ilie New Democratic Party 
withdrew in the Commons 
Wednesday its previous quali­
fied agreement to allow the gov­
ernment bill, outlining changes 
in the plan, second reading and 
advancement to committee dis­
cussion. • _ ,
Party Leader David Lewis 
brushed aside denials from 
Health Minister John Munro to 
charge that some welfare recip­
ients will receive only half of 
the proposed payments under 
the new plan. .
He said of the whole bill: It 
is a veritable nightmare in ad­
ministration and is indeed a 
hoax on both the poor and low 
and middle income families.” 
He said its provisions will hurt 
“the poorest children in this 
land.” L v
The Conservatives—who have 
not yet indicated whether they 
will give tLe plan second-read- 
Ing approval—NDP and Social 
Credit have protested govern­
ment intentions of removing the 
universality of family allowance 
payments to increase payments 
to the poor while reducing or 
ending them for those with 
higher Incomes.
MPs go at it again today with 
Liberals expected to counter-at­
tack by again saying the bill 
helps the people who need it 
most.
DENIES CONTENTION
Mr. Munro flatly denied Mr. 
Lewis’s contention Wednesday 
that children of families receiv­
ing benefits under federal-pro­
vincial welfare programs would 
receive only one-half of the fam­
ily allowance paid to others.
He said inside and outside the 
House Mr. Lewis was misread­
ing the bill and that the half 
payment applied only to chil­
dren In federally-supported in­
stitutions.
Mr. Lewis was just as firm 
that he was correct in his as­
sessment and that Mr. Munro 
should read his own bill. .
To back his argument, Mr. 
Lewis put two separate sections 
of the act together. Read to­
gether, he said, these sections 
reduce by one-half the allow­
ances paid for a child receiving 
assistance under the Canada As­
sistance Plan.
The Canadian Assistance Plan
Election Issue
The NDP leader’s remarks 
were part of an all-embrasing 
criticism of die bill.
He said a situation in which 
some families receive allow­
ances while others in an only 
slightly higher bracket would 
get less or nothing would be div­
isive, and the allowances should 
be higher.
. The new system would create 
an administrative Jungle, he 
argued.
He ended by proposing a mo­
tion that would shelve the bill, 
at the same time calling for 
amendments to increase the al­




. . . polling point -
the federal-provincial cost-
sharing system for welfare.
Outside the House, Mr. Munro 
said most families receiving 
welfare will receive the full al­
lowance of $15 for children up to 
12 years and $20 for those over 
that age.
But children in institutions 
partly supported by the federal 
government under the assist­
ance plhn, and foster children 
receiving assistance under the 
plan would receive only one- 
half.
WOULD PAY DOUBLE
If the federal government 
paid the full allowance in these 
cases, it would in effect be pay­
ing double, he said.
Mr. Munro attempted to inter­
rupt Mr. Lewis on .a point of 
order in the House but was 




Our trained crew can make 
your car look like new. 
Smoothing out dents, custom 
repainting our specialty.
Today A'Golden Age'For Crime 
Says Retired RCMP Chief
VANCOUVER (CP) — To­
day’s criminal is living in a 
“golden age” because of an an­
tiquated legal structure heavily 
weighted inlhecriminal’s 
favor, says retired RCMP dep­
uty commissioner W. H. Kelly.
As a result, the Canadian sys­
tem of Justice is failing, to re­
strain crime or to deter and re­
habilitate. criminals, Mr. Kelly 
told a meeting of the Canadian 
Club Wednesday.
In order to prevent the contin­
ued undermining of rights and 
the security of the community, 
changes in the legal structure 
are necessary, Mr. Kelly said. 
But the changes must not be the
Other opposition speakers 
criticized scrapping universal­
ity. One Liberal demanded' to 
know how the New Democratic 
Party proposed to pay for all 
the changes it demanded.
Leonel Beaudoin (SC—Rich­
mond) said all mothers in the 
country have considered the 
baby bonus as special revenue 
paid to them personally. Now 
all this would change.
FLAGRANT INJUSTICE
It was a flagrant injustice 
that mothers could lose the 
bonus because the income of 
their husbands was over the 
prescribed limit set by the fed­
eral government, he said.
Heath Macquarrie (PC—Hills­
borough) said the government is 
displaying a “callous and insen­
sitive lack of appreciation of the 
role of motherhood in this soci­
ety.” Women received the fam­
ily allowance today not because 
they were poor but because they 
were mothers.
Mr. Beaudoin added that the 
Liberals are thinking of an elec- 
' tion. They would go to the coun­
try saying: “elect us and we 
will adopt the bill on family al­
lowances.”
CNIB Introduces 
New Type Of Cane
MONTREAL (CP) — The Ca­
nadian National Institute for the 
Blind has introduced a newly 
designed folding white cane 
which can be lengthened to 44 
inches or shortened to 18 inches 
to suit any blind person; The 
cane was redesigned because it 
was felt the folding cane cur­
rently in popular use was too 
cumbersome. The new cane is 
oiily 11 inches long when folded.
prerogative of the legal profes­
sion or law enforcement author­
ities.
“Society must be seriously 
concerned about the present 
state of Canadian justice. . . ."
Mr. Kelly said so many condi­
tions must be met before crime 
can be contained that police can 
prevent only a limited amount 
of crime.
In the area of “white collar 
crime”—thefts > within financial 
institutions—the police are vir­
tually powerless, he .said.
Better-educated criminals, 
with a knowledge of sophisti­
cated methods and techniques 
as well as their own rights and 
the rules of evidence, have con­
tributed to the police problem, 
Mr. Kelly said.
The courts themselves, ’he 
said, still are working under 
rules of evidence heavily 
weighted in favor of the 
guilty .formulated when the cur­
rent volume of crime was uni­
magined.
INCO LOWER
TORONTO (CP) — Interna­
tional Nickel Co. of Canada Ltd. 
reports a drop of almost 50 per 
cent in earnings for the first 
quarter of the year, compared 
with the corresponding period 
last year.
“Oklahoma”
“Many a new day” 
“Can’t say no” 
“Out of my dreams”
Box Office: Bank of B.C.
DON’T MISS 
"OKLAHOMA!" 
and hear these 
exciting-songs: 
“Oh what a beautfiul 
mornin’ ” 






PICNIC HAMS a- 49c
SHOULDER ROAST 40.
Lamb .......... ..................... ................................................... . .... lb. “h1 B Ws
CHUCK STEAK Canada Good or Choice ...........................lb. 69c
CROSS RIB ROAST Canada Good or Choice ...........  lb. 95c
PORK HOCKS n. 29c BEEF LIVER 59c







HINDS. ib. 33c 
ib. 49 c
Al! Prices include Cutting, Wrapping and Quick Freezing.
FRESH PRODUCE
ORANGES S 8 lb, 1.00
BANANAS , 7lbs1.00
CANTALOUPES 3 for1.00
WATERMELONS 2 lte 29c
1110 St. Paul, Kelowna












Waters to 2,800 sq.ft: 7.99
11.99
■>
BAYCREST 18" rotary mower:
Low silhouette for. discharge 
efficiency. Loop handle with 
throttle control, Just right 
for lady gardeners. 3 h.p.
BAYCREST rotary mower: 20" 
Aero jet-deep drawn 14 gal. 
deck for extra safety, high 
capacity wind tunnel. Baffled 















Garden wheelbarrow: With 3 
tu. ft. tray. 10"xl.75" wheels,
Transparent plastic hoses:
With brass ''Full Flow" coup-
.69
Utility shears: 8" notched 
blade. Hardwood handles. 
Wing nut for easy adjustment.
engine.
OnlyOnly 79.99
I ’ fe-t >* I I 4 H a
I ,1
Oscillating sprinklers: For gen­
tle rain-like watering of your 
lawns. Waters to C AA 
2,200 square feet:
। 1, ; j ‘ u f “ 1 1 ’p ’7 ’• !
' ‘ ’ 1 i 'l » ‘ 1 f p 1 >' * If 'I T, < . I f 11 t H '< I * »
-
BAYCREST 18" single blade 
rotary mower: Lightweight, 
easy starting. Steel single 
chute deck, rear baffles. 1 Vi- 
hp motor, 10 amp. CGE drive 
unit with slip clutch. On/off 
switchon
59.99
BAYCREST 18" twin blade 
rotary mower: Lightweight, lit­
tle maintenance needed. Over­
lapping blades for excellent 
discharge, seamless, mowing. 
11/4-hp motor, 10 ampere 
CGE drive unit. '




Baskets ____ 3 forl .00
POTATOES S*





. each 49C 
3 ibs. 99c
PQTATOES Mfe. \ no






. bunches 2 for 19C
PILSBURY FLOUR 
PACIFIC MILK 






All Colors - . Q
Box of 3 .... leH/
C UIDTC Lanccr Qua,ityLong s,ccvc dnllll 3 (Large Variety). Pre-priced 9.00 .....
20 lb. bag 1.09




. 1 lb. pkg. /VC 
gallon pail 1.99
3 lb. paejk 09 C 
Box o£ 6 2.49
. cadi 4.95
CANADA DRY GINGER ALE 2s oz. bottles. Pius Deposit 4 for 1.00 
BEANS WITH PORK Brand 7.........-........................... 15 oz. tins 6 ior 1.00
SOUP Lyon s ................. . . . ........................
ASPIRINS . .
KRAFT VELVEETA CHEESE .. . .. .... 
TANG LEMONADE 5 x 3’/4 oz. envelopes - 
CRACKERS Christie's ......... -............ ------
NABOB JELLY POWDERS Envelopes ....
VIVA TOWELS ... . ..
CAKE MIX Duncan Hines .....................................
CLOVERLEAF CHUNK TUNA. . . . . . . . . . .
CLOVERLEAF MANDARIN ORANGES .
Envelopes 10 for 99c 
...............100's 69c 1 
....... . ........1 ib. pkg. 99c 
.. . . . . . . . .  ....... 69c
........... 1 b. ctn.45C
........ 10for99c
............................... 2's 59c
.............. 19 oz. pkg. 49c
............... 6>/z oz. tin 49c
10 oz. tln«'4 for1.00
VAD1A DDAhllfTC CAIC French Green Benns, Cut Green Beans, 
fvlllv rKvUUk.19 OALC Cream Style Corn, Fancy Peas. yi j AA 
MIX 'N' MATCH ....... .................................................................^-14 oz. tins *t for hUU
YORK TOMATOES ... 
YORK FRUIT COCKTAIL 
YORK APPLE JUICE
.j 28 oz. tin for 79C 
. ,14 oz. tins 2 for 69c 
. 48 oz. tin 2 for 79C
ORANGE JUICE York Sweetened or Unsweetened .... 48 oz, Un 2 for 99c
INSTANT COFFEE Blue Ribbon .. 
DIET DOG FOOD 
SCOPE MOUTHWASH
SECRET 5 oz. Spray ............... .........
___.10 oz. J:ir 1 »69 
15 oz. tin 9 for 99c 
, 12 oz. bottle 99c
. . . . . . . . . 1.19'
WIN A TURKEY
2 Lucky Shoppers Will Encl) Win n Turkey this Week. Enter ill Checkout.
Pay Your Power and Phone Bills at Dion's
—.. ................. 1............. ..... . ................-. ......................................... ....................................... ;................. 1........... . ................. —
WE. RESERVE THE RIGHT 70 LIMIT QUANTITIESDION’S
OWNERS: CLAUDE and MARGUERITE DION
HOURS: 9 A.M. TO 9 P.M. - 7 DAYS A WEEK
Prkrs Fffedlve Thursday, I'rlduy, Saturday and Sunday.
i
